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The Governm ent S tatistica l Service

A service of statistical information and advice is provided to the Government by 
specialist staffs employed in the statistics division of individual Departments.
Statistics are made generally available through their publications and further information 
and advice on them can be obtained from the Departments concerned.

Enquiries about statistics in this publication should be made to the Central
Statistical Office, Great George Street, London SW1 P 3AQ. Telephone 01-233 6135/6193

Enquiries about orders for United Kingdom Balance of Payments should be made to 
the publishers. Her Majesty's Stationery Office, PO Box 569, London SE1 9NH 
Telephone 01 -928 6977.
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INTRODUCTION

T his publication h3.s been prepared by the Central Statistical Office in collaboration with other 
government departments and the Bank of England. It contains estimates of the United Kingdom 
balance of payments for each of the calendar years 1965 to 1975. In addition, summary estimates
for the years 1954 to 1964 are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Where tables relate to years other than 
1965 to 1975, the years covered are noted in the list of contents. The tables are followed by a 
description of the sources, methods and definitions used in compiling the statistics.

Quarterly estimates of the United Kingdom balance of payments are published by press notice 
each quarter and details are included, with commentary, in the March, June, September and 
December issues of Economic Trends, those in the September issue being consistent with the 
annual figures in the Pink Book. The latest quarterly estimates are also reproduced in summary 
form in the Monthly Digest o f Statistics and in Financial Statistics.

Revisions and changes in content
A number of revisions have been made to the figures as a result of later and more complete 

information and through continuing scrutiny of the methods of estimation and consistency of 
treatment between different items in the accounts. Changes in content from the previous issue 
of the Pink Book {United Kingdom Balance o f Payments 1964-74) and new items are detailed on
pages 76 and 77.

Reliability of the estimates
All the estimates are expressed in terms of a precise number of £ milhon but this does not 

imply that they can be regarded as accurate to the last digit. Some of the figures, particularly 
those relating to 1975, are provisional and may be revised later. Notes on the rehability of the 
estimates are given on pages 74 to 76.

Symbols and conventions used
Exchange rates. Where estimates are based on data expressed in currencies other than sterling, 

the figures are as far as possible converted into sterling at the rate of exchange at the time of the 
transaction—see notes on page 58.

Geographical analysis. The geographical and economic groupings used in this publication are 
described on pages 58 and 59.

Symbols. The following symbols are used throughout:
• ‘ =  not available.
— =  nil or less than £500,000. 

n.e.i. =  not elsewhere included.
Identification markings. To facilitate identification, the main items in Table 3 have been given 

item numbers which are quoted in other tables and in the notes.

Sign convention. Under the conventions of the system, credit entries are recorded for real 
resources (goods, services, etc.) that are exported and, in the case of financial items, for reductions 
in the United Kingdom’s foreign assets or increases in its foreign liabilities. Conversely, debit 
entries are required for real resources that are imported and, for financial items, increases in 
assets or decreases in liabilities. See notes on page 57.

t-o ::

Central Statistical Office, 
Great George Street, 
London SWIP 3AQ 
August 1976
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SUMMARY TABLES

iilii ary balance of payments(0

TABLE 1
£ million

1954

Current account

Visible trade............................  —204
Invisibles................................  +321

CURRENT BALANCE.............1+117

Current balance................. ..... I +117
Investment and other capital

flows....................................I “  48
Balancing item........................ I +  57

BALANCE FOR OFFICIAL
FINANCINGO .................. 1+126

Gold subscription to IMF(-)

Official financing 
Net transactions with overseas

monetary authorities...........I — 39
Official reserves (drawings on

+^dditions to —)...............I — 87

1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 I960 1961 1962 1963

-313  
+  158

+  53 
+  155

-  29 
+262

+  29
,

-1 1 5
+270

-401 
+  156

-1 4 0  
+  162

-1 0 0
+228

-  80 
+211

-155 +208 +233 +  344 +  155 -2 4 5 +  22 +  128 +  131

-155 +208 +233 +  344 +  155 -2 4 5 +  22 1-128 +  131

-195  
+  121

-409  
+  42

-3 0 0  
+  80

-121
+  67

-1 0 8  
-  29

+286
+284

-3 1 6  
-  45

-  3 
+  67

-  99
-  90

-2 2 9 -1 5 9 +  13 +290 +  18 +325 -3 3 9 +  192 -  58

— - - ■ ■■ >— -  58 -  32 — — —

+201 -  6 -  79 -1 1 6 +370 -3 7 5 +  5

+229 -  42 -  13 -2 8 4 +  119 -1 7 7 -  31 +  183 +  53

1964

-5 0 0  
+  145

-355

-3 5 5

-6 9 5

+573

+  122

£ million

1965

Current account

Visible trade. 
Invisibles__

-223
+197

CURRENT BALANCE..... .......  -  26

1966 1967 1968

-  66 
+  167

-5 5 4
+256

-6 6 7
+395

+101 -298 -2 7 2

Current balance......................
Capital transfers.....................
Investment and other capital 

flows
Balancing item.........

-  26

BALANCE FOR 
FINANCING(*) -353

Allocation of Special Draw
ing Rights (+)....................

+  101 -298 -2 7 2

-578  
-  70

-600(3)1 
+227

1,0060 
-1 3 2

547 -671  -1,410

Gold subscription to IMF (—)

Official financing 
Net transactions with overseas

monetary authorities...........
Foreign currency borrowing:

by HM Government...........
by public sector under 

exchange cover schemes... 
Official reserves (drawings on 

+/additions to —)...............

+599

44

+625(*) +556(*) +1,296

-2 4 6 -  34 +115 +  114

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

-1 5 6
+616

-  25 
+758

+280
+804

-7 0 2  
+  856

-2,334 
+  1,598

-5,220 
+  1,873

-3,204 
+  1,531

+460 +733 +  1,084 +  154 -7 3 6 -3,347 -1,673

+460 +733 +  1,084 +  154 -7 3 6  
-  59

-3,347 
-  75

-1,673

-165
+392

+573 
-  19

+  1.817 
+245

-7 1 4
-7 0 5

-  39 
+  45

+  1,614 
+  136

+188 
+  6

+687 +  1,287 +3,146 -1,265 -789 -1,672 -1,479

+  171 +  125 +  124 — _

-  38 ■

-699 -1,295 -1,817 +449 . . . »

+  644 +423

+  56 +  82 +999 +  1,107 +387

-  44 -125 -1,536 +  692 -2 1 0 -  79 +669

(̂ ) Figures for the years 1946 to 1953 were last published in United Kingdom Balance o f Payments 1971; see notes on page 78.
(3) Balance of current and capital transactions, including unidentified transactions, covered by official financing other than that relating to IMF 

gold subscriptions and the allocation of SDK’s.
0  Including EEA loss on forward commitments; see Table 3.
(*) Including transfer from dollar portfolio to reserves; see Table 3.
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SUMMARY TABLES

TABLE 2

Credits
Exports (f.o.b.)

Government services. 
Private(*) services

Sea transport........
Civil aviation........
Travel....................
Other services........

Interest, prohts and dividends

Government transfers 
Private transfers..........

Total invisibles

Total credits-........................
o f which: Goods and services

Debits
Imports (f.o.b.)

Government services 
Private(®) services

Sea transport.......
Civil aviatioa.......
Travel....................
Other services........

Interest, profits and dividends

Government transfers. 
Private transfers.........

Total invisibles

Total deb its................................
o f which: Goods and services

Net transactions 
Visible balance

Government services 
Private(*) services

Sea transport........
Civil aviation........
Travel....................
Other services........

Interest, profits and dividends

Government transfers 
Private transfers..........

Invisible balance

Current balance..........................
o f which: Goods and services.

Current account(^

£ million

Q) Figures for the years 1946 to 1953 were last published in United Kingdom Balance o f Payments 1971: see notes on page 78. 
(*) Including public corporations.

1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

2,785 3,073 3,377 3,509 3,406 3,527 3,737 3,903 4,003 4,295 4,521

54 58 66 85 54 43 45 46 39 40 45

520 540 611 659 631 620 637 641 647 658 697
38 37 44 49 68 82 96 108 119 131 143
95 111 121 129 134 143 169 176 183 188 190

345 358 379 405 414 438 468 506 522 510 558

540 517 571 583 682 658 671 676 754 842 888

51 47 26 21 3 _ _ _

76 80 91 90 103 100 104 109 111 113 125

1,719 1,748 1,909 2,021 2,089 2,084 2,190 2,262 2,375 2,482 2,646

4,504 4,821 5,286 5,530 5,495 5,611 5,927 6,165 6,378 6,777 7,167
3,837 4,177 4,598 4,836 4,707 4,853 5,152 5,380 5,513 5,822 6,154

2,989 3,386 3,324 3,538 3,377 3,642 4,138 4,043 4,103 4,375 5,021

166 173 194 175 199 188 233 260 278 290 314

484 570 659 652 586 606 671 675 668 679 734
38 40 45 52 60 64 78 85 97 104 116

101 125 132 146 152 164 186 200 210 241 261
183 187 200 215 212 223 243 248 252 263 283

290 343 342 334 389 396 438 422 420 444 495

70 70 73 75 77 82 94 118 121 132 163
66 82 109 no 99 91 91 92 101 118 135

1,398 1,590 1,754 1,759 1,774 1.814 2,034 2,100 2,147 2,271 2,501

4,387 4,976 5,078 5,297 5,151 5,456 6.172 6,143 6,250 6,646 7,522
3,961 4.481 4,554 4,778 4,586 4,887 5,549 5,511 5,608 5,952 6,729

-2 0 4 -3 1 3 +  53 -  29 +  29 -1 1 5 -401 -1 4 0 -1 0 0 -  80 -5 0 0

-1 1 2 -1 1 5 -1 2 8 -  90 -1 4 5 -1 4 5 -1 8 8 -2 1 4 -2 3 9 -2 5 0 -2 6 9

+  36 -  30 -  48 +  7 +  45 +  14 -  34 -  34 -  21 -  21 -  37
-  3 -  1 -  3 +  8 +  18 +  18 +  23 +  22 +  27 +  27

-  6 -  14 -  11 -  17 -  18 -  21 -  17 -  24 -  27 -  53 -  71
+  162 +  171 +  179 +  190 +202 +215 +225 +258 +270 +247 +275

+  250 +  174 +229 +249 +293 +262 +233 +254 +334 +398 +393

-  19 -  23 -  47 -  54 -  74 -  82 -  94 -1 1 8 -121 -1 3 2 -163
+  10 -  2 -  18 -  20 +  4 +  9 +  13 +  17 +  10 -  5 -  10

+  321 +  158 +  155 +262 +315 +270 +  156 +  162 +228 +211 +  145

+  117 -1 5 5 +208 +233 +344 +  155 -2 4 5 +  22 +  128 +  131 -355
-1 2 4 -3 0 4 +  44 +  58 +  121 -  34 -3 9 7 -131 -  95 -1 3 0 -5 7 5
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45

125

7,167
6,154

5,021

314

495

7,522
6,729

-500
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Credits
Exports (f.o.b.)

Government services 
Private(*) services

Sea transport—....
Civil aviation____
Travel
Other services....

•  •»*••••«••« M»*M*«V**««»*«*v***«****^** ***********

»*«***•« «— *»**»• '

>•••»•••••••«>•«»««••••*••••••*****•**************

••«•*•••»••••****<*>************

Interest, profits and dividends.

Government transfers 
Private transfers.........

Total invisibles.

>V» I — ♦»*»••»»* ******Total credits.... ....
o f which: Goods and services.

Debits
Imports (f.o.b.) •••••((•••••̂••••••••••>*«*«*«**>»*********»»****>***<<**>**>*'

Government services 
Wvate{*) services 

Sea transport
Qvil aviation......
Travel.
Other services

•*****VM***M«M *•**« •••••> •*••••••••••••••  *•••••*•<  * •

•M ***************************MlV<

* » • • • « • * » • * • • • • • •  H * * e e * » * e  • * • * * * * « • • • ■ • « » * • » • •  e e *  • • • M e * «  •  M * e 1 H » e  • • • • • • • •  • •

Interest, profits and dividends

Government transfers. 
Private transfers.........

Total invisibles

Total debits__
o f which: Goods and services

Net transactions 
Visible balance

Government services.........
Private(“) services

Sea transport.................
Civil aviation................
Travel
Other services

*VV4#,W,,WV, V* V******* ***

Interest, profits and dividends.

Government transfers 
Private transfers.........

Invisible balance ***••

Current balance...........
o f which: Goods and services

SUMMARY TABLES
Current account(^)

£ million

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

4,848 .5,203 5,139 6,282 7,075 7,907 8,810 9,141 11,772 15,899

46 42 37 44 48 51 59 72 80 94

749 765 884 1,053 1,051 1,361 1,618 1,610 2,058 2,675
162 180 199 235 287 316 354 410 480 619
193 219 236 282 359 432 486 546 681 837
594 652 769 917 1,051 1,208 1,340 1,499 1,817 2,266

992 962 977 1,107 i,338 1,446 1,478 1,741 2,898 3,177

—
, , 63 130

135 135 143 171 181 192 215 231 295 355

2,871 2,955 3,245 3,809 4,315 5,006 5,550 6,109 8,372 10,153

7,719 8,158 8,384 10,091 11,390 12,913 14,360 15,250 20,144 26,052
6,592 7,061 7,264 8.813 9,871 11,275 12,667 13,278 16,888 22,390

5,071 5.269 5,693 6,949 7,231 7,932 8,530 9,843 14,106 21,119

315 332 311 331 338 360 381 428 518 653

748 760 901 1,018 1,084 1,437 1,672 1,687 2,159 2,780
134 149 169 201 238 266 297 333 396 529
290 297 274 271 324 382 439 527 682 683
311 338 360 414 468 510 546 590 696 954

557 575 599 774 840 890 978 1,190 1,515 1,785

177 180 188 179 177 177 205 210 422 450
142 157 187 226 230 226 228 288 386 446

2,674 2,788 2,989 3,414 3,699 4,248 4,746 5,253 6,774 8,280

7,745 8,057 8,682 10,363 10,930 12,180 13,276 15,096 20,880 29,399
6,869 7,145 7,708 9,184 9,683 10,887 11,865 13,408 18,557 26,718

-223 -  66 -5 5 4 -667 -1 5 6 -  25 +  280 -7 0 2 -2,334 -5,220

-269 -2 9 0 -2 7 4 -2 8 7 -2 9 0 -3 0 9 -3 2 2 -3 5 6 -  438 -  559

1 +  1 +  5 -  17 +  35 -  33 -  76 -  54 -  77 -  101 -  105
+  28 +  31 +  30 +  34 +  49 +  50 +  57 +  77 +  84 +  90
-  97 -  78 -  38 +  11 +  35 +  50 +  47 +  19 -  1 +  154
+283 +314 +409 +503 +583 +698 +794 +909 +  1,121 +  1.312

+435 +387 +378 +333 +498 +556 +  500 +  551 +  1,383 +  1,392

-177 -1 8 0 -188 -1 7 9 -177 -1 7 7 -205 -2 1 0 -  359 -  320
-  7 -  22 -  44 -  55 -  49 -  34 -  13 -  57 -  91 -  91

+  197 +167 +256 +395 +616 +758 +804 +856 +  1,598 +  1.873

+  101
-  84

-298
-4 4 4

+460
+188

+733
+388

+  1,084 
+  802

+  154 
-1 3 0

736
1,669

3,347
4,328

(*) Figures for the years 1946 to 1953 were last published in United Kingdom Balance o f Payments 1971: see notes on page 78. 
(*) Including public coiporations.

1975

18,768

123

2,648
759

1,114
2,681

2,955

363
395

11,038

29,806
26,093

21,972

769

2,636
649
875

1,347

2,006

742
483

9,507

31,479
28,248

-3,204

-  646

+ 12 + no
+  239 
+  1,334

+  949

+  1,531

-1,673
-2,155

i
j
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SUMMARY TABLES

TABLE 3

Current balance

Capital transfers

Investment and other capital flows
Official long-term capital............
Overseas investment in UK

public sector^)...........................
Overseas investment in U K

private secto r.............................
UK private investment overseas

Overseas currency borrowing or 
lending (net) by U K  banks.(^) 
Borrowing to finance U K

investment overseas..............
Other borrowing or lending

(net)............................. ............
Exchange reserves in sterling

British government stocks.....
Banking and money market

liabilities.................................
O ther external banking and 

money market liabilities in 
sterling .............................-.........

Im port c red it.................
Export c red it.................
O ther short-term flows

Total investment and other capital 
flows {items 3 to 14)......................

Balancing item...................................
EEA loss on forward commit

ments ..............................................

Balance for official financing (items 
ly 2 and 15 to 17)^.........................

Allocation of Special Drawing
Rights..............................................

Gold subscription to IM F..............

Total of items 18 to 20.

Official financing^
Net transactions with overseas 

monetary authorities
IMF(2)........................................-
O ther monetary authorities...

Foreign currency borrowing:
by H M  Government................
by public sector under 

exchange cover schemes ......
Transfer from dollar portfolio

to reserves...................................
Drawings on (+)/additions to 

(—) official reserves (®) (*)........

Total official financing.

Analysis of capital Oows and official financing

£ million

Item
no. 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

-  26 +101 -2 9 8  - 2 7 2  +460

-  85 -  81 -  59 +  17 -  99

+  35 +  54 +  16 -  56

+238
—368

+264
-3 0 3

+360
-4 5 6

+567
-7 2 7

+673
-6 7 9

+  45 +  15 +  55 +155 +  72

8 -  67 207 -  19 - 1 7 0  -1 1 0

-  46 -  51 -  40 -  22 +237

10 - 1 0 4  +  22 -1 4 8  -1 5 8  +  77

11 +  52 -  72 -  96 - 1 2 8  -  53

15 - 3 2 6  -5 7 8  -4 9 5  -7 5 5  -1 6 5

16 -  1 -  70 +227 - 1 3 2  +392

17 -1 0 5  -2 5 1

18 -3 5 3  - 5 4 7  -6 7 1  -1 ,4 1 0  +687

-  44

21 353 -5 9 1  -6 7 1  -1 ,4 1 0  +687

+489 
+ 110

+  15 
+294

-3 3 9
+691

+506
+790

30
669

24

25 +  56

26 +316 +204

27 - 2 4 6  -  34 +115 +114 44

28 +353 +591 +671 .410 -6 8 7  -

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

+733 +1,084 +154 -7 3 6 -3 ,347 -1 ,673

— — -  59 -  75 —

-2 0 4 -2 7 3 -2 5 5 -2 5 4 -2 7 6 -2 8 8

-  10 +  107 +113 +  170 +250 +  45 ,

+838
-7 8 9

+1,052
-8 3 6

+752
-1 ,3 8 3

+  1,595 
-1 ,8 5 5

+2,235
-1 ,1 6 9

+1,760
-1 ,405

+  180 +280 +725 +595 +270 +210

+292 +191 -2 5 4 -  60 -5 6 9 +  25

+  63 +  55 +  65 +  74 -1 2 4 +  7

+  130 +658 +222 +  87 +1.534 -6 2 2

+266 +709 -  91 -  7 +148 +550

+  14 
-3 9 5  
+188

+  54 
- 2 8 7  
+  107

+196
-4 0 9
-3 9 5

+326
-5 5 2
-1 5 8

+  162 
-8 0 9  
-  38

+234
-6 4 4
+316

+573 +  1,817 -7 1 4 -  39 +  1.614 +  188

-  19 +245 -7 0 5 +  45 +136 +  6

+  1,287 +3,146 -1 ,2 6 5 -7 8 9 -1 ,6 7 2 -1 ,479

+  171 
1 -  38

+  125 +124 — — —

+  1,420 +3,271 -1 ,141 -7 8 9 -1 ,6 7 2 -1 ,479

- 1 3 4
-1 ,161

-5 5 4
-1 ,263

-4 1 5
+864

—

+644 +423

1 +  82 +999 +  1,107 +387

' -1 2 5 -1 ,5 3 6 +692 -2 1 0 -  79 +669

i -1 ,4 2 0 -3 ,271 +  1,141 +789 +  1,672 +  1.479

4
-  M o)

C) Excluding foreign currency borrowing by the public sector under the exchange cover schemes which is included under ‘Official financing’. 
(^) From  July 1972 transactions with the IM F affecting the U K  reserve position in the Fund are included as changes m the official reserves. 
(®) From 23 August 1971 valued in sterling a t transactions rates of exchange; see notes on page 73.
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+1,760
'1.405

+210

+ 25

+ 7

-622

+550

+234
-644
+316

+ 6

+1.479 '
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VISIBLE TRADE

Visible trade in the balance of payments
TABLE 4

£ million

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Exports

Trade statistics (f.o.b.) 4,932 5,275 5,244 6,442 7,352 8,076 9,187 9,759 12,505 16,600 19,929

Coverage adjustments
Second-hand ships................................................. |  +
Second-hand aircraft............................................. I +
NAAFI................................ .... .............................
British components for US military aircraft

4- 40 I +  68 I -I- 223 M- 150
4- 16 4- 22 4- 41 4- 40
- 1 8  -  21 -  28 1 -  31

Returned goods............................
Goods for processing and repair.

-  91 I -1 0 5  I -1 3 8  I -1 5 5  I -1 6 5  -201
-  84 I -1 1 8  I -1 7 4  1 -220 I -2 4 1  I -3 5 8

208
465

265
605

220
842

409
929

Other......................................................................  -4 20 24 +  25 4- 40 +  30 4- 30 20 4- 17 4- 48 4- 43 -+ 18

jo ja l ........................................................  -1 2 4  -1 3 2  -1 8 5  -2 9 0  -3 2 0  -3 3 0  -4 8 0  -6 1 8  -7 5 3  -  783 -1,161

Net adjustment for recording of exports...............  I 4- 40 4- 60 4- 80 4-130 4- 43 4-161 4-103 4- 20 82

Exports—balance of payments basis (f.o.b.).........  I 4,848 5,203 5,139 6,282 7,075 7,907 8,810 9,141 11,772 15,899 18,768

Imports

Trade statistics (c.i.f.)............. 5,760 5,951 6,440 7,900 8,317 9,040 9,825

Valuation adjustments 
Freight, insurance and port charges 
Other..,„............. -............ -...................

559 I -5 5 0  I -6 2 7  I -7 3 2  
26 -  31 I -  39 1 -  46

-8 4 0  
-  61

-9 3 6  
-  60

Total -5 8 5  -581  -6 6 6  -7 7 8  -821  -901  -9 9 6  -

Coverage adjustments
Second-hand ships....................................
Second-hand aircraft.... .......... ................
Ships and drilling rigs delivered abroad

Returned goods.............................
Goods for processing and repair.

-1 0 5
-1 1 8

-1 3 8
-1 7 4

-1 5 5
-2 2 0

-1 6 5
-241

-201
-3 5 8

Other 4- 26 4- 20 4- 30 4- 52 4- 49 4- 63 4- 32

143 i 15,852 23,234 24,163

966 -  1,291 1,538 i - 1,484
67 -  83 1 — 105 1 -  120

033 -  1,374 1 1,643 -1 ,604

3 4- 13 + 46
1 .
+  56

30 4- 37 -1- 1 i 51 +  106
327 +377 + 419 ^  452

208 -2 6 5 1 220 -  409
465 -6 0 5 1 — 842 -  929

42 +  72 + 74 +  137

Total -1 1 6  -1 4 0  -1 3 5  -1 3 6  -1 3 9  -1 9 5  -2 9 4  -271 -3 7 1  -  472 -  587

Arrivals of US military aircraft and missiles. _  2 -  44 -1 4 6  -1 8 7  -  22 -  10 -  1 -  2

Payments for US military aircraft and missiles. 4- 12 4- 41 -4 98 4-109 4- 61 4- 10 -h 5 4- 5 4- 1

Imports—balance of payments basis (f.o .b.). 5,071 5,269 5,693 6,949 7,231 7,932 8,530 9,843 14,106 21,119 21,972

Visible balance -2 2 3  -  66 -5 5 4  -6 6 7  -1 5 6  -  25 4-280 -7 0 2  -2 ,334  -5 ,220  -3 ,204
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VISIBLE TRADE

i

5.945
8.297

3.053
3,116

~63

2,079
2,750

1.784
1.804

- 2 0

2̂ 61
2^9

3.646
3.036

-3.204

Visible trade—analysis by commodity
TABLE 6 £ million
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Government services and transfers geographical analysis

TABLE 8

1965

123

363

Services
Military

North America...........................
Commonwealth Caribbean area
Central and South America.......
Gibraltar......................................
M alta ...........................................
France............................. .̂...........
German Federal Republic.........
Other Western Europe...............
C yprus.........................................
Persian Gulf and S. Yemen........
Africa...........................................
Malaysia and Singapore ...........
Hong Kong »»*•••*•»•«•••••«••*•<••************* 
Australia and New Zealand...., 
Other countries......................

Total

» « • • • • • # • • » 4 4 4 * • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 < « > 4 • • • • 4 4 * • • • * » • • > • • » • • > • * •

769

672
839

Administrative, diplomatic, etc.
North America...........................
Commonwealth Caribbean area
Central and South America.......
M alta ..........................................
France.
German Federal Republic..........
Other Western Europe................
Persian Gulf and S. Yemen........
Other Middle East ......................
A frica............................................
India... .........................................
Pakistan and Bangladesh............
Malaysia and Singapore............
Australia and New Zealand........
Other countries...........................

Total ...........................................

Total services.................. ................

Transfers 
Economic grants 

Commonwealth Caribbean area
Central and South America.......
Nigeria 
Ghana
Kenya_
Tanzania 
Uganda...
Malawi_
Zambia.
Botswana
Lesotho...
Swaziland
Other African countries
^^yprus ........ .
M alta ................
Southern Yemen 
Other Europe and Middle EastT J *
Pakistan and Bangladesh 
Malaysia and Singapore
Other Asian countries ..
Other countries..............
General-unallocated(0..

Total....... .... ....................

All other transfers..............

Total transfers ..................

Total debits

»44444« *4 44 «*««  > * 4 '«  > >« 44 •« •

• f4 4 * 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 < * 4 » * > > 4 4 * > 4 4 * > 4 * « « * * * '

1
1
7 

12
3

85
13
16
25

5
70
12
8

270

1

1
7
1

• • • •

1
1

45

315

1

•  • • 4 4 4 « * 4* * 4 4 4 4 4 4 « 444«  •>4 4 * 4 4 4 * * 4 « » «  • • 4 » 4 >«*»4 4 « 4 **  • • » • • • • • • • > > « • • • > • • • • > • • « •  • • 8

M 4444I44 44 •4 4 » 4 4 4 4 4 # 4 4 * e e » 4  • • • 4 » # 4  »4«« • • • • • • •  e e e  • -4 4 «  •  e e e » e  • • • • • « • • • •  e •  • •

* 4 *4444«4< 4444«4444  * 4 M  •«<

4 4 4 » a a« » # 4 g 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 * > > 4 4 * 4 > 4 4 > 4 4 < * 4 « 4 4 4 * > 4 * 4 « 4 * 4 > * 4 < * M 4 4 4 » 4 4 4 * * 4 4 4 4 « » * 4 4
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* »444 •4 4 4 4 4 4 *  O * *  •  • • • • 4 4 4 4  4«»4< •««

44<

1

•  • • •

93

84

177

• • 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 r 4 4 4 ( 4 4 4 ( > « 4 4 « > * 4 < « « , 4 ( 4 . > . 4 492

1966 1967

8
1
1
6

13
3

89
16
15
27
7

76
10

283

1

1

1
1

49

332

8
1

11
4
1

87

93

180

512

264

47

311

90

98

188

499

1968

275

56

331

88

91

179

510

1969

282

56

338

87

90

177

515

1970

301

59

360

85

92

177

537

1971

322

59

381

103

102

205

586

1972

355

73

428

8

100

no
210

638

1973

429

89

518

106

316

422

940

INVISIBLES

1974

556

97

653

118

332

450

1,103

£ million

0) Grants to organisations for the benefit of a  number of developing countries.

1975

655

114

769

166

576

742

1,511

13





371 
655 
492

34 
76

1,628

33
560
55

648

372 

2,648

797

667
307

974

811

49 
5

865 

2.636

+831

3̂26

-493

7 n

510
73

TABLE 10

Credits

UK airlines 
Passenger revenue

Visitors to the United Kingdom.......
Other passengers.................................

Freight on exports and cross-trades.....
Other........................................................

Total ...................................................

Overseas airlines
Disbursements in the United Kingdom 

Total credits.................................................

Dd)lts 

UK airlines
Disbursements abroad................ ..........-

Overseas airlines 
Passenger revenue

Visitors from the United Kingdom...
Other passengers..................................

Freight on imports.................................
Other.

Total

Ciril aTiation (net)

TTfC dtrltfiPQ

^^verseas airlines........................ .

^̂ ivil aviation (net .̂................ ........ .........

Memorandum item—Other receipts of UK
from international services

Freight on imports...................... ............
Passenger revenue from UK residents ... 
Carriage of UK mails-... ........ ................

15

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

53 61 64 78 106 117 129 152 173 217 291
46 47 50 54 56 58 66 81 106 128 145
13 16 19 24 30 31 37 48 58 71 83
15 17 19 22 26 28 24 23 21 35 40

127 141 152 178 218 234 256 304 358 451 559

35 39 47 57 69 82 98 106 122 168 200

162 180 199 235 287 316 354 410 480 619 759

72 82 90 103 124 146 162 183 210 290 347

44 48 59 72 85 89 104 115 137 178 240
7 7 8 11 12 13 12 14 20 23 23
9 9 10 12 14 15 16 19 27 33 35
2 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 5 4

62 67 79 98 114 120 135 150 186 239 302

134 149 169 201 238 266 297 333 396 529 649

+  55 +  59 +  62 +  75 +  94 H- 88 +  94 -fI21 -+148 +161 +212

-  27 -  28 -  32 -  41 -  45 -  38 -  37 -  44 -  64 -  71 -1 0 2

+  28 +  31 +  30 +  34 +  49 +  50 +  57 -f- 77 +  84 +  90 +110

8 8 9 11 13 15 15 18 27 33 36
82 101 106 122 132 147 175 221 266 295 376
12 13 13 15 15 16 14 15 16 16 17

4 f  f  \



INVISIBLES
Travel—analysis by area and purpose of visit

TABLE 11 £ million

A



V ^ F*

\U

lOD

319

152

267

376

1,114

70

f -4

TABLE 12

Credits
Financial and allied services C)

Insurance...........................................................
Banking................................... .................-.......
M erchanting................ -..................................
Brokerage, etc....................................................

Total ...............................................................

Commissions, etc. on imports........... .................
Telecommunications and postal services...........
Films and television...............................................

Royalties, etc.
From overseas parent companies, branches,

subsidiaries and associates...........................
From other overseas concerns.........................

Services rendered by UK enterprises
To overseas parent companies.........................
To overseas branches, subsidiaries and

associates.......................................................
Agency expenses, advertising and other com

mercial services.......................-.........................
Earnings on construction work overseas

Architects and quantity surveyors...................
Consulting engineers.........................................
Construction contractors.................................

Expenditure by overseas students and journalists 
Overseas governments’ and non-territorial

organisations’ expenditure...............................
Non-governmental receipts from foreign military 

forces
Other.......................................................................

Total credits....... -................................. -...............

Debits

Commissions, etc. on exports...............................
Telecommunications and postal services...........
Films and television ............................... .............

Royalties, etc.
To overseas parent companies, branches,

subsidiaries and associates...........................
To other overseas concerns...............................

Services rendered to UK enteiprises
By overseas parent companies.........................
By overseas branches, subsidiaries and 

associates
Agency expenses, advertising and other com

mercial services .................................................
Services associated with UK Continental Shelf 

activities (net)................. ...................................

O th e r......... -.......... ...............................................

Total debits...........................................................

Other services (net)...................................................I -H283

Other services

INVISIBLES

£ million

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

31 39 75 116 166 208 236 235 228 252
19 22 26 36 41 48 59 78 92 109
25 26 26 28 34 52 55 57 85 108
28 29 38 55 66 84 61 79 107 176

103 116 165 235 307 392 411 449 512 645

82 89 100 124 136 152 158 185 263 344
22 24 28 34 39 38 44 54 85 89
29 34 49 46 43 28 40 32 28 26

22 23 27 33 39 44 43 48 59 77
43 53 54 76 78 98 104 118 142 169

14 14 13 14 13 14 13 17 15 23

30 32 36 38 44 55 61 56 67 83

27 29 34 37 42 45 46 49 51 58

6 6 6 7 7 8 10 10 11 15
15 16 18 20 26 31 42 57 73 94
16 17 26 29 37 43 52 58 71 102
42 46 49 51 54 59 71 76 98 139

46 47 48 50 55 58 77 105 130 157

28 31 37 42 42 45 57 55 58 70
69 75 79 81 89 98 111 130 154 175

594 652 769 917 1,051 1,208 1,340 1,499 1,817 ■2,266

66 70 72 76 90 92 94 98 105 113
20 23 31 38 39 44 46 59 78 87
22 25 22 22 28 17 21 21 25 27

30 33 39 50 60 67 70 79 94 121
26 27 31 42 45 51 53 59 66 78

30 31 32 41 43 45 48 55 70 77

6 6 6 8 9 11 12 10 8 9

38 44 50 51 66 81 81 83 85 112

1 — — — 15 25 25 50 200

73 79 77 86 88 87 96 101 115 130

311 338 360 414 468 510 546 590 696 954

+283 +314 +409 +  503 +583 +698 +794 +  909 +  1.121 +  1,312

1975

742

400

209

2,681

335

116

430

168

1,347

+  1,334

( )̂ Excluding financial and allied services included in other items. Interest received by UK banks and other financial institutions and the profits 
of their overseas branches, subsidiaries and associates are included in Interest, profits and dividends (Table 13); see notes on page 65. Furthermore, 
the earnings on services rendered to related enterprises overseas by UK banks are included in the appropriate item in this table. The total 
overseas earnings from all activities by these institutions are shown in Annex 4.
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INVISIBLES
Interest, profits and dividends

ti

TABLE 13 £ million

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Credits
Direct investment(0

126Profits of branches..................................... 103 111 103 140 129 114 131 166 163 163
Profits of subsidiaries(®)

Dividends remitted............................... 122 128 140 159 178 242 257 302 416 443 476
Unremitted profits............................ -... 167 183 190 111 321 322 329 466 847 861 923

Interest received......................................... 8 7 5 6 11 17 17' 16 33 45 47

T o ta l............................................................ 400 429 438 568 650 710 111 915 1,462 1,512 1,609

Portfolio investment..................................... 158 153 145 164 161 171 166 164 192 232 221
Other (including oil companies).................. 434 380 394 375 527 565 595 662 1,244 1,433 1,125

Total credits.................................................... 992 962 977 1,107 1,338 1,446 1,478 1,741 2,898 3,177 2,955

of which
Private sector............................................. 945 904 916 1,063 1,289 1,375 1,369 1,562 2,710 2,933 2,685
Public sector....................................... ........ 47 58 61 44 49 71 109 179 188 244• 270

Debits

Direct investment(^)
Profits of branches..................................... 14 15 20 30 36 37 56 69 76 104 138
Profits o f subsidiaries(®)

Dividends remitted............................... 97 90 92 114 131 131 137 152 237 201 151
Unremitted profits................................. 118 93 97 176 132 179 182 284 316 225 267

Interest received......................................... 6 6 7 9 9 13 15 18 25 36 37

T o ta l............................................................
.

235 204 216 329 308 360 390 523 654 566 593

Portfolio investment..................................... 78 83 85 96 100 113 135 158 186 236 289
Other (including oil companies).................. 244 288 298 349 432 417 453 509 675 983 1,124

Total debits.................................................... 557 575 599 774 840 890 978 1,190 1,515 1,785 2,006

o f  which
1,191✓

Private sector.............................................. 378 361 370 500 467 552 676 870 1,119 1,178
Public sector............................................... 179 214 229 274 373 328 302 320 396 607 815

Interest, profits and dividends (net).................. +435 +  387 +378 +333 +498 +556 +500 +551 +  1,383 +  1,392 +  949

o f which
Private sector............................................. +557 +545 +545 + 5 5 i +522 +813 +693 +692 +1,591 + 1,755 +1,494
Public sector............................................... -1 3 2 -1 5 6 -1 6 8 -2 3 0 -3 2 4 -2 5 7 -1 9 3 -1 4 1 -2 0 8 —363 — 545

(^) Department of Industry inquiry into overseas direct investment. Credits exclude the earnings of U K  oil companies; debits exclude the earnings of 
UK oil and insurance companies.

(^) Including associated companies.

18
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i

2J5SS
m

13̂

593

289
1,124

IJ91
S15

+ 949

Earnings of direct investmentC)—geographical analysis(^)
(excluding the transactions of oil companies)

/

y

(*) Department of Industry inquiry into overseas direct investment. Debits exclude the earnings of foreign insurance companies. 
(®) A more detailed geographical analysis of earnings of direct investment is published in Business Monitor M4.
( )̂ Prior to 1973, EEC excludes, and Other Western Europe includes, Denmark and Irish Republic.

ringsof
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INVESTMENT AND OTHER CAPITAL FLOWS

Inter-government loans(^)

TABLE 15 £ million

Inter-govemment loans by the United Kingdom

Loans made by the United Kingdom
Western Europe(*)..............................
In d ia ....................................................
Rest o f world......................................

Total

Loans repaid to  the United Kingdom
Western Europe{®)...............................
In d ia ......................................................
Rest o f world.......................................

Total

Total inter-government loans by the United Kingdom 
net(i)....................................................................................

Inter-government loans to the United Kingdom 
Loans made to the United Kingdom

EEC countries...............................................
N orth A m erica^).........................................

Total

Loans repaid by the United Kingdom
EEC countries......................................
O ther Western Europe.......................
N orth A m erica^)........................... » • • « • • * • • * • • » « • • • • • • • t * * * * « * < I • ! • • * * * * • • •

Total

Total inter-govemment loans to  the United Kingdom 
netO) ..................................................................... ........... .

Inter-government loans (net).

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

6 6 7 6 3 5 6 7 2 1 1
27 43 37 40 32 44 60 50 48 74 60
41 45 43 44 47 61 59 53 43 33 52

74 94 87 90 82 n o 125 n o 93 108 113

4 3 2 2 1 1 3 4 4 4 3
6 12 11 13 14 9 11 12 13 15 17

14 15 13 15 15 17 18 18 14 14 14

24 30 26 30 30 27 32 34 31 33 34

-  50 -  64 -  61 -  60 -  52 -  83 -  93 -  76 -  62 -  75 -  79

52
51 88 98 64 9 4 — _

51 88 98 116 9 4 — -- -

8 8 8 9 9 10 8
4 5 4 5 5 5 4 5 2
4 35 54 29 98 89 87 107 89 84 83

16 48 66 43 112 104 99 112 91 84 83

-  16 +  3 +  22 +  55 +  4 -  95 -  95 -1 1 2 -  91 -  84 -  83

-  66 -  61 -  39 -  3 -  48 -1 7 8 -1 8 8 -1 8 8 -1 5 3 -1 5 9 -1 6 2

(') Assets: increase —/decrease + .  Liabilities: increase + /decrease —.
(®) These figures relate entirely to  Turkey and Yugoslavia.
(^) Loans and repayments associated with purchase of US military aircraft and missiles are shown on page 65 in the United Kingdom Balance o f  

Payments 1963-73.
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INVESTMENT AND OTHER CAPITAL FLOWS

l̂ioi

1975

1
60
52

m

3
17
U

34

- 7 9

83

83

Other official long-term capital (net)(0

TABLE 16

i\sscts
Subscriptions to international lending bodies

International Development Association...................
Region^ development banks...................................
International Bank for Reconstruction and

Developm ents.....................................................
European Investment Bank.............................. - .....

Repayment of subscription to the European Fund... ..

Bilateral aid loansS
UK government loans to the Malta dockyard.........
Loans and investment by Commonwealth Develop

ment Corporation........ ..................... . .....
Capital repayments to and disinvestment by CDC.....
Loans by United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

(net of repayments)....................................................
Repayments IBRD on loans to Rhodesia guaranteed

by UK government....................................................
Repayments by Alcan Aluminium Ltd. of Canada on

war-time loan.............................................................
Capital contribution to the reserves of the European 

Coal and Steel Community....

Total

Liabilities 
Loan from Deutsche Bundesbank

£ million

Other official long-term capital (net)(^)

( )̂ Assets: increase —/decrease + . Liabilities: increase -!-/decrease —.
(*) Maintenance of value payments consequent upon the devaluation of sterling in November 1967. 
( )̂ Other than inter-government loans; see Table 15.
( )̂ Components are rounded independently from the totals.

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

-1 1 -1 1  
-  1

-1 2  
-  1

-  4( )̂
-  1

-4 3  
-  2

-2 2  
-  1

-4 1  
-  1

-4 8  
-  2

-5 2  
-  5

-6 9  
-  5

-  80 
-  6

— — —

-  1 -  2 -  2 -  1 
-2 3
+  4

-  2 
-2 3

-  2 
-  12

-  1 — — — — — —

-1 0  
+  2

-  8 
+  2

-  9 
+  4

-1 1
+  5

-1 3  
+  4

-1 3
+  5

-2 3  
+  6

-2 0
+  8

-2 1
+  8

-3 5  
+  9

-  27 
+  11

+  1 +  1 — — — _ — —

-  3 -  3 -  3 -  3 -  2 -  2 -  3 -  2 -  3 -  3

+  15 +  6 +  8 — —  ■ +  18

: - 1 9 -2 0 -2 0 +  1 -5 1 -2 6 -6 2 -6 7 -101 -1 1 7 -1 2 6

— — — +21 — -  ■ — -2 3 -

-1 9 -2 0 -2 0 +22 -5 1 -2 6 -8 5 -6 7 -101 -1 1 7 -1 2 6

- 8 3

-162

liana of

Overseas investment in UK public sector(y

TABLE 17

British government stocks(^).......................
Local authorities* securities and mortgages.

Net issues abroad(®)
Public corporations........... ....................
Local authorities........................ ...........

Net borrowing abroad from banks, etc.(®) 
Public corporations 
Local authorities....

Overseas investment in UK public sector .....

1965

+41
-5 3

1966

+43 
-  8

-1 2

1967

+48 
+  6

+35 +54

1968

+  9 
+  7

£ million

+16

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

- 7 4  
-  1

-1 0
+  2

+  82 
+  21

+  108
+  5

+  41 
+  32

+  105 
-  10

-  11
+  4

+  10 z +  52 
+  30

+  85 -  4

+  9 -  2 +  4 +  15 +  67 
+  3

+  56

-5 6 -1 0 +  107 +  113 +  170 +  250 +  45

(̂ ) Net of disinvestment. Assets: increase —/decrease + . Liabilities: increase +/decrease —.
(*) Excluding investment by central monetary institutions and international organisations which is included in item 9 of Tables 3 and 21. 
(*) Excluding foreign currency borrowing by the public sector under the exchange cover schemes which is included under ‘official financing*.
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BWESTMENT AND OTHER CAPITAL FLOWS
Inward and outward investment^)— ÛK private sector

TABLE 18

Overseas investment in UK private sector

Direct(*)
Change in branch indebtedness...........
Unremitted profits of subsidiaries^)...
Net acquisition of share and loan

capital....................................................
Change in inter-company accounts.......

"f*Otal ......... ....... ....................................... .

Investment in U K  company securities
Issues abroad (net) .........-....................
Other securities........................................

Investment by oil companies, and other 
miscellaneous investment........................

Total .............................................................

UK private investment overseas

Direct(*)
Change in branch indebtedness............
Unremitted profits of subsidiaries(*)...
Net acquisition of share and loan

capital....................................................
Change in inter-company accounts.......

Total ................................. ......................

Portfolio
London Market Loans—net new issues 
Other

Investment by oil companies, and other 
misceUaneous investment........................

Total

1965

+  197

+  67

+238

-3 0 8

+  14
+  80

-1 5 4

-3 6 8

1966

+  195

+  140

+264

276

-no
-3 0 3

1967

+  170

+211

+360

-2 8 1

-1 1 6

-4 5 6

1968

+  124 
-  27

+274

+259

+567

-4 1 0

+ 10
-2 4 6

-  81

727

1969

+  33 
+132

+114 
+  40

+319

+  6 
+  130

+218

+673

-5 4 9

-  96

-6 7 9

£ million

1970

+ 21 
+179

+124 
+  30

+354

+  35 
+  49

+400

+838

-5 4 6

+  16
-1 0 8

-1 5 1

-7 8 9

1971

+  35
+  182

+  154 
+  74

+445

+ 88 
+100

+419

+1,052

229
108

676

-1 3 9

-8 3 6

1972

+  32
+  284

+  384

+  149
+  6

+  213

+  752

69
466

737

-  61

-1 ,383

1973

+  325 
+  46

+  683

+  138 
+  91

+  683

+  1,595

564
184

-1 ,628

+ 20
+  273

-  520

-1 ,855

1974

+  461 
+  125

+  797

+  1,304

+2,235

125
861

386
223

1,59^/’

+  29
+  726

-  329

-1 ,169

1975

+  58
+  267

+  156 
+  58

+  539

+

+  1,189

+  1,760

101
923

-1,124

-  240

-1,405

(1) Net of disinvestment. Assets: increase —/decrease + .  Liabilities: increase +/decrease —.
(*) Department o f Industry inquiry into overseas direct investment. Overseas direct investment in the UK excludes the transaction of oil ^ d  

insurance companies. U K  direct investment overseas excludes the transactions of oil companies but includes investment by a number ot pubUc
corporations, see page 69.

(*) Including associated companies.
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+  58 
+  267

+  156
+  58

+  539

+1,189

+1,760

-  101 
-  923

-1,124

-  240

-1.405
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INVESTMENT AND OTHER CAPITAL FLOWS

D irect investm ent(0— geographical analysis^’)
(excluding the transactions of oil companies)

TABLE 19
£ million

EEC(6)/EEC(8)C)
In UK_..............
By UK......

Other Western Europe(*)
In UK...........................
By UK..........................

North America
In UK.....
By UK-.........

Other developed countries
In UK.............................
By UK............................

Oil exporting countries
In UK.......................
ByUK.................. ....

Rest of world
In UK.......
By UK.......

Total 
In UK 
ByUK

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

+  15 
-  32

+  9 
-  51

+  47 
-  30

+  25 
-  73

+  35 
-105

+  51 
-  78

+  35 
-263

+  37 
-223

+107
-5 1 9

+  70 
-3 6 7

+  12 
-  33

+  17 
-  18

+  25_  7
+  28 
-  31

+  15 
-  56

+  25 
-  51

+  30 
-  38

+  49 
-  65

+  56 
-105

+102 
-  99

+178 
-  41

+  158 
-  61

+  77 
-  85

+222
-1 1 4

+205 
-  89

+236
-1 8 5

+321
-1 5 6

+234
-161

+389
-513

+432
-488

-113
+  6 
-  93

+  11 
-101

-  2 
-1 3 3

+  64 
-2 0 0

+  40 
-1 1 4

+  41 
-1 5 2

+  44 
-203

+  17 
-2 8 7

+  12 
-4 1 7

-  9 +  I +  4 -  5
-  1 
-  26

-  2 
-  30

-  1 
-  25 -  22

-  1
-  28

+  109 
-  41

-  8 
-  80

+  5 
-  54

+  10 
-  62

+  1
-  54

+  1
-  73

+  4 
-  88

+  19 
-  42

+  20 
-  63

+115
-1 7 6

+  72 
-183

+  197 
-308

+  195 
-2 7 6

+  170 
-281

+274
-4 1 0

+319
-5 4 9

+354
-5 4 6

+445
-6 7 6

+384
-7 3 7

+  683 
-1,628

+  797 
-1,595

1975

9s
J

+  539 
-1 ,124

(1) Assets: increase —/decrease + . Liabilities: increase +/decrease Department of Industry inquiry into overseas direct investment, 
investment in the UK by foreign insurance companies is excluded.

Direct

(•) A more detailed geographical analysis of direct investment transactions is published in Business Monitor M4. 
(*) Prior to 1973, EEC excludes, and Other Western Europe includes, Denmark and Irish Republic.
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INVESTMENT AND OTHER CAPITAL FLOWS
United Kingdom private investment overseas and its financing ✓N

TABLE 20 £ millioD

United Kingdom private investment overseas net of 
disinvestment^) ........................................................

o f which:
in the Scheduled tenitoriesi^)....
outside the Scheduled territories.

Financing of UK private investment net of disinvest
ment in the Scheduled territories
Direct investment(*) involving no cash flow(^).......
Other direct, portfolio and other private invest

ment to be financed^)...........................................

Financing of UK private investment net of disinvest
ment outside the Scheduled territories
Direct investment^) involving no cash flow(*).......
Other direct, portfolio and other private invest 

ment to be financed...............................................

Method o f  financing
Overseas-investment in UK private sector—direct 

borrowing abroad by U K  companies and
institutions (n e t) ....................................................

Overseas currency borrowing (net) by UK banks
to finance UK investment overseas.......... .........

Adjustments for funds not applied to financing(^) 
Direct investment in UK matched by U K  portfolio 

investment outside the Scheduled territories(’)

Total identified financing.

Therefore, broad effect of U K  private investment 
(net) outside the Scheduled territories on the 
balance for oflicial financing(®)

Total yield to UK official reserves of 25 per cent 
surrender scheme(®) (additions to the reserves—)

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

-3 6 8 -3 0 3 -4 5 6 -7 2 7 -6 7 9 -7 8 9 -8 3 6 -1 ,383 -1,855 -1,169 -1 ,405

~199
-1 6 9

-1 4 1
-1 6 2

-2 2 6
-2 3 0

-3 5 4
-3 7 3

-3 8 6
-2 9 3

-2 8 8
-5 0 1

-1 5 4
-6 8 2

-  288 
- f 0 9 5

-  43 
-U 812

-  57 
- 1 J 1 2

-  28 
-1 ,377

-1 6 4 -1 4 4 -1 5 3 -1 7 5 -2 2 8 -2 3 9 -171 -  210 -  2/ -  37 -  22

-  35 +  3 -  73 -1 7 9 -1 5 8 -  49 +  17 -  78 -  15 -  20 -  6

-1 1 2 -1 3 6 -1 5 7 -1 8 5 -1 9 2 -2 4 9 -2 1 7 -  355 -1,086^ -1 ,242 -1,241

-  57 -  26 -  73 -1 8 8 -1 0 1 -2 5 2 -4 6 5 -  740 -  726 +  130 -  136

+  67 +  30 +  69 +  86 +  83 +  104 +  156 +  260 +  274

A

+  229 +  209

+  11 +  17 +  64 
-  5

+  145
-  39

+  80 
-  45

+  161
+  7

+232 
+  12

+  720 
-  53

+  595 
-  117

+  270 
-  89

+  210 
+  47

— — — +  27 +  12 +  14

+  78 +  47 +  128 +  192 +  145 +272 +412 +  941 +  752 +  410 +  466

+  21 +  21 +  55 +  4 +  44 +  20 -  53 +  201 +  26 +  540 +  330

-  53 -  70 -  88 -1 0 4 -1 0 9 -  87 -1 2 8 -  138 -  158 -  265 -  180

( )̂ Assets: increase — /decrease Liabilities: increase /decrease —,
(2) Transactions with countries within the Scheduled territories are not subject to Exchange Control regulations. As from 23 June 1972 most 

overseas sterling countries ceased to be Scheduled territories and transactions with them by UK residents became subject to Exchange Control
regulations.

(®) U K  direct investment overseas excludes oil company transactions which are included in other private investment.
(n  Comprising unremitted profits of affiliates (net) other than that part of unremitted losses caused by dividen^ exceeding profits; also includes 

gross amounts of trade credit extended to and received from overseas affiliates. For a more detailed breakdown of direct investment between
cash and non-cash transactions, see Annex 3.

(®) Investment in the Scheduled territories may be financed with official exchange.
(®) Comprises increase in funds not used at time of borrowing and borrowed funds used to pay interest.
(’) This reflects funds which were raised by US resident companies for use by their subsidiaries in the U K ; equal, offsetting entries appear in both 

inward and outward private investment.
(®) Including, however, changes in insurance funds earned and held overseas, investment in the form of exports not subsequenUy paid fo^ oil 

investment in the form of trade credit none of which affect the balance for official finanang; it also includes the effect of idenUfied net disinvestment 
applied to the UK official reserves under the 25 per cent surrender scheme, to maintaining the value of existing investments or to other uses, as
follows: £ million

Broad effect on balance for official financing of UK 
private investment (net of disinvestment) outside 
the Scheduled territories............................................

o f which:
Net disinvestment from portfolios and direct invest

ments through the investment currency market...
Broad net effect of remaining types of investment 

and disinvestment ....................................................

1965

+ 21

+  35

-  14

1966

+ 21

+  72

-  51

1967

-f 55

+  56

-  1

1968

+  4

-f 97

-  93

1969

-f 44

H-147

-1 0 3

1970

+ 20

+  61

-  41

1971

-  53

-H30

-1 8 3

1972

+201

+  162

+  39

1973

+  26

+371

1974

+540

+522

1975

+330

-3 4 5 +  18

+254

+  76

The ‘broad net effect’ represents, apart from the items nientioned above, in v ^ to en t mainly in the form o ^ e n u tto n i^  fro invastment is
not financed through overseas borrowing, net of certain disinvestment, wffich affects the balance for official financing, 
remitted from the UK because it is not the general practice to use locally re-invested profits as a, source of finance.
(®) This scheme was introduced in April 1965 but was not extended until 27 March 1974 to those overseas sterling countries which ceased to be 

Scheduled territories from 23 June 1972.
24
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INVESTMENT AND OTHER CAPITAL FLOWS

Other capital flows(0
£ million

TABLE 21

Item 
number

Overseas cinrency borrowing or 
lending (net) by UK banks(*) 
Borrowing to finance UK invest

ment overseas..........................
Other borrowing or lending 

(net).......................................... 8

Total.

Exchange reserves in sterling(®) 
British government stocks

Banking and money market 
liabilities
External deposits with banks.. 
External deposits with local

authorities ..........................
External deposits with finance

houses..................................
Treasury bills.... .....................

Total 10

Other external banking and money 
market liabilities in staling
External deposits with banks.......
External deposits with local

authorities ..............................
External deposits with finance

houses......................................
Treasury b ills..............................

Total, 11

Other short-term flows
External sterling claims(“)...........
Official assets and liabilities

(n.e.i.)......................................
Other commercial short-term

transactions (net)....................
IMF expenditure and receipts

in sterling.................................
IMF gold deposits in UK...........

Total other short-term flows. 14

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

+  45

•

+  15 +  55 +  155 +  72 +  180 +  280 +  725 +  595 +  270 +  210

-  67 -2 0 7 -  19 -1 7 0 -1 1 0 + 292 +  191 -2 5 4 -  60 -  569 +  25

-  22 -1 9 2 36 -  15 -  38 +472 +471 +471 +  535 -  299 +  235

-  46 -  51 -  40 -  22 +  237 +  63 +  55 +  65 +  74 -  124 +  7

+  44 +  82 -  23 -  45 +  133 +  141 + 240 -1 0 4 +  265 +  568 -224(")

+  112 -  10 -  1 -  61 +  28 -  35 +  45 +  147 +  152 -  107 +  87

-260
+  7 
-  57

+  12 
-1 3 6

-  5
-  47

+  11
-  95

+  15
+  9

+  10 
+  363

-  1
+  180

_  6 
-3 2 4

+  1 
+1,072 -485

-104 +  22 -148 -158 +  77 +  130 +658 +  222 +  87 +  1,534 -6 2 2

+  98 -  47 -  66 -  55 -  44 +  227 +  685 -  80 -  13 +  163 +  530(*)

-  74 -  25 +  1 -  3 -  3 -  6 +  17 -  3 -  1 -  16 -  1

+  39 
-  11

+  4 
-  4

-  47 
+  16

-  46
-  24

-  5
-  1

+  47 
-  2

4' 7 -  8 +  6 
+  1

-  1
+  2 +  21

+  52 -  72 -  96 -128 -  53 +266 +  709 -  91 _  7 +  148 +  550

+  9 +  14 +  56 -  9 -  55 +  124 +  39 -241 +  35 +  53 +  58

+  46 -  37 -  15 +  7 -  6 -f 29 +  21 +  10 +  4 -  5 +  13

+  20 -  8 -  19 -  41 +  39 +  49 -  70 -1 9 7 -  86 +  245

+  7
+  3

+  15 
+  12

+  20 
+  1

+  20 
-  1

+  15
-  4 -  2

-  83
-  11 —

+  85 -  4 +  43 -  24 -  46 +  188 +  107 -3 9 5 -158 -  38 +  316

(') Assets: increase—/decrease-f. Liabilities: increase-f/decrease—.
(*) Including certain other financial institutions. For 1971 and onwards the figures exclude revaluations. Liabilities incurred by UK banks in respect 

of borrowing by HM Government on the euro-dollar facility and by UK public corporations and local authorities under the exchange cover 
schemes are^so  excluded; see notes on page 70.

(*) Sterling reserves of overseas countries and international organisations, other than the IMF, as reported by banks, etc., in the UK.
(*) Under a modified reporting system introduced at end-1974, deposits with finance houses are now included in deposits with banks.
(*) Excluding export credit.
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INVESTMENT AND OTHER CAPITAL FLOWS
Import and export credit(^)

TABLE 22

iport credit
Credit received 

Identified long-ten 
Other.....................

T otal.....................

Advance and progress payments 
by UK businesses 
Identified long-term credit^) 
Other...................... ........... .......

T otal..........................................

Import deposits paid directly 
from overseas............................

Total import credit.....................

Export credit
Credit extended by U K  banks 

Identified long-term 
ECGD Buyer credit schemes 
ECGD Specific bank guar

antees .... ............................
Other

ECGD Comprehensive bank
guarantees......... ........... ..

^^ther......

Item
number

! • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Total •••« »•••

Suppliers* credit............................
Advance and progress payments 

by overseas customers
Buyer credit schemes...............
Other. •••*••••«•••••>••*»•(*••«••••••••••«••*****■**•***************

T otal..........................................

Total export credit.

12

13

0) Assets; increase-/decrease+ . Liabilities: increase-!-/decrease—. Excludes credit between ‘related’ firms which is shown in Table 33. 
C) Credit on ships, commercial aircraft and North Sea installations; prior to 1973, ships owned by oil companies are excluded.

Official financing

£ million

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

5 1 -h 31 + 36 4- 50 4- 75 4-131 4-176 +148 +  76 +  54
11 — 5 -  9 -F 50 4- 70 4- 12 4- 11 4- 41 +216 +138 +  75

+ 6 — 6 -f- 22 + 86 4-120 4- 87 -H142 +217 +364 +214 +129

-I- 1 5 -  1 13 -  13 -  46 -  66 -  24 -  33 -  41 +  105— 1 5 -  8 4- 1 -  13 -f- 5 4- 6 +  3 -  5 -  11 —

— -  9 12 -  26 -  41 -  60 -  21 -  38 -  52 +  105

4- 1 4- 59 -  32 -  28 — —

-f 6 6 -1- 13 4- 75 -H153 4- 14 4- 54 +  196 +326 +  162 +234

42 37 -  77 116 -1 2 5 -1 5 0 -2 2 9 -2 5 9 -2 5 9
4

-3 7 5
1 -6 1 1

+ 1 — 28 -  34 37 -  77 -1 1 9 -1 2 4 -  53 +  5 -  44 I
-  41 53 -  40 -  62 -  25 -  10 -  45 -1 1 9 -1 0 0

3 13 -h 11 — 24 4- 12« -  54 -  19 -  15 -  75 -  79 -  38

44 — 78 -1 4 1 1230 -2 3 0 -3 8 5 -3 9 7 -3 3 7 -3 7 4 -6 1 7 -7 4 9

— 50 no -  36 152 -1 7 2 -1 1 6 -  13 -1 6 7 -3 2 4 -4 9 2 -1 3 6

+ 15 8 -  14 4- 22 4- 23 4- 79 -H 81 +  77 +  87 +  135 +  170
-H 9 6 -  11 4- 4 4- 45 4- 27 -H 42 +  18 +  59 +165 +  71

- 1- 24 — 2 -  25 4- 26 4- 68 4-106 4-123 +  95 +146 +300 +241

70 190 -2 0 2 — 356 -3 3 4 -3 9 5 -2 8 7 -4 0 9 -5 5 2 -8 0 9 -6 4 4

TABLE 23 £ million

Item
number

Net transactions with overseas 
monetary authorities 
International Monetary FundO)

U K  drawings............................
UK repurchases........................
Other net drawings(^)..............

Total..........................................

Other monetary authorities
Foreign currency......................
Sterling..................... .................

Total..........................................

Foreign currency borrowing:
by HM Government....................
by public sector under exchange

cover schemes...................... .
Transfer from dollar portfolio to 

reserves..........................................

Drawings on (+)/additions to ( —) 
oflBcial reserves..............................

Total official financing.....................

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

+500 

-  10

+  44 

-  29
-2 4 9  
-  89

+  583 
-  77

+354 
-3 8 2  
-  2

+  63
-  141
-  56

-  541
-  13

-  313
-  102

—

+489 +  15 -3 3 9 +  506 -  30 -  134 -  554 -  415 —

-  72 
+  182

+  14 
+280

+  173 
+518

+  18 
+  772

-  61 
-6 0 8

-  150 
-1,011 -1,263 +  864

+  110 +294 +691 +  790 -6 6 9 -1,161 -1,263 +  864 —

— +  644 +  423

— +  56 — +  82 — +999 +1.107 +  387

— +316 +204 — — —

-2 4 6 -  34 +  115 +  114 -  44 -  125 -1 ,536 +  692 -2 1 0 -  79 +  669

+353 +591 +671 +  1,410 -6 8 7 -1 ,420 -3,271 +  1,141 +789 +  1.672 +1,479

( ’) Components and the total are rounded independently. From July 1972 includes credit tranche transactions
(*) Drawings (—) and repurchases (-I-) in sterling by other countries which affect the UK repurchase obligations to tne iM r.
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ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

Loans by the UK government(^)—amounts outstanding

TABLE 24 End of year £ million

»•<••«••«*»«••»«••<••••<'>**<******** V*****************

Argentina 
Austria —
China..............
Czechoslovakia 
East African Common Services

Organization............................
German Federal Republic...........
Ghana............................................
Guyana..........................................
India..............................................
Jordan............................................
Kenya
Malawi......
Malaysia(“)
Nigeria ..............
Norway...................
Pakistan and Bangladesh.
Poland
Sierra Leone............... ........ -.........
Singapore(*)............. ...... ......... ....
Southern Yemen............ .............
Sri Lanka......................................
Tanzania.
Turkey.........................................
Uganda.........................-........... ...
USSR...........................................
West Indies..... -................... -........
Yugoslavia.............. -...................
Zambia
Other

Total

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

14 10 9 8 6 3 1 1
3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
20 20 20 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19

15 16 17 18 18 18 17 17 11 10 10 9

3 3 5 6 12 17 21 25 26 26 26 25
12 13 13 13 13 14 15 16 16 16 16 17

166 187 218 245 272 289 325 374 413 448 507 550
15 16 17 17 18 20 20 22 23 25 24 30
29 37 42 45 50 54 59 62 52 52 52 52
6 7 9 12 14 16 19 18 22 25 27 31

10 7 7 5 4 5 9 13 15 17 17 18
17 24 26 28 30 30 34 34 33 33 33 32

28 35 43 52 58 67 75 80 89 94 98 109
51 50 49 49 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
6 7 7 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 8 8

2 3 9 20 27 33 37 37 37
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
2 2 5 7 11 13 17 21 24 25 25 26

10 12 13 13 13 13 13 12 12 12 11 11
13 20 26 33 37 39 43 45 49 47 45 43
17 18 19 22 23 24 25 26 21 19 19 19
2 1 - — — ---- -

5 5 4 6 6 6 7 10 10 10 10 10
9 6 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 — — —

5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 3 3 3
31 36 43 46 51 55 56 61 66 82 96 113

505 555 618 679 739 791 875 964 1,015 1,074 1,148 1,227

0) Some loans have, by agreement with the debtor country, been written down either in whole or in part. Such changes are reflected in the entries 
in this table but are not recorded as repayments in Tables 3 and 15.

(*) Singapore has been included with Malaysia until the end of 1965.
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ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Loans to the UK government(0 ounts outstanding

End of year
TABLE 25 £ million

Western Europe:
German Federal Republic 
Portugal..............................

Total

North America:
USA

Lend-lease................................
Line of credit..................... ......
E c o n o m i c  C o - o p e r a t i o n

Adm inistration....................
Mutual Security Agency
Export-Import Bank...............
Other..........................................

Total USA

Canada—line of credit

Total North America,

Pakistan and Bangladesh

Total—all countries........................ . 1,849

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

53 45 37 35 25 70 60 49 53 54 53 62
37 33 28 28 23 17 12 7 2 -- —

90 78 66 63 48 88 72 56 55 54 53 62

176 176 173 197 197 193 188 173 184 181 174 197
1,125 1,125 1,103 1,262 1,262 1,235 1,208 1,111 1,179 1,162 1,119 1.264

107 104 101 113 108 103 98 87 89 83 75 79
16 16 16 18 18 17 17 15 16 15 14 16

51 146 220 231 197 148 100 61 28 8
1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 —

1,426 1,422 1,444 1,737 1,806 1,780 1,709 1,535 1,567 1,502 1,411
%

1,564

329 329 323 369 369 361 353 350 374 369 357 393

1,755 1,751 1,767 2,106 2,175 2,141 2,062 1,885 1,942 1,871 1,768 1,957

4 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2

1,849 1,833 1,836 2,172 2,226 2,232 2,137 1,943 1,999 1,926 1,823 2,021

Official short and medium-term borrowing is not included in this table; see Table 30. The sterling value of loans to the United Kingdom govern
ment in foreign currencies has varied with changes in exchange rates; see notes on page 69. Such changes are reflected m the entnes m this table 
but are not recorded as loans or loan repayments in Tables 3 and 15. The sums of the rounded figures for individual loans do not necessarily equal 
the totals shown, which have been rounded independently.
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ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

External liabilities and claims of United Kingdom banks in overseas currencies(0
TABLE 26 End of year £ million

1964 1965

United Kingdom liabilities

Analysis by currency
US dollars............
Deutschemarks ..
Swiss francs........
Other currencies ..

1.566
83
83

195

Geographical analysis
EEC countries..............
Other Western Europe
North America.............
Australia, Japan, New 
Zealand, South Africa 

Oil exporting coun
tries .........................

Rest of worldO ...........

850
477

600 714

Total liabilities. 1,927 2,244

Kingdom claims

Analysis by currency
US dollars .........
Deutschemarks
Swiss francs........
Other currencies..

1.312
119
85

177

1,624
162
81

154

Geographical analysis
EEC countries.............
Other Western Europe
North America.............
Australia, Japan, New 
Zealand, South Africa 

Oil exporting coun
tries .................... ....

Rest of world(*)..........

1966

2,727
104
109
139

1,692
549

838

3,079

2,611
167
94

189

1967 1968 1969

4,038
128
118
204

1,163

4,488

6,404
346
242
231

10,728
615
454
286

3.917 I 6,709 
1,624 1 2,357

1970

13,086
1,154

676
367

9,045
2,557

19710 
(a) (b)

14,172
1,995
1,046

454

14,146
1,995
1,046

418

1972

10,457
2,683

10,423
2,676

1,682 3,017

7,223 12,083

8 4 0
461

392 475

Total claims 1,693 2,021

Net liabilities(^)

Analysis by currency 
US dollars
Deutschemarks.........
Swiss francs...............
Other currencies.......

••••• 254
-3 6
-  2  -

18

Geographical analysis
EEC countries.............
Other Western Europe
North America...-..... .....
Australia, Japan, New 
Zealand, South Africa 

Oil exporting coun
tries ........................

Rest of w orldO .........

208

1,161
1,337

563

3,061

3,837
224
148
211

1,453
1,855

1,112

4,420

239

Total net liabilities 234 223

275

18

6,245
441
246
255

10,514
795
496
278

2,166 I 3,570 
3,263 I  5,884

1,758 2,629

7,187 12,083

3,681

15,283

4,527 -
310

20,539
2,522
1,658

741

1973

604

934 
I, 3,262

17,667 17,605

12,189
1,363

868
396

6,270
4,528

4,018

14,816

1,751 I 3.139 
1,639 -3,527

51

68

-  76 388

36

2,775
1,971

337

13,104
1,955
1,341

386

13,023
1,955
1,341

361

29,770
5,126
2,943
1,178

1974(3)

12,606
9,737
4,240

1,408

1,698
5,537

25,460

8,167 8,139
2,507 2,479

6,112 \
1,701

V

305
4,056

16,786 16,680

1,068 
40 

- 295 
68

2,290
176

2,284
197

-1,585

19,422
2,500
1,540

557

2,681

522
6,445

24,019

-1,391

467

629
794

881 925

37,811
5,102
3,263
1,275

1975

11,996
11,011
4,738

1,489

51,488
6,630
3,079
2,171

15,972
13,241
4,965

1,743

2,012
9,014

39,017

28,174
4,403
2,829

868

12,518
3,923
4,424

3,780

825
10,804

36,274

1,596
723
114
310

88 
5,814 

-  184

-2,077

1,176
908

1,441

-2,372

1,187
-1,790

2,743

7,888
10,329

47,451

35,194
4,797
2,490
1,170

11,198
16,249

63,368

12,086
4,987
5,066

7,036

992
13,484

43,651

2,617
305
773
105

90
6,024

328

-5,547

6,896
3,155

3,800

47,914
6,301
2,961
1,264

15,362
6,548
4,042

9,640

1,677
21,171

58,440

3,574
329
118
907

610
6,693

923

-7,897

9,521
-4,922

4,928

(̂ ) Including certain other financial institutions. Including revaluations in sterling terms in 1967 and 1971 onwards which are excluded from 
Table 21. Figures include liabilities incurred by UK banks in respect of borrowings by HM Government on the euro-dollar facility and by 
UK public corporations and local authorities under the exchange cover schemes; see notes on page 70.

(*) From the end of 1971, commercial bills held by banks on behalf of customers are excluded. Figures for the year 1971 are given both including 
and excluding these bills (columns (a) and (6) respectively).

(®) At end-1974 new reporting arrangements were introduced, see notes on page 70. Up to that time the figures included claims on overseas customers 
arising from acceptances.

(̂ ) Including unallocated items; under liabilities these are mainly unallocated dollar certificates. 
(®) Minus sign indicates that claims exceed liabilities.
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ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

TABLE 27

mal banking and money 
analysis by component

End of year

arket liabilities in sterling^)—

£ million

1964

Exchange reserves in sterling held by 
centra! monetary institutions

Countries
British government stocks0(*). 1,081

1965

Banking and money market liabilities
External deposits with banksO...
External deposits with local

authorities^)................................
External deposits with finance

houses(“) ......................................
Treasury bills ..................................

269

19

957

Total 1,245

Total exchange reserves of countries I 2,326

International organisations('^) 
British government stocks(^)(®).

Banking and money market liabilities
External deposits with banks..........
External deposits with local

authorities(®)................................
Treasury billsC)................................

17

87

Total 104

Total holdings of international 
organisations.................................... no

1,067

1966 1967

1,029 973

315

131

398 383

121 120

701

1,147

2,214

1,158 1,028

2,187 2,001

1968

949

1969 1970

1,204 1,295

333

59

854

1,803

8 12 12

15

83

98

104

Total countries and international 
organisations 

British government stocksO O ..........I 1,087

Banking and money market liabil-
ities(®) ................................................
External deposits with banks(^)......
External deposits with local

authorities(^)................................
External deposits with finance

houses(^) ......................................
Treasury bills...................................

286

19

1,044

1,073

330

131

Total ................................................  1,349

Total exchange reserves......................I 2,436

Banking and money market liabilities to 
holders other than central monetary 
institutions(^)

External deposits with banks(^).....
External deposits with local

authorities^)................................
External deposits with finance

houses(^) ......................................
Treasury bills....................................

1,475

113

Total 1,704

784

15 11

95 82 94

109 89 105

117 101 117

1,037 985 961

459 606

87 52

942 1,070

2,146 2,365

79 86

18 14

76 82

94 96

173 182

1,283 1,381

413 390 344

121 120 59

1,245

2,318

1,573

39

1,756

1,267 1,117 959

2,304 2,102 1,920

1,526 1,460 1,406

477 620

87 52

1971

1,307

850

96

1,723

1972 1973 1974(2) 
(a) (b)

1975

1,454 1,428 1,295 959 1,023

782(^) 1,043 1,580 1,538 1,297

244 396 289 246 333

5(*) 
876

1
512 1,560 1,560 1,063

1,907 1,951 3,430 3,344 2,693

3,030

109

101

210

1,416

859

97

1,036 1,166

2,319 2,547

14 15 12

1,684 1,588 1.460

1,362 1,587

10

1,407

50
818

1,824

3,240

2,272

1,673

21

3,361 3,379 4,725 4,303 3,716

118 128 126 94 120

17( )̂ 20 51 51 68

122 162 186 186 198

139 182 237 237 266

257 310 363 331 386

1,572 1,556 1,421 1,053 1,143

799(*) 1,063 1,631 1,589 1,365

244 396 289 246 333

5( )̂ 
998

1
674 1,746 1,746 1,261

2,046 2,133 3,667 3,581 2,959

3,618 3,689 5,088 4,634 4,102

2,253(*) 2,247 2,410 2,493 3,202

2,382

18 17 1 1

27

2,291 2,284 2,432 2,500 3,229

( )̂ These liabilities are described on page 71. Components and totals are rounded independently. now
(*̂) A modified reporting system was introduced at end-1974. The principal differences are that holdings of Bntish G o v e r^ e  ,
ckî MTtn <i«rfcr/-vvim-atAlv of inctPCiH r\f Of nniTiinal valiiM anH With fillQIlCG hoUSCS fifC DOW inclUuCd ID dspOSltS W1 •  ̂ Sshown approximately at market values instead of at nominal values, and deposits with finance houses are now mcluded in deposits w  • . g-c
for 1974 are given both on the old and new systems (columns (a) and (Z>) respectively). There was some further improvement m o  g
which added some £180 million at end-1975 to external deposits of holders other than CMIs. . ^  than t m Ir are
(®) The flows resulting from changes in holdings, estimated at transaction values, are shown m Table 21. Figures for holders otne
included as overseas investment in U K  public sector—see Table 17.
(*) In March 1972 several finance houses were reclassified as banks. . . . o«-,xaKi#»i7
(®) Excluding local authorities’ securities and mortgages, which are included as overseas investment m UK public sector see lao
(®) Excluding IMF.
C) Includes certain non-interest-bearing notes.
^ ) The flows resulting from changes in holdings are shown in Table 21.
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British government stocks(®)( )̂ 
EEC countries.
Oil-exporting countries 
Other countries 
International organisations^)

Total

Banking and money market liabilities 
EEC countries 
Other Western Europe(^)
North America 
Australia, New Zealand and South

India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri 
Lanka

Oil-exporting countries.
Other countries........
International organisations(^)

Total(“) ....

Banking and money market liabilities to 
holders other than central monetary 
institutions

EEC countries__
Other Western Europe
North America______
Australia, New Zealand and South

Africa______ ________________
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri 

Lanka___
Oil-exporting countries.
Other countries............

1,704

O  These liabilities are described on page 71.
(*) A modified reporting system was introduced at end-1974. The principal differences are that holdings of British Government stocks are now shown 

approximately at market values instead of at nominal values, and deposits with finance houses are now included in deposits with banks. Figures 
for 1974 are given both on the old and new systems (columns (a) and {b) respectively). There was some further improvement in coverage in 1975 
which added some £180 million at end-1975 to external deposits of holders other than CMIs.

(®) The flows resulting from changes in holdings, estimated at transaction values, are shown in Table 21. Figures for holders other than CMIs are 
included as overseas investment in UK public sector—see Table 17.

(*) Excluding IMF.
(®) Including the Bank for International Settlements.
(*) The flows resulting from changes in holdings are shown in Table 21.

are flOW
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ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
icial reserves(OC)

' l '  I

•• ,

TABLE 29 End of year $ million

G o ld ........................................

IM F Special Drawing Rights

Convertible currencies..........

Reserve position in the IMF. 

Total official reserves

$ m illion........................

£ million (®)....................

1964

2,136

179

2,315

827

1965

2,265

739

3,004

1,073

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

1,940 1,291 1,474 1,472 1,348 843 801 887 888 888

— — 266 642 656 724 830 840

1,159 1,404 948 1,056 1,213 5,097 4,063 4,725 4,823 3,335

— — 126 140 248 366

3,099 2,695 2,422 2,528 2,827 6,582 5,646 6,476 6,789 5,429

1,107 1,123 1,009 1,053 1,178 2,526 2,404 2,787 2,890 2,683

F) From end-1970 convertible currencies are valued at middle or central rates. Special Drawing Rights are valued at SDR 1 =  81 until end-1970; 
at SDR 1 — 81*08571 from end-1971 to end-1972; and at SDR 1 =  81-20635 thereafter. Gold is valued at 835 per fine ounce until end-1970; at 
$38 per fine ounce from end-1971 to end-1972; and at $42*2222 per fine ounce thereafter.
(8) In July 1972 the official reserves were redefined to include the U K  reserve position in the IM F, which at that time amounted to $760 million. 
From end-1964 to end-1971 this was nil.
(®) Total reserves valued as in 0) above are converted to sterling at 82-8 =  £1 from end-1964 to end-1966; at $2*4 =  £1 from end-1967 to end-1970; 
at 82*60571 =  £1 at end-1971; and at end-year dollar/sterling middle-market closing rates thereafter.

- -1 
r

TABLE 30

IM F O  ............................................

Borrowing from other monetary 
authorities:

Foreign currency^)...............

Sterling(*) .............................-

Other foreign currency 
borrowing:

by HM G................................

by public sector under 
exchange cover schemes...

Official reserves

Official financing liabilities and reserve assets(0

1964

357

72

144

Total official financing liabilities I 573

827

End of year £ million

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

846 861 628 1,134 1,104 970 415 ■ — -  ■

14 193 211 150 ----- -

326 606 1,246 2,018 1,410 399

_ _ —  — — 638

- — I — 50 50 140 155 1,283 2,380

1,172 1,481 2,067 3,363 2,714 1,419 555 155 1,283 3,018

1,073 1,107 1,123 1,009 1,053 1,178 2,526 2,404 2,787 2,890

1975

1,235

3,174

4,409

2,683

l i  end-197T; Ihereafter: (From end-1970 non-doUar convertible cnrrencies are convenea to oonars m
middle or central rates.) u u fri •
(*) Drawings from the IM F, excluding interest and charges, and net of repayments and drawings in sterling from the IM F by ot er coun es, see

Table 41. From July 1972 excludes transactions affecting UK gold tranche.
(*) Borrowing from other monetary authorities, and a consortium of Swiss banks in 1967, in the form of foreign currency deposits.
(*) Borrowing and assistance with a sterling counterpart including borrowing from Switzerland in parallel with drawings from the I un er e 
General Agreement to Borrow.
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ANNEX Kingdo

ANNEXES
and ISnancing—external

The relationship between the balance of payments 
figures of investment and other capital flows and of 
official financing, and the asset/liability position is 
shown in Table 31, which gives investment and financing 
flows, and in Table 32, which compares these flows with 
the estimated changes in assets and liabilities.

Table 31, the investment and financing account, 
shows capital flows distinguishing outflows (acquisition 
of assets) and inflows (assumption of liabilities), the 
economic sector (private or public) of UK creditors 
or debtors, and the principal types of assets and liabilities 
in which transactions take place. The classification of the 
flows differs in a number of ways from the classification 
used in the standard balance of payments tables; notes 
and definitions of the items in Table 31 are given at 
the end of this annex.

In principle, a surplus on current account and capital 
transfers leads to a corresponding gain in the balance 
between assets and liabilities, and conversely, a deficit 
leads to a corresponding worsening of the total asset/ 
liability position. The correspondence between the 
outcome of current account transactions and capital 
transfers, as recorded in the balance of payments esti
mates, and changes in assets and liabilities, is reflected 
in the balancing item, which represents the net total of 
errors and omissions arising throughout the balance of 
payments accounts, including timing discrepancies and 
unidentified capital flows (see notes on page 76). In 
addition the correspondence is affected by the special 
transfers in 1967 and 1968 resulting from the Exchange 
Equalisation Account loss on forward commitments 
maturing after devaluation. Thus the table shows the 
total of the identified capital flows, of the balancing item 
and of the loss on forward commitments, which is equal 
to the current balance plus capital transfers, with sign 
reversed.

Table 32 gives the amounts outstanding, at the end of 
1962 and 1972 to 1975 of UK external assets and 
liabilities, arranged generally according to the same 
headings as in Table 31. Also, for each of the inter
vening periods the table includes a column, based on 
Table 31, showing the capital flows which are part of 
the balance of payments. A further column shows approx
imately the revaluations and other changes to the value 
of outstanding assets and liabilities, which do not result 
from the transactions recorded in the balance of 
payments; while it will pick up discrepancies in the 
coverage between the two series, it shows only identified 
revaluations and other changes and is not necessarily 
derived as a residual, so that the amount outstanding 
at the beginning of the period plus investment and 
financing plus revaluations and other changes does not 
necessarily equal the amount outstanding at the end 
of the period. Revaluations and other changes include 
changes in sterling value arising from changes in 
exchange rates, other changes in the value of existing 
investments arising from changes of book or market

values, etc. and, in principle, the creation or extinction 
of assets or liabilities such as the capitalisation of 
goodwill and the writing-off of bad debts.

A detailed discussion of the sources and methods used 
in compiling the estimates of assets and liabilities was 
given by the Bank of England at the time when the 
estimates were introduced in 1964, and some account of 
present methods will be found in the September 1970 
and subsequent June issues of the Bank of England 
Quarterly Bulletin. A number of qualifications regard
ing the completeness of these estimates and their inter
pretation have been made in the Bank of England 
articles. The heterogeneous nature of the various items 
and the different methods of valuation that are employed 
means that the figures produced by adding the estimates 
together and striking balances between them must be 
incomplete and precarious, and therefore of only 
limited significance. Nevertheless, the figures offer a 
broad guide to the UK creditor/debtor position and to 
the changes that have taken place in the period covered.

It should be noted that in Table 32 only the balance 
between the assets and liabilities of UK banks in 
overseas currencies is shown. Similarly for the IMF 
account only net liabilities or net assets, as appropriate, 
are given. However, in the Bank of England articles, 
and in the 1968 and earlier issues of this publication, 
the gross figures of assets and liabilities of UK banks 
are shown, as are separate figures for various components 
of the UK position with the IMF. The difference of 
treatment affects the overall totals recorded for assets 
and liabilities without affecting the balance between 
them.

Existing assets and liabilities are valued in various 
ways, and when denominated in currencies other than 
sterling are converted to sterling at rates of exchange 
ruling at the appropriate date(^). Private portfolio invest
ments and overseas holdings of UK government stocks 
are shown at market value, the change in which, apart 
from the effect of any change in exchange rates, reflects 
not only purchases and sales of securities but also rises 
and falls in share prices. Direct investments, on the other 
hand, are measured at book values and changes in book 
values do not always exactly match the recorded flows 
of direct investment for various reasons, including, as 
well as changes in exchange rates, revaluation of existing 
assets and disposals of assets for more or less than their 
book value. The balance at the year end, and revalua
tions, etc., are subject to greater uncertainties in recent 
years than in earlier years, partly because the latest 
bench mark inquiry relates to 1971 and partly because 
of floating exchange rates. Also the book values of 
direct investments tend to be less than the values at 
written-down replacement cost and less than the market 
values; the report(^) of the investigation by W. B. 
Reddaway and associates on UK direct investments 
overseas gave estimates of the likely tentative scale of 
this shortfall.

{continued on page  3 8 )

j

tbs
S  of conversion to sterling of official reserves and official financing liabilities see notes on page 74,
( ) The Effects o f United Kingdom Direct Investment Overseas, Cambridge University Press, 1967 and 1968,
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ANNEXES
Investment and other capital flows

TABLE 31

/  %

Line
No.

Investment and other capital flows 
UK private investment overseas

Direct investment abroad................................................
Portfolio investment abroad.............................................
Oil and miscellaneous investment abroad.....................

Overseas investment in UK private sector
Direct investment in UK ............... ..............................
Portfolio investment in UK companies.........................
Oil and miscellaneous investment in UK.......................

Import credit from unrelated concerns
Credit received by UK businesses...................................
Advance and progress payments.....................................

Suppliers’ export credit to unrelated firms
Credit extended by UK suppliers...................................
Advance and progress payments.....................................

UK banks—externa! claims
Sterling commercial bills owned.....................................
Commercial bills owned in overseas currencies...........
Other claims in sterling....................................................

UK banks—external liabilities
Deposit liabilities in sterling.............................................
Liabilities in overseas currencies (net of assets)...........

Overseas sterling deposits with UK finance houses.........
Other commercial short-term capital (net of liabilities)

Inter-government loans, etc.
Inter-government loans by UK and other long-term

official assets..................................................................
Inter-government loans to UK and other long-term

official liabilities............................................................

Overseas investment in UK public sector
British government stocks...............................................
Local authorities’ securities and mortgages...................
Net issues abroad............................................................
Net borrowing abroad from banks, etc.........................

Public sector capital—short-term (n.e.i.)
Overseas holdings of Treasury bills and notes(®) ..........
Overseas sterling deposits with UK local authorities 
Other official short-term capital (net of liabilities)(®) 
R e^anced export credit................................................

Total investment and other capital flows.............................
Allocation of Special Drawing Rights................................
UK gold subscription to IM F............................................

Official financing
IMF—net drawings and repurchases(^)...........................
Other monetary authorities

Foreign currencies............................................................
In sterling.........................................................................

Foreign currency borrowing by:—
HM Government..............................................................
Public sector under exchange cover schemes...............

Official reserves....................................................................

Total identified assets............................................................

Total identified liabilities.....................................................

Balancing item......................................................................
EEA loss on forward commitments....................................

Total investment and financing (=  current balance plus 
capital transfers with sign reversed)............... ...............

18

19

31

36

41

Assets

-  12

-1 5 2

-  41

-  59

+  7

-1,265

+  114

37 1-1,151

38

(1) Assets: increase —/decrease + . Liabilities: increase +/decrease —. See notes and definitions on page 38.
(2) Excluding changes in liabilities to central banks as the counterpart of official borrowing.

34

68 19(59 1970

Liabili Assets Liabili Assets Liabili
ties - ties ties

-5 4 9 -5 4 6
-  34 -  92
-  96 -151

+274 +319
/

+354
+  34 +  136 +  84
+259 +218 +400

+  86 +  120 +  87
-  26 -  41

-17 2 -116
+  26 +  68 +  106

-205 -16 0
-  72 -  43
-  56 +  28

-1 0 0 +  89 +368
+  27 +  34 +515

-  51 +  6 +  62
/ +  39

-103 -10 9

+  76 4 -  95

-  13 +  163 +  53
+  7 -  1 +  2

+  10
— +  9 -  2

-  52 -  81 +  3
-  64 +  25 -  41
+  1 -  6 +  59 +  29 -  32

-  24 -129

+510 -1,343 +  1,178 -1,291 +  1,864

—  ■

-j-l /I
-  38

+506 -  30 -13 4

+  18 -  61 -15 0
+772 -60 8 -1,011

+  56 —

-  44 -125

-1.387 -1.283

+  1,806 +535 +569

132 +392 — 19
251 —

272 -460 -733

1971

Assets

-  60

-  13

+  49

-155

+ 21 
-19 6

•1,276
+125

-86 4

-1,536

-3,551

Liabili
ties

+445
+188
+419

+  142

+  123

+925
+395

+  17

-118

+  137
+ 21

+  4

+361 
+  62 
-  28

+3,093

-554

-399

+  82

+ 2,222

+  245

-1,084

crM-
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+445
+188
+419

+142

+123

+925
+395

+ 17

-118

^ 4

82

and official financing(0

1972

Assets LiabiU-
ties

1973

Assets

-  21

-167

-  70

-143

+384 
+  155 
+213

+217

+  95

-184 
+  526

1 »628 
+293 ' 
-520

-  38

-324

-  9

+ 10 
-195

-1 1 2

-197

-163

Liabili
ties

+683
+229
+683

+364

+  146

+252
+605

1974

Assets

1,595
+755^)
-329

-  52

-492

-  86

+ 86 
+  144

2,407 
+  124

-292

+  1,693

-123

+864

-192

-  91

-323 
+  151

-2,982

+692

-1,019

+  1,570

-705

-210

-3,192

+2,943 -2,591

Liabili
ties

+797 
+  134 

+  1,304

+214

+300

+731
-268

-  84

+1,074
-123

+4,205

+999

-  79

+644 
+  1,107

-2,670

+3,942 +5,956

+  45

-154 +795 +3,422

1975 ■

Assets

1,124
-  4 0  
-240

+  105

-136

-427 
+  91 
+  146

Liabili
ties

+539 
+  32 

+1,189

+  129

+241

+304 
+  144

+245
+  2

-205

+  13 
-410

-1,983

-  83

-464 
+ 86

+669

+2,171

+423
+387

-1,314

+2,981

+  6

+  1,673

Line
No.

18

19

31

41

• >

ANNEXES

£ million

Investment and other capital flows 
UK private investment overseas 

Direct investment abroad 
Portfolio investment abroad 
Oil and miscellaneous investment abroad

Overseas investment in UK private sector 
Direct investment in UK 
Portfolio investment in UK companies 
Oil and miscellaneous investment in UK

Import credit from unrelated concerns 
Credit received by UK businesses 
Advance and progress payments

Suppliers’ export credit to unrelated firms 
Credit extended by UK suppliers 
Advance and progress payments

UK banks—external claims 
Sterling commercial bills owned 
Commercial bills owned in overseas currencies 
Other claims in sterling

UK banks—external liabilities 
Deposit liabilities in sterling 
Liabilities in overseas currencies (net of assets)

Overseas sterling deposits with UK finance houses 
Other commercial short-term capital (net of liabilities)

Inter-government loans, etc.
Inter-government loans by UK and other long-term 

official assets
Inter-govemment loans to UK and other long-term 

official liabilities

Overseas investment in UK public sector 
British government stocks 
Local authorities’ securities and mortgages 
Net issues abroad
Net borrowing abroad from banks, etc.

Public sector capital—short-term (n.e.i.)
Overseas holdings of Treasuty bills and notes(=*) 
Overseas sterling deposits with UK local authorities 
Other official short-term capital (net of liabilities)(®) 
Refinanced export credit

Total investment and other capital flows 
Allocation of Special Drawing Rights 
UK gold subscription to IMF

Official financing
IMF—net drawings and repurchases(^)
Other monetary authorities 

Foreign currencies 
In sterling

Foreign currency borrowing by:—
HM Government
Public sector under exchange cover schemes

36 Official reserves

37 I Total identified assets

38 I Total identified liabilities

Balancing item
EEA loss on forward commitments

Total investment and financing (=  current balance plus 
capital transfers with sign reversed)

(®) Import deposits paid directly from overseas are shown separately in the liabilities column 
(*) From July 1972 excluding gold tranche transactions.
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ANNEXES

TABLE 32

Balance
end-1962

UK assets
UK private investment overseas

Direct^).....................................................................................
Portfolio........... .........................................................................
Oiie) ........................................................................................
Miscellaneous ............ -..........................................................

Suppliers’ export credit to unrelated firms...................................
Advance and progress payments on imports by UK

businesses^ .............................................................................
Commercial bills owned by UK banks(®)...................................
Other claims in sterling of UK banks .........................................
Other identified assets of UK companies...................................

3,770
3,200
1,100

533

Other commercial capital flows (net of liabilities)(®)............... .
Inter-government loans by UK and other long-term official

assets .................................................. ........................... -.........
Other official short-term capital (net of liabilities).......................
Refinanced export credit................................................................
Government portfolio of non-sterling securities.........................
Official reserves(®)....................................... -................
Account with IMF(®)(®)......................................... -.....

712

360
1,002

179

Total identified assets(®) 11,565

UK liabilities
Overseas investment in UK private sector

Direct(=*)...................................................................
Portfolio
Oil ...................................................
Miscellaneous(^®) ............................

1,430
1,030

700
5

Unrelated import credit received by UK businesses(®)...............
Advance and progress payments on exports by overseas

customers .................................................
UK banks external liabilities

Deposits liabilities in sterling......................
Liabilities in overseas currencies (net of assets)....

Overseas sterling deposits with UK finance houses.

143

42

Inter-government loans to UK and other long-term official
liabilities.....................................

Overseas investment in UK public sector
British government stocks...........................
Local authorities* securities and mortgages.
Net issues abroad........................
Net borrowing abroad from banks, etc.

1,930

1,765no

Other public sector capital
Overseas holdings of Treasury bills and notes(^^)................ .t
Overseas sterling deposits with UK local authori

ties ....................... ......... ...................... ......... .........................

1,096

93

Account with IMF(®)(^^)...................... .....................- .................
Official borrowing from other monetary authori

ties
Foreign currencies........................................................ .............
In sterling............................................ .......................................

Foreign currency borrowing by:—
HM Government...............................
Public sector under exchange cover schemes__

Total identified liabilities(®) 10,090

1963 to 1972(2)

Investment
and

financing

-4,282
-858

Re
valuations 
and other 
changes

-815
•5,430

- 1,120
-9 6 0

-17 6  
-1,436 

-4 1 2  
-  83

+  60

-943 
+  45 
-5 4 4  
+520 
-88 9  
-113

-11,191

+2,660
+401

.055

-118(*)

+ 20

44

-6,840

+  155(*) 
+  1,940

+709

+478

+  1,416 
+  1,583 

+  29

-31 7

-  93

+  168

-  75

+  138

+9,607

+  99(*)

-  20

+104C’) 
-  17 
-105(12)

+386

-10 5

-  2

+  1

+  75(1*)

+  17

+2,660

United Kingdom external

Balance
end-1972

8,525
9,490
2,250

1,611

299
1,618

918
120

1973(2)

Investment
and

financing

•1,628
+293

1,620

544

2,404

29,400

4,115
3,370
1,700

725

951

500

3,052
1,704

22

1,999

1,001

262

155

21,910

-  38 
-105 
-107

Re
valuations 
and other 
changes

-770
+875

- 6

-197

-210

-3,192

+683
+229
+683

+364

+  146

+252
+605

-  91

+  5

-173

-  70

-96 0

+  53

+  18

-323

+  151

+999

+3,942

+  129

- 1,110

(0 An alternative analysis showing levels of UK external assets and liabilities at the end of 1972 to 1975 appeared in the June 1976 issue of the Bank
o f England Quarterly Bulletin. ,, _. . ... .̂ . , »
(2) Signs follow the standard balance of payments convention. Assets: increase —/decrease + . Liabilities: increase +/aecrease .
(*) See notes on coverage differences—page 38. .  ̂ • % a nnH imnort
(•) Including an adjustment for the reclpsification of trade credit between siste^ “ & e s
credit from 1966 onwards, but previously was included in inward private direct investment, where credit extended appears as a reduction 

C) Portend-1972 onwards credit on ships owned by oil companies, previously included in Other commercial capital flows, is included in import
credit.
(•) In sterling and overseas currencies.
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Balance
cnd-1973

10,625
8,320
2,600

• •

1,941

337
1,723
1,025

235

1,778
• •

741

2,787

32,110

4,705
2,640
2,100
1,105

1974(®)

Investment
and

financing

-1,595
+755

Re
valuations 
and other 
changes

86

-  79

-2,670

+797
+134

+1,304

-2 1 0 0  
-  730

-  24

+1,860

1,368

646

3,310
2,234

16

+214

+300

+731
-268

1,926

2,090
110
99
24

678

413

-  84

+  29

+  250  
+264(0

-  19

-190

+1,074

-123

1,283

24,745

+644
+1,107

+5,956

~  430

-1,130

Balance
end-1974

11,845
5,470
2,700

2,439

389
2,024
1,240

270

1,970

1,103

2,890

32,340

5,390
1,600
2,900
1,410

1,611

946

4,066
2,230

16

1,823

1,883
100
176
99

1,752

247

638
2,380

29,265

1975( )̂

Investment
and

financing

-1,124 
-  41

+105
-336
+146

+245

-205 
+  13 
-410

+669

-1,314

+539 
+  32

+1,189

+  129

+241

Re
valuations 
and other 
changes

+950
•1,115

-  41(’)
-  73(’)

-462

-740

+  75

+304 
+144 
+  2

-  83

-464

+179(’) 
+  173

+281

+ 86

+423
+387

+2,981

+174
+407

+3,020

Balance
end-1975

13,780
6,625
3,150

2,575

284
2,401
1,167

165

• •

2,175

1,513

2,683

36,520

5,735
2,955
4,100
1,690

1,815

1,187

4,549
2,547

18

2,021

2,233
100
219
166

1,288

333

1,235
3,174

35,365

*r-

ANNEXES

£ million

UK assets
UK private investment overseas 

Direct(®)
Portfolio
Oil(3)
Miscellaneous

Suppliers’ export credit to unrelated firms 
Advance and progress payments on imports by 

UK businesses(®)
Commercial bills owned by UK banks(®)
Other claims in sterling of UK banks 
Other identified assets of UK companies 
Other commercial capital flows (net of liabili- 

ties)(®)
Inter-government loans by UK and other long

term official assets
Other official short-term capital (net of liabilities) 
Refinanced export credit 
Government portfolio of non-sterling securities 
Official reserves(®)
Account with IMF(®)(®)

J

Total identified assets(®)

UK Uabilities
Overseas investment in UK private sector 

Direct(®)
Portfolio
Oil
Miscellaneous(^®)

Unrelated import credit received by UK 
businesses(®)

Advance and progress payments on exports by 
overseas customers 

UK banks external liabilities 
Deposit liabilities in sterling 
Liabilities in overseas currencies (net of assets) 

Overseas sterling deposits withUK fiinance houses

Inter-govemment loans to UK and other long
term official liabilities 

Overseas investment in UK public sector 
British government stocks 

- Local authorities’ securities and mortgages 
Net issues abroad
Net borrowing abroad from banks, etc.

Other public sector capital 
Overseas holdings of Treasury bills and 

notes(^)
Overseas sterling deposits with UK local 

authorities

Account with IMF(®)(i2)
Official borrowing from other monetary 

authorities 
Foreign currencies 
In sterling

Foreign currency borrowing by:—
HM Government
Public sector under exchange cover schemes

Total identified liabilities(®)

O  Including an adjustment to take account of the modified reporting system introduced at the end of 1974: see footnote (®) to Table 26 and 
footnote (̂ ) to Table 27.
(*) In July 1972 the official reserves were redefined to include the reserve position in the IMF.
(•) In these tables the accoimt with the IMF is shown as a net asset (the reserve position in the Fund) or as a net liability as appropriate.

(̂ ®) Estimate available for only certain items.
(^) Excluding liabilities to central bante as the counterpart of official borrowing.
C*) Net drawings outstanding, accumulated charges payable in sterling and IMF gold deposits in the UK; see Tables 23 and 41.
(“ ) In March 1972 several hire purchase finance companies were reclassified as banks.
0®) Including increases resulting from revaluation payments at the time of devaluation.
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ANNEXES
The comparison between transactions in the balance 

of payments estimates and changes in total assets and 
liabilities is not affected by allowances for depreciation 
of fixed assets charged to profit and loss account; such 
allowances are deducted before arriving at the earnings 
included in the current account, and the provision for 
depreciation is regarded as maintaining the total book 
value of the existing assets. Similarly, the comparison 
is unaffected by the treatment of unremitted profits 
from direct investments, since these appear both in 
the current account as earnings and in the capital 
account as a flow of capital adding to the stock of assets.

Notes and definitions of the items in Table 31
Further details are given in the Notes and definitions 

at the end of this book.
Outward and inward private investment (lines 1 Xo 6) 

are the same as in Table 18.
Trade credit between unrelated concerns (lines 7 to 10) 

are the same as in Table 22.
Commercial bills owned (lines I I  and 12) are (i) changes 

in sterling commercial bills and promissory notes 
(line 11) ; also (ii) commercial bills in overseas currencies 
(line 12), which are part of claims in Table 26. Export 
bills owned by banks, which are part of export credit 
extended by UK banks shown in Tables 22 and 33, are 
included as is credit extended by the Insurance Export 
Finance Company. Export credit refinanced with the 
Issue Department of the Bank of England and ECGD 
has been deducted and is shown separately in line 27.

Other claims in sterling (line 13) comprise changes in 
advances and overdrafts and in acceptances.

Deposit liabilities in sterling (line 14) are the change 
in current and deposit accounts with UK banks, together 
with sterling certificates of deposit.

Liabilities in overseas currencies (net o f assets) (line 15) 
comprise liabilities other than acceptances less claims 
other than commercial bills. Borrowing by UK banks 
to provide part of HM Government’s $2,500 million 
loan is included in line 34. Borrowing by UK banks for 
UK public corporations and local authorities under the 
exchange cover schemes is included in line 35.

Overseas sterling deposits with UK finance houses 
(line 16) have the same coverage as deposits with finance 
houses in Tables 21 and 27.

Other commercial short-term capital (net o f liabilities) 
(line 17) comprises other commercial short-term trans
actions (net) in Table 21.

Inter-government loans, etc. (lines 18 and 19) are the 
assets and liabilities sides of Tables 15 and 16.

Overseas investment in British government stocks 
(line 20) comprises investment in British government

stocks as shown in Table 17 and investment by central 
monetary institutions and international organisations in 
British government stocks, which are in Table 3 (item 9) 
and Table 21.

Local authorities' securities and mortgages (line 21), 
public corporations' and local authorities' net issues abroad 
(line 22) and net borrowing abroad from banks, etc. 
(line 23) are as shown in Table 17. Lines 22 and 23 
exclude borrowing under the exchange cover schemes 
which is included in line 35.

Overseas holdings o f Treasury bills and notes (line 24) 
comprise changes in holdings of UK Treasury bills, 
excluding IMF and the counterpart of borrowing by 
central monetary institutions; IMF administrative and 
operational expenditure and receipts; and IMF gold 
deposits in UK.

Overseas sterling deposits with UK local authorities 
(line 25) have the same coverage as deposits with local 
authorities in Tables 21 and 27.

Other official short-term capital (nei o f liabilities) 
(line 26) comprises ofiicial assets and liabilities (n.e.i.), 
as shown in Table 21. Also includes import deposits 
paid directly from overseas.

Refinanced export credit (line 27) is export credit 
refinanced with the Issue Department of the Bank of 
England with ECGD.

Official financing. Lines 31 to 36 are as shown in 
Table 23.

Coverage differences in Table 32
The connection between figures of balances and of 

investment and financing flows is affected by certain 
differences of coverage. The figures of revaluations and 
other changes are not, therefore, arithmetically linked 
with the figures in the other columns, apart from rounding 
differences. The items affected are;
UK assets— UK direct investment overseas

Figures of balances, revaluations and other changes 
exclude banking and insurance other than the estimated 
value of direct investments of UK banks and insurance 
companies in the USA. Figures of investment and 
financing include all banking and insurance.
UK assets— UK oil investment overseas

The asset value of oil investment is derived after 
deducting certain companies’ issues or other borrowing 
directly abroad. The corresponding investment and 
financing flow is included in inward oil investment, 
among the UK liabilities section of Table 31.
UK liabilities— Overseas direct investment in UK

Figures of balances, revaluations and other changes 
exclude banking while figures of investment and financing 
include banking.
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ANNEX 2 Trade Credit
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Trade credit represents the extent to which the flow 
of payments for imports and exports follows or precedes 
the flow of goods recorded in the current account. It 
also includes a comparatively small amount of credit 
extended by UK banks for the financing of trade between 
other countries.

Table 33 gives an analysis of the amounts of credit 
outstanding at end 1974 and the net credit extended 
and received in each year from 1965 to 1975. Figures 
for credit between ‘unrelated’ firms and credit between 
‘related’ firms are shown separately with a further 
distinction made between credit extended to affiliates 
and that extended to parent companies. Also shown is 
the derivation of net credit from credit extended or 
received less advance and progress payments made 
before shipment or receipt.

Trade credit between ‘unrelated’ concerns, including 
that extended by UK banks to overseas firms, appears 
as Import credit and Export credit in Table 3 (items 12

and 13). A further analysis is presented in Table 22 and 
explained in the notes on pages 71 and 72.

The estimates are based largely on annual inquiries 
carried out by the Department of Industry. A fuller 
description of the scope of the inquiry with some 
detailed results was published in Trade and Industry 
for 14 April 1971. Further information on credit terms 
of exports for the years 1971 to 1974 was given in 
Trade and Industry for 16 July 1976.

Trade credit directly between ‘related’ firms is treated 
as investment in an affiliate or parent company and is 
therefore included under direct investment. A further 
detailed analysis is shown in Annex 3 together with 
notes on the scope and derivation of the estimates.

Interest paid and received on trade credit is included 
in Interest, profits and dividends with the exception of 
interest on short-term credit which is treated as being 
implicitly included in the valuation of exports and 
imports.
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Trade credit type

TABLE 33

Amount
outstanding
at end-1974

Credit extended

By UK businesses 
Related export credit

To overseas affiliates.....
To overseas parent com

panies .........................

Advance and progress 
payments on exports...

Net credit extended.......

Unrelated export credit
Suppliers credit.............
Advance and progress 

payments on exports...

Net credit extended.......

Total .............................

By banks in the UK 
(unrelated export credit)
To overseas affiliates of

UK businesses...............
To overseas parent com

panies of UK businesses 
To other overseas concerns

Total ............................... .

Total net credit extended.....

Credit received

By UK businesses 
Related import credit 

From overseas affiliates 
From overseas parent

companies.................
Advance and progress 

payments on imports

Net credit received.........

Unrelated import credit 
From other overseas

concerns.....................
Advance and progress 

payments on imports

Net credit received.........

Total net credit received.......

Net credit extended less net 
credit received...................

New credit less existing credit repaid(^)

1965

944

157

23

-  33

-  17

1,078

2,439

946

1,493

2,571

4- 3

-  47

-  50

+  24

-  26

1966

-  5

-  4

-  3

-  12

-110 

-  2

-1 1 2

-  73

171

318
2,568

3,057(2)

5,628

150

492

636

-  44

117

-  2

+  26 

+  1

-1 2 4

-  4

1967 1968 1969

- 1 2  1 - 1 7

-  8

+  1 4 - 5

1970 1971

-  58

-  9

+  3

- 1 1  -  20

-  36 -1 5 2

- 2 5  + 2 6

-  61 126

72 -1 4 6

-  78

-2 0 2

-  7 -  38

141 -2 3 0

-2 1 3  -3 7 6

-  64

-  38 25

“ 11 +  2

+  2

-1 7 2

+ 68

-1 0 4

168

-  25

-2 3 0

- 4 9  -  21

-1 1 6  -  13

+  106 +123

-  10 +110

- 5 9  + 8 9

- 1 8  -  5

1972

-  75

-  3

-  84

-1 6 7

+  95

-  72

-15 6

+  8

-3 8 5  -39 7

-39 8

+  25

1,611

389

1,222

1,858

3,770

+  6

+  6

+  31

-  86

+  9 

+  3 

-  2

+ 10

-  6

-  6

+  4

-1 9 8

- 8 + 9

-  3

+  1

-  10

+ 22 

-  9

+  13

+  3

-2 1 0

+  9 

-  1

+  17

+ 86 

-  12

+  74

+  91

-28 5

+ 21 

+  55 

-  2

+  74

+  120 

-  26

+  94

+  168

-2 3 0

-4 4 4 308

+  1 - 8  

+ 4 5  + 3 1

+  1 - 2

+  47 + 2 1

+  87 +142

- 4 1  -  60

+ 4 6  + 8 2

+  93 +103

-351 -205

-33 7

-49 3

+  15

-  55 

+  3

-  37

+217 

-  21

+196

+  159

-33 4

1973 1974

-  88 -24 2

- 2 7  -  44

+  14

-1 1 8  -27 2

-3 2 4  -49 2

+  146 +300

-1 7 8  -

-2 9 6  -4 6 4

- 4 - 4 4

-3 7 4  -617

£ million

-6 7 0  -1,081

+ 1 7  + 3 4

+  33 +129

- 6 + 4

+  44 +167

+364 +214

- 3 8  -  52

+326 +162

+370 +329

-3 0 0  -75 2

1975

-  21 

-  16

-  37

-13 6

+241

+105

+ 68

• •

-749

-681

+ 22 

+  54

+  76

+129 

+  105

+234

+310

-371

( )̂ Assets: increase —/decrease + .  Liabilities: increase +/decrease —.
(®) Includes £2,309 million outstanding for identified long-term credit extended by UK banks; annual changes in the level outstanding are shown in 

Table 22.
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Direct investment abroad—analysis of cash transactions
(excluding the transactions of oil companies)

The tables in this annex provide estimates of the extent 
to which in 1974 direct investment abroad, other than by 
oil companies, involved cash transactions directly imping
ing on UK reserves and sterling liabilities. Direct 
investment abroad is recorded in the balance of payments 
as the net rnpycment of capital between parent companies 
and their overseas afi&liates—subsidiaries, associates or 
branches—and is included in investment and other capital 
flows. Measured in these terms, investment amounted to 
£1,595 million in 1974. Net investment abroad, however, 
is the outcome of transactions in both outward and 
inward directions, as Table 34 illustrates.

Gross investment and disinvestment take the form 
partly of unremitted profits and other transactions which 
do not involve flows of cash. By distinguishing between 
cash and other (non-cash) transactions and by taking 
accoimt of other information about the extent to which 
parent companies finance investment in their afiSliates by 
borrowing abroad, or by using the proceeds of sales of 
securities in the investment currency market, or by the 
use of official exchange, it is possible to make rough 
estimates of the extent to which investment abroad 
impinges directly on UK reserves and sterling liabilities.

In Table 34 an analysis is given of gross investment, 
gross disinvestment and net investment in terms of 
accounting components—unremitted profits, share and 
loan capital, trade credit and other inter-company 
indebtedness. In Table 35 there is an analysis of the cash 
transactions associated with direct investment abroad. 
These cash transactions do not wholly impinge directly 
on UK reserves and sterling liabilities because of the 
extent to which parent companies use alternative 
finance. In Table 36 estimates of such finance based upon 
Exchange Control information are set against the total 
of inter-company cash transactions to give a rough 
estimate of the extent to which these cash transactions 
aflect UK reserves or sterling liabilities. It should be 
noted that the sign convention used in the tables shows 
the broad effect of all transactions upon the Balance for 
official financing {item 18). Thus cash transactions 
associated with additions to UK reserves are shown 
positive.

A summary of the figures from Tables 34, 35 and 36 
is given in Table 37.

Nature of gross investment
Gross investment is defined in this annex as the sum 

of all the accounting components in which investment 
was made during each company’s year of account, 
whether the net outcome for any affiliate is positive or 
negative, and whether or not one component offsets 
another in the same affiliate. Loans and credits which are 
both extended and repaid during the course of the 
accounting year are not included, A fuller discussion of 
alternative measures of gross investment is given on 
page vii of the Board of Trade Journal for 30 June 1967.

Gross investment abroad takes the form of a cash 
transaction when UK funds are used to acquire share 
and loan capital, to repay credit previously received on 
goods imported from an overseas affiliate, or to provide 
new worldng capital for an overseas affiliate. Conversely, 
gross disinvestment which takes the form of cash 
transactions consists of the sale of share and loan capital, 
the receipt of dividends in excess of its profits from an 
overseas affiliate, the repayment of credit previously 
extended on UK exports and the repatriation of working 
balances. The remaining non-cash transactions in gross 
investment/disinvestment include unremitted profits or 
losses, share exchanges, the funding of short-term 
indebtedness by switching into share and loan capital, 
imports or exports free of payment, services rendered or 
received on credit or free of payment, and trade credit 
extended on exports or received on imports. A parent 
company may re-invest profits in an overseas affiliate 
and repatriate an equivalent sum out of the affiliate’s 
working balances; a significant part of cash disinvestment 
in 1974 was attributable to transactions of this kind and 
to repayments of trade credit.

Financing of investment
Finance for direct investment may be obtained in a 

number of ways which do not directly affect UK reserves 
and sterling liabilities. Parent companies in the United 
Kingdom may borrow from overseas residents, including 
overseas subsidiaries established to raise funds in the 
international capital market, or in overseas currencies 
from UK banks or, in the case of countries outside the 
Scheduled territories, they may make purchases in the 
investment currency market which results from the sale 
of investments by other UK investors. In the balance of 
payments accounts net borrowing from UK banks is 
represented by the item Overseas currency borrowing 
(net) by UK banks to finance UK investment overseas 
{item 7), while borrowing from overseas residents is 
included in private inward investment {item 5). Borrow
ing from overseas subsidiaries is recorded as disinvest
ment, that is as an increase in the UK parent’s indebted
ness to its overseas affiliate, in private outward direct 
investment {item 6). Investment financed by overseas 
subsidiaries’ own borrowing is not included in UK 
direct investment abroad since there is no increase in 
indebtedness between the subsidiary and the UK parent 
company.

The use of official exchange to finance direct invest
ments was permitted for investments in sterling area 
countries, and in amounts of up to £1 million per project 
in EEC countries, up to the end of March 1974.

Total net cash transactions associated with direct 
investment abroad in 1974, after allowing for borrowing 
of overseas funds, are estimated to have resulted in 
a net cash inflow of about £520 million, of which £198 
million resulted from transactions with EEC countries,
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£118 million from overseas sterling countries and £204 
million from the rest of the world. Two main points need 
to be borne in mind in using these figures. First, the gross 
figures are a good deal more meaningful than the net 
totals. Second, though the cash element in UK overseas 
investment is in principle the measure of the direct 
impact of that investment on UK reserves or sterling 
liabilities, it is not, of course, a measure of the cost of 
that investment to the balance of payments, as compared 
with a hypothetical alternative situation in which no new 
investment was taking place. Only to a relatively small 
extent do the cash flows in gross disinvestment relate to a 
genuine repatriation of capital. The most obvious case 
is the physical sale for cash of an overseas asset, if the 
proceeds are not eligible for sale in the investment 
currency market. Another example is the case of a UK 
company which, perhaps because of a squeeze on its 
liquidity here, brings back working capital from its 
overseas aflOliates. This may include the proceeds of 
borrowing by an individual subsidiary on behalf of the 
whole group. However, the bulk of the cash disinvest
ment relates to the repayments by individual subsidiaries 
of balances outstanding on export credit and to the 
repatriation by UK companies of their overseas profits 
in the form of disinvestment over inter-company 
accounts. These receipts are in effect more akin to 
current earnings—dividends, payments for services, 
export receipts—than to capital receipts as normally 
conceived. The extent to which disinvestment in other 
components of investment offsets unremitted profits is 
illustrated in the publication Business Monitor—M4 
Overseas Transactions (see Table 5). Their economic 
significance relates to the current yield on existing UK 
overseas investments, rather than to the primary effect 
of new investment and disinvestment flows on UK 
reserves and sterling liabilities, so that in real terms the 
cash debits component of the net cash flow in net 
investment tends to be of a different nature from the cash
receipts.

This qualification is particularly important for the 
figures for trade credit. In this analysis an increase in the 
trade credit balance of a UK concern with its overseas 
affiliate is shown as gross (non-cash) investment, but if 
the balance is run down as the overseas affihate makes 
repayment this is shown as gross (cash) disinvestment 
so that the transactions as a whole will result in an 
apparent return flow of cash to the United Kingdom. 
But this may clearly be a matter of timing of export 
receipts rather than a net repatriation of investment 
capital to the United Kingdom over the period of the 
transactions.

Notes on the estimates
The figures for the components of investment, and for 

inter-company cash transactions associated with invest
ment, are derived from the Department of Industry’s 
inquiries into overseas investment, reported in Trade 
and Industry for 25 June 1976. The figures for 
financing of cash transactions have been derived from 
Exchange Control sources. The division of purchases 
of share and loan capital into purchases for cash and 
capitalisation of working balances is subject to a con
siderable margin of uncertainty. There is also some 
uncertainty about the estimates of retained profits of 
branches which affect the distinction drawn between the 
cash and non-cash elements of gross investment. Also, 
the information on gross transactions for banking and 
insurance investment is more incomplete than for other 
investment. Moreover, there may be discrepancies in 
timing between the figures for overseas borrowing and 
the use of investment currency, and those for the invest
ment associated with it, partly because of timing 
difficulties in matching figures for calendar and company 
accounting years, and partly because funds borrowed 
abroad may be retained in the United Kingdom for a 
time pending their use for overseas investment.

The estimates for 1974 indicate that inter-company 
cash transactions accounted for over one-half of gross 
investment but that one-half of such transactions were 
financed overseas. There were considerable differences 
between areas, cash transactions accounting for three- 
fifths of gross investment in the EEC, between two-fifths 
and one-half in overseas sterling countries and between 
a half and three-fifths in the rest of the world. Between 
one-half and three-fifths of gross cash transactions in 
EEC countries were financed from overseas; about 
one-seventh of those in overseas sterling countries were 
financed in this way but nearly four-fifths of gross cash 
investment in the rest of the world was financed from 
overseas. Inter-company cash transactions accounted 
for nearly four-fifths of gross disinvestment, but when 
disposals of investment currency and repayments of 
foreign currency loans are allowed for, the proportion 
is reduced to about seven-tenths. Again there were 
differences between areas, particularly after disposals 
of investment currency and repayments of foreign 
currency loans are taken into consideration. Although 
inter-company cash transactions accounted for about 
the same proportion of gross disinvestment in all three 
areas shown, after allowing for these items, the propor
tion in respect of the rest of the world is reduced to just 
under three-fifths, compared with seven-tenths for the 
EEC and four-fifths for overseas sterling countries.
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TABLE 34

Direct investment abroad(0 1974—analysis of gross components
(excluding the transactions of oil companies)

EEC
Unremitted profits of affiliatesC )̂........................
Purchases and sales of share and loan capital:

For cash..........................................................-
Funding of working balances, etc.(*)...............

Trade credit:
Extended to overseas.........................................
Extended to United Kingdom..........................
Repaid to overseas...........................................
Repaid to United Kingdom..............................

Changes in other inter-company indebtednesses).

Total direct investment.........................................

Overseas sterling countries
Unremitted profits of afl51iates(“)........................
Purchases and sales of share and loan capital:

For cash...........................................................
Funding of working balances, etc.(®)...............

Trade credit:
Extended to overseas................. .......................
Extended to United Kingdom..........................
Repaid to overseas
Repaid to United j^ngdom...........................

Changes in other inter-company indebtednessC*)

........................................................................................... . ••••(••»*«»«»**«*«*«***««**«»»****«**>»****«**<***«*****IIM ****I********I********************************************

Rest of world
Unremitted profits of afiiliates(*)..............................................................
Purchases and sales of share and loan capital:

For cash..................................................................................................
Funding of working balances, etc.(®).....................................................

Trade credit:
Extended to overseas...............................................................................
Extended to United Kingdom
Repaid to overseas.................................................................................
Repaid to United Kingdom....................................................................

Changes in other inter-company indebtedness(*)......................................

Total direct investment...............................................................................

Total
Unremitted profits of aflSliates(*)..............................................................
Purchases and sales of share and loan capital:

For cash...........................
Funding of working balances, etc.(^)

Trade credit:
Extended to overseas.........................
Extended to United Kingdom..........
Repaid to overseas...........................
Repaid to United Kingdom 

Changes in other inter-company indebtedness(*)

Total direct investment..................... ..................

Gross
investment

-  240

-  151

-  45

-  473

-1,076

-  499

-  202

-  28

-  512

-1,316

-  403

-  179

-  38

-  416

-1,331

-1,143

-  532

-  I l l  

-1,401

-3,723

ANNEXES

£ million

Gross
j disinvestment

Net
investment

+ 71 -  170

+ 44 -  85
-  38

, -  151
+ 49 +  49 

-  45
+ 85 +  85
+ 460 -  13

-t- 709 -  367

-H 80 -  420

+ 63 -  4
-  7

-  202
+ 39 +  39

. - -  28
+ 100 +  100
+ 509 -  4

+ 790 -  526

+ 59 -  344

+ 44 -  233
— -  19

-  179
-h 66 +  66 

-  38
+ 103 +  103
+ 356 -  59

629 -  702

+ 210 -  933

+ 150 -  322
— -  64

-  532
+ 154 +  154

-  I l l
+ 288 +  288
+1,325 -  76

+2,128 -1,595 ^

(̂ ) Assets: increase —/decrease -H. Liabilities: increase -H/decrease —. The sums of constituent items do not necessarily equal the totals shown, 
which have been rounded independently.

(*) Including rough estimates for unremitted profits of branches.
(*) Rough estimates.
(*) Including change in branch/head office indebtedness other than that part of current earnings roughly estimated to have been retained abroad. 

Including as disinvestment the short-term indebtedness funded as share and loan capital.



TABLE 35

Direct investment abroadC) 1974—analysis of inter-company cash transactions
(excluding the transactions of oil companies)

£ millions

Gross
investment

Gross
disinvestment

Net
investment

EEC
Dividends in excess of profits(®) .............................................. ..........
Purchases and sales of share and loan capital for cash(^)..................
Miscellaneous inter-company remittances(*).......................................
Trade credit repaid................................................................................

Total cash transactions...........................................................................

Overseas sterling countries
Dividends in excess of profits(*)...........................................................
Purchases and sales of share and loan capital for cash(®)..................
Miscellaneous inter-company remittances(^).......................................
Trade credit repaid................................................................................

Total cash transactions...........................................................................

Rest of world
Dividends in excess of profits(®)...........................................................
Purchases and sales of share and loan capital for cash(®)...................
Miscellaneous inter-company remittances(^)........................................
Trade credit repaid.................................................................................

Total cash transactions...........................................................................

Total
Dividends in excess of profits(^)............................................................
Purchases and sales of share and loan capital for cash(*)..................
Miscellaneous inter-company remittances(^)........................................
Trade credit repaid.................................................................................

Total cash transactions...........................................................................

+ 5 + 5
129 + 44 85
473 + 421(5) — 52
45 + 85 + 40

-  647 + 555 92

+ 17 + 17
-  66 + 63 4
-  512 + 465(5) — 48
-  28 + 100 + 72

-  606 + 644 + 38

— + 5 + 5
-  276 + 44 233
-  416 + 317(5) — '99
-  38 1 + 103 + 65

-  730 + 469 262

••••••••••(••••••^•••(•••^••••••••••••*«»»*«*»*4«*a**«**l**********************

-  472 
-1,401
-  I l l

4- 27
+  150 
+  1,202(5)
+  288

-1,984 + 1,668

+

+
-  316

(0 Assets: increase —/decrease + . Liabilities: increase +/decrease —. The sums of constituent items do not necessarily equal the totals shown, 
which have been rounded independently.

( )̂ Part of unremitted profits of aflaliates (gross disinvestment) in Table 36.
(*) Excluding funding of short-term indebtedness.
(*) Changes in inter-company and branch/head office indebtedness, excluding amounts of trade c r ^ t  extended and repaid, branch profits reinvested, 

short-term indebtedness funded as share and loan capital, and funds raised by overseas subsidiaries which are all transferred to other overseas 
subsidiaries in the group via the UK parent (part of overseas financing in Table 36).

(5) Contains substantial amounts resulting from parent companies re-investing profits in overseas affiliates and repatriating equivalent siuns out of 
working balances.
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Direct investment abroad^) 1974— f̂inancing of inter-company cash transactions

TABLE 36
(excluding the transactions of oil companies) £ million

Total inter-company cash transactions with affiliates..................

Method of overseas financing
Eurocurrency borrowing by parent companies from UK banks
Direct borrowing abroad by parent companies(^)..................
Direct borrowing from financial subsidiaries abroad (net).......
Use of investment currency pool (net).....................................

Total of overseas financing........................................................

Other cash transactions associated with direct investment 
abroad(^)

Trade credit repaid...................................................................
Official exchange for financing direct investment.....................
Other cash transactions...........................................................

Total.................................................. ........................................

EEC Overseas sterling countries

Gross
investment

Gross
disinvest

ment

Net
investment

Gross
investment

Gross
disinvest

ment

Net
investment

-647 +555 -  92 -606 +644 +  38

+215 -  22 +  193 +  66 -  2 +  64
+129 -  34 +  95 +  19 -  4 +  15

+  2 +  2 +  1 +  1

+346 -  56 +  290 +  86 -  6 H- 80

-  45 1- 85 +  40 -  28 +  100 +  72
-  81 -  81 -  75 — -  75
-175 +414(0 +239 -417 +538(0 +  121

-301 +499 +  198 -520 +638 +  118

£ million

wn,

Total inter-company cash transactions with affiliates..................

Method of overseas financing
Eurocurrency borrowing by parent companies from UK banks
Direct borrowing abroad by parent companies(^)..................
Direct borrowing from financial subsidiaries abroad (net).......
Use of investment currency pool (net).....................................

Total of overseas financing.......................................................

Other cash transactions associated with direct investment 
abroad(*)

Trade credit repaid..................................................................
Official exchange for financing direct investment.....................
Other cash transactions...........................................................

Total.....................................................................................

(̂ ) Assets: increase —/decrease + . Liabilities: increase ^/decrease —.
(*) Excluding borrowing directly by afliliates.
(*) Equals 75 per cent of disinvestment; the remaining 25 per cent which accrues to the reserves is included below,
(*) Mainly represents investment which impinges broadly on UK reserves.
(®) Includes an element of current earnings which are re-invested and then repatriated in the form of disinvestment of inter-company balances.

Rest of world Total

Gross Gross Net Gross Gross Net
investment disinvest investment investment disinvest investment

ment ment

-731 +469 -262 -1,984 +  1,668 -316

+350 -  63 +287 + 631 -  87 +  544
+147 -  34 +  113 + 295 -  72 +223
+  59 +  59 + 59 +  59
+  11 -  4(0 +  7 + 14 -  4(0 +  10

+  567 -101 +466 + 999 -  163 +836

-  38 +  103 +  65 111 +  288 +  177
156 . -156

-126 +265(0 +  139 — 718 +1.217(0 +499

-164 +  368 +204 985 +  1,505 +520
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Direct investment abroad(0 1974—summary o f financing of direct investment

(excluding the transactions of oil companies)
TABLE 37

Gross investment

Investment involving no cash flow..................................

Cash investment financed from overseas borrowing......

Cash investment impinging broadly on UK reserves....

Total investment...............................................................

Gross disinvestment

Disinvestment involving no cash flow............................

Cash disinvestment used to repay overseas borrowing.... 

Cash disinvestment impinging broadly on UK reserves.

Total disinvestment.........................................................

Net investment

Transactions involving no cash flow................................

Cash transactions associated with overseas borrowing.

Total net investment.

(̂ ) Assets: increase —/decrease + . Liabilities: increase +/decrease —.

46

EEC

-  429

-  346

-  301

-1,076

+  154

4- 56

+  499

-f 709

-  275

-  290

Cash transactions impinging broadly on UK reserves................................................................  I 4- 198

-  367

Overseas
sterling

countries

-  710

-  86 

-  520

-1,316

4- 146 

+ 6 
4- 638

4- 790

-  564

-  80

4- 118

-  526

• f ' i

f

£ million

Rest of 
world Total

-  600 -1,739

-  567 -  999

-  164 -  985

-1,331 -3,723

4- 160 4- 460

4- 101 4- 163

+  368 4-1.505
•

4- 629 4-2,128

-  440 -1,279

-  466 -  836

4- 204 4- 520

-  702 -1,595
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ANNEX 4
The net overseas earnings of United Kingdom financial institutions (^the City )

Tins annex brings together the current account figures 
for various financial and allied activities which are 
classified to a number of different headings in the 
standard tables. Their common element is that taken 
together they are generally recognised as the ‘City of 
London’: although this cannot be defined with precision, 
in the context of this annex it is interpreted as a group 
of institutions and not as a geographical place. The 
institutions concerned are located very largely within the 
City, and account for a large proportion of its economic 
activity, but there are exceptions: some insurance 
companies, for example, although included in the 
figures in this annex, are located outside the City, while 
some earnings generated within the City are excluded. 
Examples of the latter are those of professions such as 
accountants, solicitors and actuaries. The earnings of the 
institutions selected for inclusion in this annex are 
widely accepted, however, as indicators of the earnings 
of the City, although the exact size of their total depends 
to some extent on the selection process itself.

There can sometimes be doubt as to the group of 
institutions to which receipts of a particular kind should 
be allocated; see, for example, the discussion of the 
banking figures below. There can also be doubt as 
to how far associated debits should be offset against the 
credits recorded where these are not net of all overseas 
expenses. In this annex, debit items are separately noted 
only in respect of banking, since most of the credit 
figures for other groups of institutions are recorded net 
of expenses. A more basic difficulty is that this annex 
deals only with the figures as recorded, in accordance 
with international conventions, in the balance of pay
ments accounts. It does not attempt to answer the 
question of what the effect on overseas earnings would 
have been if this or that group of institutions did not 
exist, and the services they provided had been provided 
in other ways, or not at all.

Against each item in Table 38 is given an indication 
of its treatment in the standard tables.
Insurance

The estimates for insurance companies include all 
income on direct investment overseas (except that of 
life insurance companies whose direct investment income 
is thought to be very small) and on portfolio investment. 
But for insurance business written in the United Kingdom 
—known as home/foreign business—net earnings from 
marine, aviation and transit only are included. Net 
earnings from other home/foreign underwriting business, 
are difficult to determine, but are believed to be very 
small.

The net overseas income of UK insurance, as sum
marised in Table 38, does not cover the earnings in 
the United Kingdom of overseas insurers, though the 
earnings of UK insurance companies are calculated 
net of reinsurances ceded in the United Kingdom to 
overseas insurance companies. In order to align various 
other entries in the balance of payments, the standard 
tables include (as part of ‘Financial and allied services

—insurance’) all earnings from underwriting risks on 
international cargoes, irrespective of whether these are 
earned from UK or overseas residents (see note on 
page 65 on the simplified treatment recommended by 
the IMF for cargo insurance). In this annex, however, 
only the estimated earnings from overseas residents are 
included.

Lloyd’s underwriting income is initially measured as 
the excess of premiums collected over claims paid out. 
However, premiums collected cover unexpired risks to 
be carried in the future and claims settled include some 
made in respect of premiums collected in previous 
periods. Hence, the premiums collected, net of claims 
paid, in any period could either overstate or understate 
the true earnings accruing for that period. In the 
estimates for Other services and in this annex, it is taken 
that the overseas earnings of Lloyd’s underwriters on an 
accruals basis are better represented by an average of 
three years’ premium income, net of claims paid, 
centred on the year to which it is applied. To include 
a three-year average for 1975, an approximate estimate 
has had to be made for 1976 and the figure for 1975 is 
therefore subject to later amendment when the final 
figures for 1976 become available.

Revised estimates of certain insurance figures for the 
latest year sometimes become available at the moment 
of going to press. They are incorporated in this annex, 
which is independent, but not in the main tables which 
must all be mutually consistent: these latter are amended 
in the following year.

Banking
In line with the definition of ‘residence’ on page 58, 

the banking figures represent the net receipts from the 
overseas operations of all banks in the United Kingdom, 
including those of branches in the United Kingdom of 
foreign-owned banks. To these receipts are added the 
total profits earned by overseas branches of British- 
owned banks, /ess the total profits earned in the United 
Kingdom and abroad by UK branches, subsidiaries and 
associates of foreign-owned banks, regardless of whether 
these profits arise from international or internal 
transactions.

The receipts from overseas operations of all banks in 
the United Kingdom comprise;

(i) net receipts of banks from services they provide 
to ‘non-relaled’ customers, including arbitrage, and 
net receipts from banking charges and commissions;
(ii) net receipts for services rendered by UK banks to 
their overseas branches, subsidiaries and associates;
(iii) net receipts on lending and borrowing in foreign 
currency;
(iv) interest and discount on lending to overseas 
residents in sterling and overseas currencies;
(v) interest, profits and dividends accruing to the 
United Kingdom from the overseas branches, sub
sidiaries and associates of UK banks.
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Overseas earnings of UK financial institutions ( ‘the C ity’)

TABLE 38

Insurance
Companies

Underwriting (overseas business written in UK).......
Direct investment (profits from overseas business 

written outside the UK through subsidiaries, etc.) 
Portfolio investment....................................................

T o ta l..............................................................................

Lloyd’s
Underwriting (overseas business written in UK).......
Portfolio investment ..................................................

T o ta l........... -.................................................................

Brokers..............................................................................

Total insurance................................................................

Banking
Credits

Financial and allied services.........................................
Interest and discount on export credit.......................
Investment income from and services rendered to

overseas branches, etc...............................................
Interest and discount on lending in sterling and 

overseas currencies...................................................

T o ta l..............................................................................

Debits
Investment income due to and services rendered by 

overseas parents
Interest on borrowing in sterling...............................

T otal.................................................................... .........

Net earnings by UK banking institutions.....................

Merchanting profit 
Third'COuntry trade 
Exports...................

T o ta l.......................

Investment trusts
Gross income....................................................................
less interest paid abroad on foreign currency borrowing

Net income......................................................................

Unit trusts (net income).....

Pension funds (net income)

Brokerage etc. earnings
Baltic Exchange.................................
Stock Exchange....... .........................
Lloyd’s Register of Shipping............
Other brokerage.................................

T o ta l..................................................

Total net earnings of above institutions

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

30 40 38 34 32 31

48 62 85 76 62 57
33 35 37 47 54 70

111 137 160 157 148 158

121 133 131 126 136 164
14 16 IS 21 24 26

135 149 149 147 160 190

50 55 58 60 76 104

296 341 367 364 384 452

48 59 78 92 109 127
65 73 83 119 155 167

66 67 96 137 119 129

70 56 99 118 155 336

249 255 356 466 538 759

37 58 82 97 101 194
91 91 123 223 315 430

128 149 205 320 416 624

121 106 151 146 122 135

52 55 57 85 108 90
8 9 9 12 16 19

60 64 66 97 124 109

35 35 39 47 56 51
4 4 8 14 16 10

31 31 31 33 40 41

3 3 5 6 8 9

3 4 6 9 10 16

47 25 35 53 103 146
9 10 15 18 19 19
4 4 6 7 10 14

24 22 23 29 44 37

84 61 79 107 176 216

598 610 705 762 864 978

£ million

Location: main table number:

12: insurance

13: direct investment 
13: portfolio investment

12: insurance
13: portfolio investment

12 :insurance

12: banking
(see note on page 49)

13(0

13: other

13(0
13: other

12: merchanting 
4: (implicitly included in the 

valuation of exports)

13: portfolio income 
13: other ipd debits

13: portfolio income 

13: portfolio income

12: brokerage, etc,

(̂ ) The services elements within these figures, believed to be small, are contained within the items for services rendered to and by overseas branches, 
etc., in Table 12.
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The total which is debited against these receipts
comprises:

(i) net payments for services rendered by overseas 
banks to their UK branches, subsidiaries and
associates;
(ii) amounts due by UK branches, subsidiaries and 
associates to overseas head offices or parent companies 
in the form of interest, profits and dividends;
(iii) payments of interest by banks m the United 
Kingdom on liabilities to overseas residents denom
inated in sterling. As indicated above, the amounts 
paid by the banks on their liabilities in overseas 
currencies are netted against receipts of interest on 
their lending in such currencies; the net figures are 
included on the credit side.
The receipts of banks from the provision of services 

to non-residents, other than overseas banks and sub
sidiaries, include commissions in respect of credit and 
bill transactions, such as advising, opening and confirm
ing documentary credits, collection of bifis, etc.; net 
receipts on foreign exchange dealing; commission on 
new issues of overseas securities; banking charges, 
fees and commissions in respect of current account 
operations, executor and trustee services, portfolio 
management, commitment fees, guarantees, security 
transactions and similar services. It is these receipts 
that are recorded in ‘Financial and allied services’ within 
‘Other services’.

Receipts from lending to non-residents include interest 
on overdrafts and loans both in sterling and foreign 
currencies; discount on bills connected with trade 
between overseas countries and with UK imports; and 
discount on UK export credit when covered by bills of 
exchange discounted by banks or assigned to them. 
In the case of short-term credit this discount is thought 
to be compounded in the valuation of UK exports. 
In the case of medium and long-term credit, including 
bills in connection with the ECGD financial guarantee 
schemes, it is included in Interest, profits and dividends, 
no distinction being drawn between credit given by 
suppliers and that given by financial institutions.

Most earnings in the United Kingdom of overseas 
banks will be through branches or subsidiaries situated 
in the United Kingdom, but any other transactions 
directly between UK residents and overseas banks would 
not be included in the above figures.

Although certain income of banks, is derived only
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indirectly from overseas residents, it is included here to- 
getherwiththeirotherreceiptsfrom overseas. Forexample, 
in the case of bills lodged with banks by UK exporters, 
the banks pay the exporters the value of the bills, less 
interest, at the time of the acceptance of the goods by 
the buyer, even though the lender to the overseas 
customer remains the exporter rather than the bank. 
As with discount, this interest is either implicitly included 
in the valuation of exports (in the case of short-term 
credit) or in interest on trade credit recorded in Interest, 
profits and dividends. A similar example of indirect 
earnings is the receipts of interest on and overdrafts 
to UK exporters.

Estimates are based mainly on information available 
to the Bank of England and on the Department of 
Industry annual inquiries into trade credit.

Merchanting
The estimates of merchanting profit on third-country 

trade, based partly on Exchange Control information, 
are made by the Bank of England.

Investment trust companies, etc.
The figures for investment trusts in Table 38 have been 

derived from annual returns made by the trusts. Those 
for unit trusts and pension funds have been estimated 
by assuming that the income of these institutions is at 
a similar rate to that of the investment trusts. The 
figures have been reduced by the estimated amount of 
interest paid abroad on foreign currency borrowing, 
which was negligible before 1971. Payments abroad 
by the institutions in respect of dividends or income 
distributions, or pensions, and the overseas receipts and 
payments of building societies, are believed to be very 
small and are not included here.

Brokerage, etc.
These estimates are of the net overseas receipts of 

the organisations shown. Included in ‘other brokerage’ 
are the commissions of gold and silver bullion dealers, 
net overseas receipts of foreign exchange brokers, 
management expenses on investment portfolios held for 
overseas clients, and other miscellaneous receipts.

The estimates for the Baltic Exchange, the London 
Stock Exchange and Lloyd’s Register of Shipping are 
based on information supplied by the institutions. 
Other receipts are based on enquiries and estimates 
made by the Bank of England.
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A N N E X  5 Shipping services provided by United Kingdom operators

Table 39 gives a detailed analysis, based on the 
General Council of British Shipping’s full inquiry for 
1974 and sample inquiries for other years, of the 
operations of ships owned by and ships on charter to 
UK shipping companies, distinguishing between dry- 
cargo ships and tankers. In this table ‘Net revenue from 
abroad’ represents the direct earnings of foreign exchange 
resulting from transactions with non-residents, that is 
revenue on services provided by UK shipping operators 
to non-residents less expenditure on services which 
non-residents provided to UK shipping operators. In 
addition to the estimates of direct earnings from abroad, 
the table also shows the receipts by UK shipping 
operators arising from the provision of international 
shipping services to UK residents.

The balance of payments records only those elements 
of the total revenue and costs of UK shipping com
panies which arise from transactions with non-residents. 
Thus, although revenue on inward voyages is regarded 
as a domestic transaction, the disbursements abroad

incurred in making these inward voyages are included 
in the balance of payments accounts for ships owned 
by or on charter to UK operators. Transactions such 
as the revenue on inward voyages do have a bearing on 
the balance of payments, however, since if UK shipping 
did not operate on both inward and outward voyages 
of the international routes, overseas shipping would 
do so. If UK shipping companies did not exist, the 
resources of labour and capital employed in them would 
have a potential exportable output in other uses. There 
would also be the following effects: the revenue earned 
abroad would be lost, the revenue earned on the inward 
voyages would become a debit to overseas shipping, the 
costs previously incurred abroad by UK operators 
would be saved, and there would be additional ex
penditure by overseas shipping in the United Kingdom.

The items for individual categories of transaction 
are the same as those in Table 9. For definitions see 
notes on Sea transport on pages 63 and 64.

Operations o f United Kingdom shipping companies

TABLE 39

1972

Dry-
cargo

Ships owned by UK operators
Revenue from services to non

residents
Freight on exports................. I 185
Freight on cross-trades.........I 207
Charter receipts..................... I 100
Passenger revenue................... I 85

T o ta l.......................................I 577

Disbursements abroad...............I 315

Net revenue from abroad...........  I -f262

Ships on charter to UK operators 
Revenue from services to non

residents
Freight on exports...................I 13
Freight on cross-trades........... I 22
Charter receipts ................. . I 3

T o ta l......................................  I ~ 3 8

Expenditure incurred abroad
Charter payments................... I 31
Other disbursements abroad... I 23

T o ta l......................................  54

Net revenue from abroad...........  1 — 16

Receipts from international services 
provided to UK residents 
Ships owned by UK operators

Freight on imports................. I 220
Passenger revenue................... I 50

Ships on charter to UK operators 
Freight on imports.................  I 16

Tankers

284

113

+  171

514

597
106

703

-1 8 9

52

109

Total

861

428

552

628
129

757

125

Dry-
cargo

708

358

+433 +350

49

75

-2 0 5  -  26

18

1973

Tankers

388

135

+253

676

732
138

870

-1 9 4

70

148

£ million

1974

Total Dry-
cargo

Tankers Total Dry-
cargo

Tankers Total

224 315 14 329 356 15 371
531 385 326 711 361 294 655
264 260 190 450 288 204 492
77 87 — 87 110 — no

1,096 1,047 530 1,577 1,115 513 1,628

493 485 260 745 563 234 797

+603 +562 +270 +832 +552 +279 +831

23 26 4 30 28 5 33
684 53 646 699 36 524 560

18 10 53 63 14 41 55

725 89 703 792 78 570 648

778 83 716 799 74 593 667
167 51 265 316 49 258 307

945 134 981 1,115 123 851 974

-2 2 0 -  45 -278 -323 -  45 -281 -326

316 252 105 357 282 87 369
48 66 — 66 73 — 73

166 21 180 201 21 120 141

1975
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ANNEXES

ANNEX Kingdom transactions innitiesm i l

There are major conceptual problems, as weU as practical difficulties, in producing regional balance of payments statements. 
Thus this presentation can provide no more than a general indication of the regional dimensions of the UK balance of 
payments; it is hoped that progress may be made in future years towards solving these problems.

the method of allocation in the current account, ie byThis annex provides estimates of a comprehensive 
balance of payments account of the United Kingdom 
with the other member countries and institutions of the 
European Communities and, by deduction from the 
global estimates of the UK balance of payments account, 
a similar account for the rest of the world, ie non-Com- 
munities countries and institutions. These figures have 
been assembled in part to assist the Statistical Office of 
the European Communities in their production of a 
balance of payments account for the Community as a 
whole with the rest of the world. More generally, interest 
has been expressed in estimates of various of the com
ponents of the UK balance of payments which involve 
the European Communities.

UK balance of payments accounts are put together 
on the basic premise that the United Kingdom is a 
multilateral trading country and that the total of eco
nomic transactions between UK residents and non
residents as a whole is paramount. It is one thing to 
record all transactions with non-UK residents; it is, 
however, much more difficult to allocate all such trans
actions to individual countries, or groups of countries. 
(In editions published prior to 1975, the Pink Book had 
provided estimates of current and capital transactions 
with overseas sterling countries and with the rest of the 
world separately. However the classification of trans
actions by these two areas had become increasingly 
difficult as new arrangements for the collection of 
information have developed in line with the changing 
pattern and complexity of international transactions and 
the quality of these estimates had seriously deteriorated 
in recent years.)

Conceptually, a regional balance of payments account 
should allocate transactions in a way which reflects 
flows of economic resources, ie the regional account will 
be consistent with the global balance of payments 
account. It is important to stress that such a regional 
account is likely to be very different from a financial 
statement which records all the financial flows between 
countries or regions since the source and destination of 
financial flows will often not reflect the imderlying 
economic relationships; this is particularly true if such 
statements involve the United Kingdom wffich is a centre 
for international financial settlements. In order to reflect 
the real economic relationships a regional balance of 
payments account should therefore allocate transactions 
as follows: trade in goods should be allocated to the 
country of residence of the new or former owner; services 
should be attributed to the region whose resident rendered 
or acquired the service and, in the case of income items, 
whose resident received or paid the income. Anal
ogously, changes in financial claims and liabilities 
should, wherever possible, be allocated to the region 
where the foreign debtor or creditor is resident; 
alternatively it is sometimes only possible to allocate by 
currency denomination of the claims or liabilities. 
Such an account will not be internally consistent since
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transactor, differs, in some instances, from that in the 
capital account. Thus it is necessary to have an item for 
multilateral settlements in order to balance the account; 
this would represent the financing of an imbalance in 
the flows of real resources with one foreign region, by 
a transfer, to or from that region, of claims on or liabilities 
to another region.

In practice it is often extremely difficult to follow the 
desired allocation criteria from the information available. 
To take as an example one area of transactions only, 
UK residents may act as intermediaries for a whole 
range of financial and allied activities where the 
principals involved are non-resident and where the full 
payments may be made via UK intermediaries. In an 
era of large commercial organisations operating inter
nationally through a network of branches, subsidiaries 
and associates, it has become increasingly difficult to 
identify the country to whom, conceptually, the trans
actions should be allocated or over which group of 
countries, and in what proportions, the value of the 
transaction should be spread, eg a UK broker may earn 
commission on arranging the charter of a Norwegian 
ship for the carriage of goods between an American 
parent company and its French subsidiary. Payment 
for the charter plus the broker’s commission may be 
made to the broker in London through a British sub
sidiary, with consequential settlements over inter
company accounts and between the broker and the 
shipping company. The difficulties of allocating these 
transactions correctly are obvious. Additionally there 
are other practical difficulties which stem from the 
extensive use of global estimates supplied voluntarily 
by the transactors who may be unable to provide any 
sub-division of their transactions by country from their 
records or may only be able to provide allocations by 
country by criteria which are not relevant, eg the source 
or destination of the flows of finance.

These difficulties of allocation abound throughout a 
regional account. In the accompanying table the figures 
against most, if not all, headings unavoidably contain 
mis-allocations to a greater or lesser extent; this is 
particularly true of the headings for sea transport, other 
services and interest, profits and dividends (other than 
direct) in the current account, and private investment 
(other than direct), both in the United Kingdom and 
overseas, and overseas currency borrowing by UK banks. 
The net balance of all these mis-allocations is indis- 
tinguishably contained within the heading for the 
balancing item and multilateral settlements; since this 
heading will also include genuine multilateral settlements 
and some part of the balancing item from the global 
account, no meaning can be attached to the figures given 
against the heading.

The following notes summarise the main criteria of 
country attribution adopted for the headings in the 
table, drawing attention to those headings where the
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ANNEXES
correct country attribution is particularly difficult. They 
should be read in conjunction with the reservations and 
qualifications included in ‘Notes and definitions’. The 
figures in the table cannot be expected to correspond 
with those recorded by countries who allocate their 
regional balance of payments estimates on a financial
flows basis.

Visible trade
Country detail on an Overseas Trade Statistics basis 

is based on country of consignment except for exports 
in 1974 which are on a country of destination basis 
(in practice this is little different from the consignment 
basis). The freight, insurance and other adjustments 
needed to put such data on a balance of payments basis 
are largely estimated.

from
Government services and transfers

Detailed geographical information is available 
returns provided by government departments.

Sea transport
In part the estimates are based on figures from the 

censuses which were taken in 1970 and 1974 by the 
General Council of British Shipping (formerly United 
Kingdom Chamber of Shipping). The census results 
relate to ships owned by and on charter to UK operators 
and account for some 90 per cent of credit entries and 
75 per cent of the debit entries. In respect of freight on 
goods all that the shipowner (or ship operator) knows 
is the port of discharge of the goods; this in many cases 
will not correspond with the country of the importer who 
ultimately receives the service. The estimates of overseas 
operators’ transactions with the United Kingdom are far 
less firmly based; an estimate of the UK element is 
subtracted from the estimated total freight payments on 
imports. The only method of allocating the remainder 
by country is to make use of data on flag of vessel. 
This results in inaccuracies where flags of convenience 
are used or where the ship concerned has been chartered.

Civil aviation
Transactions with overseas airlines are allocated by 

nationality of airline but receipts by UK airlines from 
overseas passengers are allocated by the country in 
which the ticket is purchased. In the case of payments 
for freight on imports, the only estimates available 
relate to country of origin of the imports and not to the 
nationality of the carrier.

Travel
The allocation of expenditure of overseas visitors is by 

country of residence. UK residents’ expenditures 
abroad are allocated to the country in which most time 
was spent, or, if this cannot be determined, the furthest 
country visited; as a result expenditure in countries 
with appreciable numbers of transit tourists may be 
understated.

Other services
There is considerable variation between components 

which make up this category. Some components, such as 
services to related companies, royalties, etc. are based

on regular enquiries by the Department of Industry; 
country detail is available from the 1974 annual enquiry 
but none from the preliminary quarterly enquiries for 
1975. For others, such as the financial and allied services 
mentioned earlier in this note, the figures suffer from 
severe conceptual and practical problems consequent 
on the United Kingdom’s role as intermediary and there 
is considerable scope for error in the estimates.

Interest, profits and dividends: direct investment earnings
These are based on the country of the immediate 

overseas parent company or location of overseas 
afiiliate. Figures for 1974 are taken from the full annual 
enquiries but those for 1975 are based on the quarterly 
enquiries from which no area or country detail is 
available.

Interest, profits and dividends: portfolio investment 
earnings

Earnings from portfolio investments overseas are 
allocated regionally on the basis of rather out-of-date 
information on stocks of investment. Earnings on 
portfolio investments in the United Kingdom are 
estimated in relation to the outstanding level of liabilities 
from Exchange Control records. Difficulties arise when 
the investments are held through nominees thus 
concealing the country of residence of the owner.

Interest, profits and dividends: oil companies
The global credits align the entries for UK oil com

panies’ transactions recorded in visible trade, shipping, 
services, and in net private investment overseas with 
their net cash flow (see notes on page 67). It cannot 
therefore be regarded as a precise measxire of the profits 
earned overseas, since this is complicated by transfer 
values at the various stages of production and marketing 
and the allocation of merchanting loss of trading 
companies. Hence the regional allocation has been 
roughly assessed in relation to the scale of activities. 
Debits in respect of the transactions of UK affiliates of 
overseas oil companies are generally allocated by 
nationality of parent.

Interest, profits and dividends: other investment earnings
There are problems in allocating regionally the cost 

of servicing liabilities in overseas currencies. A UK 
resident may borrow from a bank abroad which in 
turn has borrowed the funds from another non-resident 
source. Similarly a UK bank may borrow from abroad 
and on-Iend the funds to another non-resident. In 
economic terms the bank, when acting as a financial 
intermediary, retains only a fraction of the servicing 
cost. In practice this principle is difficult to follow in 
regional allocation and treating the bank as principal 
in the transactions may give rise to large distortions 
in the regional figures.

Private transfers
The regional allocation of debits is based on Exchange 

Control data but little information is available on the 
source of receipts.
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Capital transfers
These payments made under the Sterling Agreements 

are obtained from official sources.

available from returns
Official long-term capital

Detailed information is 
provided by government departments.

Overseas investment in UK public sector and in company 
securities

Difficulties can arise if the nationality of the investor 
is concealed when the investments are made through 
nominees or when transactions in UK liabilities take 
place between non-residents. Foreign currency issues 
and borrowing abroad by public corporations and local 
authorities are generally ^located on a creditor basis 
but exceptionally are allocated according to the country 
whose foreign currency is received or repaid. For 
purposes of regional allocation, it has been necessary 
to retain, under this heading, foreign currency issues 
and direct borrowing abroad under the exchange cover 
schemes instead of reallocating to the ‘Official financing 
part of the accounts.

Private direct investment
These are based on the nationality of the overseas 

parent company or location of overseas affiliates. 
Figures for 1974 are taken from the full annual enquiry. 
Those for 1975 are based on the quarterly enquiries 
from which no area or country detail is available.

Portfolio investment overseas
This is allocated according to nationality of security.

Other overseas investment in the UK private sector
When banks and commercial companies abroad 

lend direct to UK companies, they are regarded as 
principals in the transaction whereas in economic 
terms they may be intermediaries. Investment trans
actions between oil companies and their affiliates are 
on a broadly comparable basis to the transactions of 
other direct investment.

Overseas currency borrowing {net) by UK banks
The problem connected with the intermediary role 

of banks similarly arises both when UK banks on-lend 
borrowed funds to non-residents, or when overseas

ANNEXES
banks are involved in a series of transactions. The 
United Kingdom’s position vis-d-vis the EEC may be 
distorted to the extent that EEC countries act as inter
mediaries between the United Kingdom and the rest of 
the world. For purposes of regional allocation, it has 
been necessary to retain, under this heading, liabilities 
incurred by UK banks in respect of borrowings by UK 
public corporations or local authorities under the 
exchange cover schemes instead of reallocating to the 
‘Official financing’ part of the accounts. Though the 
overall figures of UK banks’ overseas currency borrowing 
(net) exclude borrowing on behalf of HM Government 
under the $2,500 million facility (see below) it is not 
possible to identify whether any of the UK banks’ 
contribution is backed by borrowing in the EEC. To 
the extent that this occurred, the figure for the rest of the 
world (a residual) will be correspondingly understated.

Exchange reserves and other banking and money tnarket 
liabilities in sterling

These figures are as reported by UK banks etc. region
ally allocated on a creditor basis.

Trade credit {other than between related companies) and 
other short-term flows

The regional allocation of these inherently volatile 
series is, for the most part, based on inadequate informa
tion. EEC figures for 1974 for unrelated exports credit 
are identified from the annual enquiry but for unrelated 
imports credit only limited information on ships and 
aircraft is available.

HM Government %2,500 million loan
The EEC proportion of the HM Government loan 

represents the amount contributed directly by the EEC- 
based banks participating in the loan. The proportion 
for the rest of the world includes all non-EEC banks 
participating in the loan together with the UK banks 
involved (see above); this leads to a distortion between 
these two headings. The intermediary function of the 
banks prevents accurate regional allocation.

Official reserves
The figures represent changes, converted at the rates 

at which transactions occurred, in currencies of EEC 
denominations.
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United Kingdo; transactions with countries and institutions o f the European Commi
and with the rest o f the world

mities

TABLE 40 £ million

Current account 
Visible trade...............

Invisibles
Government

Services...............
Transfers.............

PrivateO) services
Sea transport.....
Civil aviation .....
Travel..... ...........
Other services.....

Interest) profits and dividends
D irectO ............. .................
Othere)

Private transfers........................

Total invisibles.............................

All current transactions.................

Capital transfers...............

European Communities

Investment and other capital flows(^)
Official long-term capital...................... ................
Overseas investment in UK public sector^®).......

Overseas investment in UK private sector:
Directf*^
Other(0

UK private investment overseas:

OtherO................................................................

Overseas currency borrowing or lending (net) by
UK banks(^)........................................................

Exchange reserves in sterling:
British government stocks.................................
Banking and money market liabilities.......... .

Other external banking and money market
liabilities in sterling..........................................

Other capital flowsCO............................................

Total investment and other capital flows.................

Official financing(^)
Foreign currency borrowing by HM Government
Drawings on (+)/additions to (—) official reserves

Balancing item and multilateral settlements.............

0) Including public corporations.
(®) Credits exclude the earnings of UK oil companies; debits exclude the earnings of UK oil and insurance companies.
(®) Including oil company transactions.
(*) Assets: increase—/decrease-}-. Liabilities: increase-f/decrease—.
(®) Includes foreign currency borrowing by the UK public sector imder the exchange cover schemes.
(®) Overseas direct investment in the UK excludes the transactions of oil and insurance companies. UK direct investment overseas excludes the 

transactions of oil companies but includes investment by a number of public corporations, see page 69.
(0 Including trade credit between unrelated companies.
(®) Excludes foreign currency borrowing by the UK public sector under the exchange cover schemes which, elsewhere in the Pink Book, has been 

reallocated to ‘Official financing*.

Rest of the world

1973 1974 1975 1973 1974 1975

Net Net Net Credits Debits Net Net Net Credits Debits

-1,165 -2,007 -2,352 5,945 8,297 -1,169 -3,213 -85 2 12,823 13.675

-27 8 -3 5 2 -43 8 32 470 -1 6 0 -20 7 -20 8 91 299
-13 7 -  73 -  11 363 374 -2 2 2 -24 7 -368 368

+  146 +  91 +109 856 747 -24 7 -19 6 -  97 1,792 1,889
+  14 +  28 +  48 166 118 +  70 +  62 +  62 593 531
-  56 -  28 -  14 319 333 +  55 +  182 +253 795 542
+  160 +210 +  149 459 310 +961 +  1,102 +  1,185 2,222 1,037

+218
+348

+209
+237 +284 616 332 { +590

+227
+737
+209 I +665 2,339 1,674

+  23 +  26 +  27 80 53 -11 4 -11 7 -11 5 315 430

+438 +348 +154 2,891 2,737 +  1,160 +  1,525 +  1,377 8,147 6,770

-7 2 7 -1,659 -2,198 8,836 11,034 -  9 -1,688 +525 20,970 20.445

-  4 -  7 -  55 -  68 —

-  31 -  31 -  20 -223 -24 5 -268
+  149 +224 +289 +  196 +  539 +165

+  107 
+517

+  70 
+628 +609 '

+576
+395

+727
+810 [+1,151

-5 1 9
-2 1 4

-36 7
-32 9 -3 6 4 1

-1,109 
-  13

—1,228
+755 [ -1,041

+843 -23 7 +637 +  516 +532 -42 4

-  36 -  39 +  74 -  88 +  46
-  9 -  21 -  18 +  96 +1,555 -604

+  18 +  33 +  121 -  25 +  115 +429
+  77 -  1 +  102 -461 -6 8 4 -19 6

+938 -  67 +1,317 +  22 +2,788 -742

+  106 +  69 +538 +354
+  4 +  9 -  6 -2 1 4 -  88 +675

-211 +  1,618 +818 +256 -1,482 -81 2

V ,
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ANNEX 7 International Monetary Fund

UK account with the IMF
Details of the transactions leading to the change in 

the UK account with the IMF are given in Table 41. 
This table also shows the changes in the IMF holdings 
of sterling and changes in the UK total tranche position 
with the Fund. The level of the IMF holdings of sterling 
and the UK tranche position with the Fund at the end

of each year from 1964 to 1975 are shown in Table 42. 
For 1972 onwards transactions are valued at current 
market rates of exchange; prior to that, they were valued 
at parity.

UK subscription in gold ( —). Subscriptions to the 
IMF on the occasion of the increases in quotas, item 20. 
The quota was increased in March 1966 from $1,950

United Kingdom account with the International Monetary Fund(0(^)
TABLE 41 £ million

1965 1966 1967 1968
1

1969 1970 1 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

UK subscriptions in gold............................. -  44 -  38 4 A
11
1 — - -

IMF gold deposits in UK............................. +  3 +  12 +  1 — 1 — 4 — 2 — 11

Drawings/repurchases 1
United Kingdom 11 1

Drawings .............................................. +  500 +  44P) — — 1 +  583 +354 +  63 — +259 --  1 —
Repurchases ............... ........................ — i I -249 -  77 -382 -141 1 -541 -312

Other countries 1 11
11i

Sterline drawinss ..........-..... -  10 -  29 -  89 -  2 -  56 -  13 -109 ■ -  45 -  54
Sterling repurchases.................... ........ — 1

. - - +  7 — 1

Total drawings/repurchases...................... +490 +  15 -338 +  506 -  30 -134 -554 -156 -  45 -  54
o f which: 1

Gold tranche {net)................................... — . — — 33 1 — 45 — 54
Credit tranche {net)..............................- +490 +  15 -338 +506 -  30 -134 -554 -123 —

Other transactions in sterling........................ +  6 +  15 +  19 + 20 +  16 —- - -  83 1 —

Change in UK account with IMF.............. +499 -  2 -3181 +525 -  15 -176 -556 -250 1
— ■ -  45 -  54

United Kingdom subscription in sterling..... ■ .. > -131 — -113 — —— > > — — ■

Change in IMF holdings of sterling............ +496 +  161 -  99 +526 -  15 -  21 -555 -242 +  57 -  46 -  54

Change in UK total tranche position.......... +496 -189 -389 +526 -  15 -321 -555 -256 - -  37 1 _  411
o f which: Gold tranche............................. ■—— - ■ — — - -  49 — -  37 -  41

(0 UK assets with IM F: increase — /decrease + . UK liabilities to IM F: increase +  /decrease —. Components and the total are rounded independently. 
From 1972 transactions are valued at current market rates of exchange.

(*) UK drawings and repurchases, and drawings and repurchases in sterling by other countries which affect the UK repurchase obligations to the 
IMF are brought together as shown in Table 23 for inclusion in Tables 1 and 3.

P) Special drawing covering additional gold subscription.

milhon (£696 million) to $2,440 million (£871 million, 
or after revaluation in November 1967, £1,017 million); 
and in November 1970 to $2,800 million (£1,167 million). 
From March 1972 the unit of account of the IMF was 
changed from dollars to SDRs; the quota is therefore 
now expressed as SDR 2,800 million (£1,167 million).

IMF gold deposits in the United Kingdom (+ ). Deposits 
from 1965 to 1967 to alleviate the impact of gold 
purchases from the United Kingdom by other Fimd 
members in order to pay the increase in their gold 
subscriptions. Repayments ( —) were made in 1968, 
1970 and 1971; they were finally liquidated in February 
1972. The deposits did not affect the IMF’s holdings of 
sterling or the UK tranche position. Part of item 14\ 
see Table 21.

drawing right. The gold tranche position equals the 
amount by which the UK quota exceeds the Fund’s 
holdings of sterling. As well as UK drawings/repurchases, 
other countries’ drawings/repurchases which affect the 
UK’s tranche position are also included. The reserve 
position in the Fund was included in the reserves from 
July 1972; transactions prior to July 1972 are part of 
item 22, and part of item 27 subsequently.

Credit tranche. Transactions in the credit tranche are 
those which affect the IMF’s holdings of sterling between 
100% and 200% of quota; each forms part of item 22.

Gold tranche {net). This forms part of the UK reserve 
position in the Fund, which represents an automatic

Other transactions in sterling. These comprise IMF 
receipts of sterling as UK charges on drawings; the 
sterling was repurchased in April 1972. IMF administra
tive and operational expenditure in sterling is also 
included. Part of item 14 \ see Table 21.
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TABLE 42
position with the International Monetary Fund

End of year £ million

IM F holdings of sterling......

UK total tranche position(^) 

o f which: Gold tranche......

1964

881

512

1965

1,377

16

1966

1,538

205

1967

1,4390)

594

1968

1,965

68

1969

1,950

83

1970

1,929

404

1971

1,374

959

1972

1,1320)

1,215

49

1973

1,1890)

1,215

49

1974

1,143

1,252

86

1975

1,089

1,293

127

(‘) Including maintenance of value adjustments of £206 million in 1967, —£3 million in 1972 and £57 million in 1973.

Holdings o f sterling by the IMF. These represent 
(a) the sterling portion of the UK subscriptions to the 
Fund, the latest of which were made in 1966 and 1970, 
and (b) the net effect of the drawings and repurchases in 
sterling from the Fund and of other IM F transactions 
in sterling shown in Table 41. The sterling is held in the 
United Kingdom in the form of non-interest-bearing 
notes issued by the National Loans Fund, except for a 
small amount, equivalent to 1 per cent of quota, which 
is held on deposit at the Bank of England. When drawings 
are made from the Fund by the United Kingdom the 
foreign currencies drawn are purchased for sterling and 
the Fund lends back the sterling to the National Loans 
Fund on the security of non-interest-bearing notes. The 
changes in the Fund holdings of sterling also include 
the maintenance of value adjustment (£206 million) due 
to the devaluation of sterling on 18 November 1967. Of 
this £206 million, £146 million is due to the revaluation 
of the sterling equivalent of the UK quota (see above) 
and the remainder is due to the revaluation of sterling

liabilities in excess of 100 per cent of quota. The change 
in account with IMF, as defined in international use, 
excludes the maintenance of value adjustment. In May 
1972, there was an adjustment of — £3 million to main
tain a constant value in terms of SDR of the Fund’s 
holdings of sterling, following the Fund’s decision to 
value certain currencies at market rates of exchange and 
a further adjustment of £57 million in May 1973 conse
quent upon the sterling float. The figures of the changes 
in the Fund holdings of sterling are derived from UK 
sources.

UK total tranche position. This is the amount, valued 
at parity, which the United Kingdom may draw from 
the Fund without raising the Fund holding of sterling 
beyond 200 per cent of quota. Because of different 
methods of valuation, there will be inconsistencies 
between the IMF holdings of sterling and the UK total 
tranche position from 1972.
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GENERAL

The object of the balance of payments accounts is to 
identify and record transactions between residents of the 
United Kingdom and residents overseas (non-residents) 
to provide a statement suitable for analysing the econo
mic relations between the UK economy and the rest of 
the world. The accounts are intended to record syste
matically;

(a) flows of real resources, that is, of goods, services 
and property income, between the United Kingdom 
and the rest of the world;
(b) changes in the UK*s foreign assets and liabilities 
that arise from transactions; and
(c) transfer payments, which are the counterpart of 
real resources or financial claims provided to, or 
received from, the rest of the world without any quid 
pro quo.

In principle, transactions are recorded when the owner
ship of goods or assets changes and when services are 
rendered.

Principles of the accounts
Under the conventions of the balance of payments 

accounts, credit (or positive) entries are recorded for 
real resources (goods, services etc) that are exported, 
that is, for an outflow of real resources. For consistency, 
positive entries are required also for the outflows indicated 
by a decrease in foreign assets held by the United King
dom, or by an increase in the UK’s liabilities to non
residents. Conversely, the inflows indicated by an increase 
in the UK’s foreign assets, or a decrease in the UK’s 
liabilities to non-residents are recorded, like imports, as 
debit entries. In concept every balance of payments 
transaction involves both an outflow and an equal inflow 
(the treatment of transfer payments in the accounts is 
described on page 68). An outflow of goods, recorded 
as a positive entry, will give rise to a negative entry, for 
example, an inflow of foreign assets to the UK in the 
form of an increase in the UK’s foreign currency reserves. 
The balance of payments accounts are thus analogous 
to a double-entry book-keeping system in which all the 
entries sum to zero. In a double-entry book-keeping 
system there is always an exact balance since the same 
piece of information is used in effecting each entry. In the 
balance of payments, although the underlying principle 
exists, the accounts are not, in practice, constructed on 
a double-entry basis since the two entries made in 
respect of each transaction are derived from separate 
sources in almost every case. Moreover, the methods 
of estimation are neither complete nor precisely 
accurate; one—or both— entries in respect of a particular 
transaction may elude the records, or the two entries 
may not match each other precisely in their timing and 
fall within different recording periods. Furthermore with 
timing variations it is possible that amounts in foreign 
currency are converted to sterling at different rates of 
exchange. In order to bring the total of all entries to 
zero an additional entry, the balancing item, is therefore 
included to offset the sum of all the errors and omissions 
in the other items of the accounts.
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In the UK balance of payments accounts transactions 
are classified into main groups as follows:

The current account covers exports and imports of 
goods and services, investment income and most 
transfers.
Capital transfers cover certain transfer transactions 
identified as essentially of a capital nature (see below).
Investment and other capital flows cover official long
term capital transactions, investment flows, changes 
in the balances of other countries held in London, 
trade credit, and certain other capital flows.
Official financing covers changes in the official reserves, 
net borrowing from the International Monetary Fund, 
net transactions with other overseas monetary authori
ties and foreign currency borrowing by HM Govern
ment and by the public sector under the exchange 
cover schemes.

The balance on current account shows whether the 
United Kingdom has had a surplus of income over 
expenditure; and, taken with capital transfers, shows 
whether it has added to or consumed its net external 
assets in any period. The current balance plus capital 
transfers and the net total investment and other capital 
flows, together with the net total of unidentified transac
tions reflected in the balancing item, are brought together 
to show the balance for official financing. This is a reflec
tion of the sum of changes in the reserves and of other 
official financing transactions together with gold sub
scriptions to the IMF, and, from 1970, the allocation by 
the IMF of the reserve asset, Special Drawing Rights 
all of which are precisely known.

This approach to the grouping of balance of payments 
transactions includes those transactions within the 
balance for official financing which are ‘autonomous* and 
which contribute to the balance being financed by the 
‘compensatory’ or ‘accommodating’ items below this 
balance. The classification of certain transactions cannot 
be entirely objective as varying interpretations can be 
put on their purpose.

The main items are shown in Table 3 and are given item 
numbers to facilitate identification; these item numbers 
are quoted in other tables and in the notes.

There is some mutual interdependence between 
current transactions and the investment and other 
capital flows. In some cases current earnings are directly 
and, in effect, permanently matched in investment 
outflows; examples are the undistributed portion 
of current earnings of overseas subsidiaries and associates, 
which appear as investment overseas, or any investment 
taking the form of exports of machinery and equipment 
from the United Kingdom. In these cases current 
earnings do not directly affect the balance for official 
financing. In other cases, as when earnings on current 
account are accompanied by the extension of trade 
credit, for example on exports, the flow of capital or 
official finance associated with a particular transaction 
is deferred. Since, taking all transactions together, the 
fund of lending in the form of export credit has tended to 
increase, part of total export shipments included in the 
current account, up to the amount of the net extension
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of trade credit, is not matched by a flow of capital or 
official finance.

There is some difficulty associated with the allocation of 
transfer transactions, most of which are at present 
included in the current account. Transfers include 
workers’ remittances, grants and contributions paid by 
the government, charitable donations, migrants’ funds, 
and private gifts and legacies. A number of these transac
tions may be of a capital nature. Capital transfers can be 
defined as those transfers, typically non-recurrent or 
quite irregular, which are not regarded as affecting the 
level of current income but which, instead, directly 
affect the level of capital investment, or wealth. Whilst 
it is conceptually possible to distinguish between current 
and capital transfers, there are considerable complica
tions in making the distinction in practice. Hence, the 
only transactions which have been identified as having 
the characteristics of capital transfers, and which have 
been allocated as such in the accounts for 1973 and 1974, 
are payments made in implementation of the guarantee 
clauses of the Sterling Agreements of 1968, as renewed in 
1971 and which expired in 1974. The possibility of 
identifying other items appropriate to the capital trans
fers heading will be kept under consideration. Under the 
revised treatment the net acquisition of external assets 
equals, apart from the change in sign, the current balance 
plus capital transfers.

Residence
The United Kingdom is defined as including the 

Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and that part of the 
Continental Shelf which is defined by international 
convention as the UK part. The term ‘resident’ 
covers both individuals living permanently in the 
United Kingdom, and corporate bodies located here, 
but not their overseas branches and subsidiaries. 
Individuals, other than government officials and 
members of the Forces, who enter—or leave—the 
country with the intention of staying here—or abroad— 
for a year or more are regarded as migrants changing 
their residence. Overseas branches of companies are 
treated as residents of the country in which they are 
located, and subsidiaries are treated as residents of the 
country in which they are registered. Government 
agencies operating abroad, such as embassies or 
military units, are regarded as residents of their home 
country. Agencies of business enterprises are regarded 
as residents of the countries in which they operate. 
Transactions through agents are, in general, treated as 
though made directly with the overseas principal, but 
commissions, etc. received by agents for their services 
are regarded as accruing to the agents’ country of 
residence. A more detailed description of the criteria 
adopted for defining residence is given on pages 436- 
438 of National Accounts Statistics: Sources and 
Methods (HMSO, 1968).

Exchange rates
When information is recorded in currencies other 

than sterling, the figures are as far as possible converted 
into sterling at the rate of exchange at the time of the 
transaction. Up to 20 August 1971, market rates of 
exchange were maintained within a 1 per cent band 
on either side o the parity of £1 =  $2*80 until
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18 November 1967 and £1 =  $2*40 thereafter. With 
effect from 23 August 1971 the authorities ceased to 
intervene in the foreign exchange markets to maintain 
the 1 per cent band and the sterling exchange rate 
floated until the currency realignment on 18 December 
1971. Sterling was then revalued to £1 =  $2*6057 and the 
market rate was permitted to vary within wider margins 
of 2J per cent on either side of the new middle rate. 
From 23 June 1972 the sterling exchange rate was again 
allowed to float.

As regards visible trade, the transactions values of 
goods are declared on Customs documents in sterling. 
For imports, where any invoice amounts are expressed 
in a foreign currency there is a requirement for the UK 
trader, or his agent, to convert to sterling at the market 
rate appropriate at the time of lodgement of the Customs 
document. For exports, it is likely that amounts in 
foreign currency are converted in a similar way. The 
rates of exchange appropriate to the time of lodgement 
of documents may differ from those at which the pay
ments are recorded and if so the difference would be 
reflected in the balancing item. Invisible earnings 
and payments, if denominated in foreign currency, 
are generally converted at the rates of exchange used in 
traders’ books.

Where capital flows are derived as the difference 
between opening and closing levels of assets and 
liabilities, special steps have been taken to exclude 
from the figures for 1967 and from 23 August 1971 
onwards the revaluation element in the sterling valuation 
of balances denominated in overseas currencies. The 
main item affected is the net overseas currency borrow
ing or lending by UK banks, which is expressed in 
terms of sterling by conversion generally at market 
rates of exchange on the reporting date. See notes on 
page 70. In other years the small element of changes 
in the sterling valuation of existing balances, stemming 
from variation of middle market rates of exchange 
within the 1 per cent band on either side of parity, 
has been regarded as negligible. In general, other 
commercial transactions are based on direct inquiries 
of the transactors, who are asked to use the same rate 
of exchange as in their own accounts when conversion 
from an overseas currency to the sterling equivalent 
is involved.

Up to 20 August 1971 the sterling equivalent of the 
net amount drawn on or added to the official reserves 
has been derived by conversion at par or middle rates 
of exchange. The small differences between figures 
valued in terms of sterling in this way and at the rates 
at which transactions occurred have been regarded as 
negligible when market rates of exchange were within 
the 1 per cent band on either side of parity. From 
23 August 1971 the possible range of difference widened, 
and net drawings on and additions to the official reserves 
have since then been valued at the rates at which 
transactions occurred.

GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
The geographical and economic groupings used in this 

publication are described below.
European Economic Community member countries (EEC 
countries)

Belgium, Denmark (including Greenland), France,
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German Federal Republic, Irish Republic, Italy, 
Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. Where, in some tables 
figures prior to 1973 are included on the basis of the 
six countries (i.e. excluding Denmark and Irish Republic) 
appropriate footnotes are included.
Other Western Europe

Austria, Andorra, Faroe Islands, Finland, Gibraltar, 
Greece, Iceland, Malta, Norway, Portugal (including 
Azores and Madeira), Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Turkey, Yugoslavia and Continental Shelf (foreign part).
North America

USA and dependencies, Canada.
Other developed countries

Australia, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa.
Oil exporting countries

Algeria, Bahrain, Brunei, Ecuador, Gabon, 
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Oman, 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Trinidad and Tobago, United Arab 
Emirates, Venezuela.
European Communities’ Institutions

Comprising the European Economic Community 
(EEC), the European Atomic Energy Community 
(EURATOM) and the European Coal and Steel Com
munity (ECSC), the community institutions and 
associated funds (such as European Social Fund, 
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
(FEOGA), etc.).
International organisations

The United Nations and its specialised agencies; the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop
ment (IBRD), the International Finance Corporation 
(IFC), the International Development Association 
(IDA) and other international organisations. Transac
tions with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) are 
treated as separate items in the accounts.

VISIBLE TRADE
Exports (f.o.b.)

Thef.o.b. value(freeonboard,that is excluding the costs 
of insurance and freight) of goods leaving the United 
Kingdom and passing into non-resident ownership.

The monthly Overseas Trade Statistics o f the United 
Kingdom {Trade Statistics) form the starting point for 
calculating the balance of payments figures of exports. 
The valuation and coverage adjustments made to the 
trade statistics to convert them to a balance of payments 
basis are shown in Table 4 and described below. The net 
adjustment for recording of exports is explained on 
page 61.
Imports (f.o.b.)

The f.o.b. value (that is excluding the costs of in
surance and freight) of goods entering the United 
Kingdom and passing into UK ownership. Ships delivered 
abroad to UK owners are also included.

The monthly Overseas Trade Statistics o f the United 
Kingdom {Trade Statistics) form the starting point for 
calculating the balance of payments figures of imports. 
The valuation and coverage adjustments made to the 
trade statistics to convert them to a balance of payments 
basis are shown in Table 4 and described below.

The adjustments for US military aircraft and missiles 
are described on pages 61 and 62.
Visible balance

Exports (f.o.b.) less imports (f.o.b.) as defined above.

Timing basis of the figures
To achieve consistency with the basis for estimating 

other countries’ external transactions—and the estimates 
of domestic transactions given in the national accounts 
—exports and imports of goods should be recorded at 
the time when the ownership of the goods changes. In 
practice, however, no adjustment is made to the trade 
figures for differences in timing between change in 
ownership and the recording in the Trade Statistics.

The compilation of the Trade Statistics is geared to 
the declarations made by exporters and importers 
which are received in the statistical office of HM 
Customs and Excise. Registered traders are allowed a 
short period of grace before documents have to be 
presented at the ports. With certain exceptions, export 
documents are required to be presented after shipment; 
the normal period of grace for registered exporters 
is fourteen days, but this may be extended. There is a 
further interval before copies reach the statistical office. 
The effect of these lags is accentuated since the monthly 
processing of the exports statistics begins a few days 
before the end of the calendar month. Thus the figures 
for any calendar month relate on average to goods 
passing through the ports in a monthly period ending 
about the middle of that calendar month. Importers are 
usually required to present their documents before they 
can obtain customs clearance and remove the goods. 
Moreover, the monthly total for imports includes those 
recorded in documents relating to the month which 
reach the statistical office up to the third working day 
after the end of the month. Thus the imports statistics 
correspond closely to movements through the ports 
during the calendar month.

No single definition can be given of the time when 
ownership changes but, on the assumption that on 
average it occurs at some time between the departure of 
goods from the exporting country and their arrival in the 
importing country, UK exports are recorded at various 
times around the time of change of ownership, whilst 
imports tend to be recorded in arrears of change of 
ownership.

Apart from the important exception of the treatment in 
past years of certain purchases of US military aircraft and 
missiles, identified differences in timing between the 
recording in the Trade Statistics and actual payments, for 
example, due to the granting of trade credit, are treated 
as changes in financial assets or liabilities, and are 
recorded as ‘unrelated’ trade credit or as part of direct 
investment, in the investment and capital flows account. 
The net effect of unidentified differences in timing between 
trade declarations and payments will be reflected in the 
balancing item.

Geographical analysis: countries of consignment, of 
destination and of origin

Table 5 gives an analysis of visible trade between the 
United Kingdom and major economic groupings. The 
figures are obtained by firstly combining the figures for 
individual countries as recorded in the Trade Statistics
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and then making the adjustments to convert to exports 
(f.o.b.) and imports (f.o.b.) on a balance of payments 
basis, as defined above.

Imports are allocated as coming from the country 
from which the goods are consigned; this is the country 
from which the goods were originally despatched to the 
United Kingdom with or without breaking bulk in the 
course of transport, but without any commercial trans
action in an intermediatecountry.The countryfromwhich 
goods are consigned is not necessarily the country of 
shipment, origin or manufacture.

Prior to 1974 exports were allocated to the country of 
consignment. From January 1974, however, exports have 
been allocated to the country of destination; this is the 
country which at the time of exportation is the final 
country to which the goods are being despatched from 
the United Kingdom. In practice there is little difference 
between this and the consignment basis. Exports of 
newly built sea-going ships are normally classified as 
despatched to the country of registration.

Goods consigned direct to the United Kingdom from 
fishing vessels other than those of UK registration arc 
classified as consigned from the country in which the 
vessel is registered.
Valuation adjustments to the trade statistics
Freight and insurance

Imports in the Trade Statistics are valued c.i.f., that is 
inclusive of the costs of insurance and freight from the 
country of consignment. In the balance of payments 
these costs are deducted since freight and insurance 
payments to foreign shipping, airline and insurance 
companies are included in the appropriate invisibles 
account item and those to UK concerns are regarded 
as domestic transactions. But see notes on page 65 
regarding the treatment of cargo insurance in the 
invisibles account.

The freight element of the c.i.f. value of dry cargo 
imports is estimated from the actual freight rates applic
able to a large sample of individual commodities 
imported from various sources. For the years up to
1968 the system of estimating freight on imports of oil 
is based on the Average Freight Rate Assessments 
(AFRA) of the London Tanker Brokers’ Panel. From
1969 oil imports f.o.b. have been estimated directly from 
detailed information available to the Departments of 
Industry and Energy; the freight is the difference between 
this and the c.i.f. valuation declared to HM Customs 
and Excise. Estimates of payments for air freight and 
for insurance are based on a sample examination of 
customs entry forms and supporting invoices.

Port charges
Certain charges associated with the unloading of 

imports at UK ports are included in the Trade Statistics 
valuation. These charges are excluded from the balance 
of payments figures since the payments are made by 
UK importers to UK residents. The deductions made 
are based on a sampleexamination of customsentryforms.
Other valuation adjustments

Customs uplift. The value of imports recorded in the 
Trade Statistics is based on the price they would fetch 
on sale in the open market. In certain cases where the 
transaction is not an open market one, for example.

some transactions between related companies, the 
Trade Statistics value may exceed that paid or payable 
to the supplier abroad. As it is the latter value which is 
appropriate to the balance of payments accounts an 
adjustment is made to the Trade Statistics figures. 
Estimates of the amounts to be deducted are derived 
from a sample examination of customs entry forms.

Imports on consignment. Certain classes of goods are 
imported on a consignment basis in which case the 
market value of the goods is not known until they are 
actually sold. Until the final value is known, a pro
visional value, which is often above the market value, 
is entered in the Trade Statistics. Where the goods arc 
subject to an ad valorem duty, the actual market value 
is eventually declared to HM Customs and Excise, thus 
allowing for a subsequent correction to appear in the 
trade figures.

An adjustment designed to anticipate these corrections 
is made to the figures for the latest year.

Coverage adjustments to the trade statistics
Second-hand ships and aircraft

Second-hand ships (apart from certain small vessels) 
and aircraft are excluded from the Trade Statistics but 
need to be included in the balance of payments figures. 
The value of trade in second-hand aircraft is obtained 
mainly from customs records. Details about both 
purchases and sales of second-hand ships are derived 
from a number of sources including information pro
vided by the General Register and Record Office of 
Shipping and Seamen, government departments and 
various trade publications.

Ships and drilling rigs delivered abroad
Certain new ships and drilling rigs built abroad for 

UK owners are delivered in the first place to overseas 
ports. These purchases are not always recorded in the 
Trade Statistics but they are appropriate to balance of 
payments figures of imports. The details are obtained 
from the same sources as for second-hand ships.

NAAFI
Goods exported by the Navy, Army and Air Force 

Institute for the use of United Kingdom Forces abroad 
are included in the Trade Statistics but, since they are 
for sale to UK residents, they are deducted from the 
Trade Statistics for balance of payments purposes. The 
figures are obtained through returns received from the
Institute.
British components for US military aircraft

These are excluded from the balance of payments 
figures of exports for 1967 to 1969. See notes on US 
military aircraft and missiles, pages 61 and 62.
Returned goods and goods for processing and repair

The Trade Statistics include certain goods which ^ e  
imported and exported without change of ownership. 
These are either returned goods or goods for processing 
and repair. Returned goods include, for example, items 
such as contractors’ plant temporarily leaving the 
country. The value of these goods is estimated from 
claims made to HM Customs and Excise for exemption 
from duty. The same value is deducted from both imports 
and exports in the balance of payments accounts at the
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time of import. This probably results in some error in 
timing of exports, however, and in this event the error 
would be reflected in the balancing item. In the case of 
goods imported for processing and repair, this treatment 
means that the value added as a result of the processing 
or repair remains in the export figures. Theoretically 
these processing fees more appropriately belong to the 
invisibles account but, as their precise value is not 
known, this transfer is not made; the current balance is 
not, however, affected.

Other coverage adjustments
These consist of the following adjustments:

Non-monetary gold
Imports and exports of gold other than coin are 

recorded in Table VIII of the Trade Statistics. Since 
most of the trade is concerned with monetary items 
rather than goods these figures are not included in the 
totals in the Trade Statistics used as the starting point 
for calculating the visible trade figures. An adjustment 
to imports has therefore been made to incorporate 
trade in non-monetary gold. This adjustment is based on 
a Bank of England inquiry to the gold dealers.

Gold coin
From mid-1975, following budgetary measures res

tricting the purchase of gold coin by UK residents, an 
adjustment has been made to exclude dealers imports 
of coin for subsequent re-export. The same value is 
deducted from both imports and exports in the balance 
of payments accounts at the time of import. The conse
quences resulting from this treatment are similar to 
those described for returned goods and goods for 
processing and repair.

Atomic energy materials. Imports and exports of 
certain atomic energy materials, including uranium ore, 
are omitted from the Trade Statistics figures. Details 
are supplied by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy 
Authority and included in the balance of payments 
figures.

Exports by letter post. The Trade Statistics do not 
include exports from the United Kingdom by letter post. 
Information about the most important element of this 
trade, the export of books, is obtained from publishers 
and retail and wholesale booksellers. Other details are 
derived from a sample inquiry made by the Post Office.

Additions and alterations to ships. Certain work carried 
out on UK-owned and registered ships in foreign yards 
and on overseas-owned ships in UK yards relates to 
additions and alterations rather than repairs and as such 
is more properly regarded as a component of visible 
rather than invisible trade. For work on UK-owned ships, 
an estimate is obtained from the quarterly inquiry on 
capital expenditure carried out by the Department of 
Industry; this estimate is an addition to the imports 
figure. An estimate for the work on overseas-owned 
ships is based on returns made by the Shipbuilders and 
Repairers National Association; this estimate is an 
addition to the exports figure. These adjustments have 
been included in the figures from 1966 onwards.

Aircraft bonded spares
The Trade Statistics until the end of 1967 include, 

though do not separately identify, aircraft spare parts 
imported by overseas airlines for repairing their aircraft 
in the United Kingdom and also those parts subsequently 
taken out of bond and re-exported. On the basis of 
figures available for the year 1967, estimates have been 
made for earlier years. As there is no change in owner
ship of these spare parts, the value of both imports and 
exports is deducted for balance of payments purposes.

Forces parcels. Parcels sent to the Forces overseas 
are recorded in the Trade Statistics, but since they are 
for UK residents they are deducted from the Trade 
Statistics for balance of payments purposes. A similar 
deduction is made for parcels sent to the United Kingdom 
by the Forces overseas. The figures to be deducted are 
based on returns giving the number of such parcels. The 
average value per parcel is obtained from sample checks.

Ekofisk pipeline
The part of the Ekofisk pipeline from Teesside lying 

on the UK Continental Shelf is treated as Norwegian 
investment rather than UK investment. As a result 
an adjustment has been made to UK exports in 
1973 to include pipe laid in the UK sector of the 
Continental Shelf.

Recording of exports
In June 1969 it was announced that exports had been 

under-recorded because of the failure of some exporters 
and agents to submit their documents. In August 1969 
comprehensive checking of documents against ship and 
aircraft manifests was introduced, to identify the consign
ments for which no export documents had been received. 
HM Customs attempted to obtain documents for such 
consignments by contacting the traders concerned, and 
their efforts succeeded in reducing under-recording to 
negligible proportions by November 1969, This improve
ment was not, however, maintained and so, in October 
1971, new procedures to ensure the full recording of 
exports, for which powers were taken in the Finance 
Act 1971, were introduced. Since that time regular 
assessments of the quality of recording had indicated 
that there has only been a need to make adjustments 
to the export figures for a shortfall in documentation 
in 1973 and 1974. Regular monitoring of the quality of 
recording is continuing.

The action to improve recording in 1969 and 1971 
also affected the figures by speeding up the submission 
of some documents. To take account of this, it was 
necessary to make a deduction from the recorded figures 
since there was no corresponding movement of either 
shipments or payments.

Annual adjustments, based on the manifest checks, 
for the net under-recording of exports are shown in 
Table 4. The adjustments are included in Tables 1 to 3. 
The adjustments which are included, though not 
separately shown, in Tables 5 and 6 are notional and 
rounded, pro rata to the total allowances for under- 
recording.

US military aircraft and missiles
In 1964 purchase began of a quantity of military 

aircraft and missiles, together with certain spare parts,
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from the United States under credit arrangements with 
the Export-Import Bank of the United States. Payments 
to the US manufacturers were made largely in advance 
of delivery, during the course of production. The bulk 
of these production payments and the final payments on 
delivery were financed through credit provided to the 
UK government by the Export-Import Bank, each 
drawing of credit being repayable by instalments over 
seven years. The cost to the balance of payments occurs 
as interest payments and capital repayments are made 
to the Export-Import Bank.

In the Trade StatisticSy the aircraft and missiles were 
recorded as imports when they arrived in the United 
Kingdom. However, in the full balance of payments 
accounts the purchases were recorded as imports in the 
period when payments to the US manufacturers were 
made and not when the finished products arrived in the 
United Kingdom. In so far as the payments were financed 
through drawings from the Export-Import Bank credit, 
the counterpart of the payments appeared in inter- 
govemment loans in the investment and other capital 
flows account. This treatment was a departure from the 
usual practice of recording imports when they arrive in 
this country but is consistent with the treatment in the 
national accounts of corresponding purchases from UK 
manufacturers; central government current expenditure 
on defence equipment includes progress payments made 
in advance of the delivery of the equipment.

Some components, mainly engines, were purchased 
by the UK government from British manufacturers and 
supplied to the United States for incorporation in the 
aircraft. These were included as exports in the Trade 
Statistics^ but excluded from the biance of payments 
figures of exports (and from the visible balance) since 
they did not leave UK ownership and no payment was 
received from overseas.

Details of the necessary adjustments to the Trade 
Statistics figures have been derived from HM Customs 
and Excise and other official records.

A more detailed explanation of the treatment of these 
transactions in all headings of the balance of payments 
accounts together with a table summarising the various 
entries made, was given in the United Kingdom Balance 
o f Payments 1963-73.

INVISIBLES
Government

This item consists o f:
(i) all transactions in services between the UK 
government, including its employees stationed abroad, 
and overseas residents, unless these transactions are 
more appropriate to other items in the accounts or 
cannot be allocated to these items for statistical 
reasons;
(ii) the value of all transactions in goods by govern
ment installations abroad (except those which have 
passed through HM Customs and have therefore been 
included in the visible trade account);
(iii) grants to overseas countries, subscriptions and 
contributions to international organisations, other 
transfer payments by the UK government to overseas 
residents and similar receipts from overseas by the 
UK government.
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The figures for government overseas receipts and 
expenditure are obtained from returns provided by 
government departments having transactions with 
overseas residents.

Transactions between UK private residents and 
overseas governments are not included in this item.

Government services—credits
Military receipts. These are receipts by the UK 

government from the United States forces stationed in 
the United Kingdom for supplies and services; receipts 
from offshore sales to the United States Government of 
goods for the United Kingdom armed forces; contribu
tions from overseas governments towards common 
defence projects; and contributions from other NATO 
countries, from March 1972, towards the cost to the 
United Kingdom of the use of military facilities in Malta. 
The value of goods held abroad and then handed over 
to overseas countries by the United Kingdom forces is 
also included. The value of services provided in the 
United Kingdom to overseas residents by the service 
departments, for example military training schemes, also 
comprise part of this item but where no charge is made 
such entries are offset under military grants.

European Communities" institutions. These services 
comprise receipts by the UK government for its activities 
as an agency for the collection of contributions to the 
European Communities’ institutions.

Other receipts. These are the value of services which 
the government provides in the United Kingdom to 
overseas residents under its economic aid programmes 
to overseas countries which are offset under economic 
grants plus all miscellaneous receipts by the UK govern
ment from overseas countries.

Government services—debits
Military expenditure. This is recorded partly on a net 

basis, that is after deducting receipts arising locally. 
This expenditure comprises wage and salary payments 
to locally engaged staff of UK military bases abroad, 
contributions towards common defence projects, the 
local drawings of pay by UK forces, local purchases of 
food, equipment, fuel and services, and payments by 
the Ministry of Defence, from March 1972, towards the 
cost to the United Kingdom of the use of military 
facilities in Malta.

Administrative, diplomatic, etc. expenditure. The 
operating costs of UK embassies. High Commission 
offices, consulates, British Council and Commonwealth 
War Graves Commission account for most of the 
expenditure on this item. This includes the wages and 
salaries of locally engaged staff and the local salary 
drawings of UK diplomatic and other non-military 
personnel stationed overseas. This heading does not 
cover the transaction involving a diplomat serving abroad 
who is paid via a UK bank and who makes private 
arrangements for the transfer of funds to his local bank.

Government tranters—credits
European Communities" institutions. This consists 

almost entirely of receipts by the Intervention Board for 
Agricultural Produce. The institutions are listed on
page 59.
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Government transfer^—debits 
Economic grants. These comprise cash grants and the 

value of technical assistance to the developing countries 
to assist in their economic development, including the 
value of goods and services provided to those countries 
without charge by the UK government.

Military grants. These consist of cash grants for 
military purposes and goods and services of a military 
nature provided without charge to overseas countries 
and international organisations by the UK government.

Subscriptions and contributions to international organ
isations. These items cover UK subscriptions to the United 
Nations and other international bodies to meet the 
administrative expenses of these organisations, similar 
payments to international military agencies (SEATO, 
CENTO, etc.); UK contributions to European Com
munities’ institutions including the levy payments made 
by the British Steel Corporation under EEC regulations; 
and contributions to international organisations for 
multi-lateral economic assistance to the developing 
countries and other international projects. Sterling sub
scriptions to the International Development Association 
and regional development banks do not come under this 
heading. They are listed in investment and other capital 
flows. Gold subscriptions to the IMF are recorded 
separately {item 20).

Other transfers. These are mainly national insurance 
benefits and war pensions paid to overseas residents. 
Except where economic or military aid is involved no 
entry is made, either under government grants or under 
government receipts, in respect of fixed assets transferred 
without charge to overseas countries.

Sea transport
The estimates cover both dry cargo and tanker trans

actions. Credits include the earnings of ships owned by 
and on charter to UK operators from the carriage of 
UK exports and from freight on cross-trades; receipts 
from chartering ships to overseas residents; and passenger 
revenue. Also included are the disbursements of overseas 
operators in UK ports. Debits comprise the disburse
ments abroad of UK operators as listed later in these 
notes; payments to overseas residents for both time and 
voyage charters; freight payments to foreign shipping 
companies for the carriage of UK imports; and payments 
by UK residents to overseas shipping companies for 
passenger fares.

UK operators
Statistics relating to UK operators are provided by 

the General Council of British Shipping (GCBS), 
formerly the Chamber of Shipping of the United 
Kingdom which conducts inquiries into their partici
pation in overseas trade. Since the war full inquiries, 
covering all GCBS members, have been made in 1947. 
1952, 1958, 1962, 1966, 1970 and 1974, and sample 
inquiries in the intervening years since 1959. The activities 
of offshore supply vessels were included in the enquiry 
for the first time in 1974. Prior to this the figures are 
believed not to have been significant.

The sample results are grossed up by reference to the 
full inquiries on the assumption that the experience of 
the companies included in the sample is typical of the
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shipping industry as a whole, with appropriate adjust
ments for any changes in the size of fleet. For tankers 
from 1970, account has also been taken of the results of 
the Bank of England inquiries of the oil companies.

The sub-division between ships owned by UK 
operators and ships on charter to UK operators involves 
some element of estimation, particularly in the allocation 
of disbursements abroad. Ships owned by UK operators 
are taken as ships both registered in this country and 
owned by UK resident shipping companies. Ships on 
charter to UK operators comprise foreign or Common
wealth owned ships on time-charter or voyage-charter to 
UK shipping companies plus UK-owned ships which 
have been chartered out overseas and subsequently 
rechartered back in by a UK operator.

Credits. In the GCBS inquiries, for the years up to 
1969, the earnings from freight of UK tanker operators 
were usually valued at AFRA (Average Freight Rate 
Assessments compiled by the London Tanker Brokers’ 
Panel). From 1970, tanker operators have been asked to 
report earnings from freight at whatever basis of 
valuation is used in their own company accounts. 
The change in the basis of reporting does not appear 
to have significantly affected the series.

In measuring passenger revenue, UK shipowners 
are not able to distinguish between fares received from 
UK residents and those from overseas residents. From 
1967, passenger revenue comprises receipts from passen
ger fares collected abroad whether for cross-voyages 
or voyages to or from the United Kingdom. Fares 
collected abroad are taken to be from overseas residents 
(although this is known not to be entirely true; it is 
assumed that the small amount of passenger revenue 
collected abroad from UK residents is counter-balanced 
by that collected in the United Kingdom from overseas 
residents). For 1965 and 1966 only passenger revenue 
comprises the fares received from all passengers embark
ing abroad and it is assumed that the fares of UK 
residents embarking abroad are approximately equalled 
by those of foreign residents embarking in the United 
Kingdom. The relatively small amount of passenger 
revenue earned by ships on time or voyage-charter to 
UK operators is included with the earnings of ships 
owned by UK operators. An amount has been added to 
allow for receipts from passengers’ expenditure on board 
ship, and, in all years up to 1973, a small amount has 
been added to allow for receipts from the Australian 
government for emigrants’ assisted passages.

The allocation of passenger revenue between ‘visitors 
to and from the United Kingdom’ and ‘other’ passengers 
is based on information from the International Passenger 
Survey. For the definition of ‘visitors’ see notes on 
Travel on page 65. ‘Other’ passengers are those whose 
journey is between foreign countries or whose journey 
to, and from, the United Kingdom is for employment, 
military, airline and merchant navy personnel position
ing, and migration.

Debits. Disbursements abroad include payments by 
UK operators for bunkers, canal dues, maintenance 
of shore establishments, port charges, agency fees, 
handling charges, crews’ expenditure, pilotage and 
towage, repair work, ships* stores, light dues and other 
miscellaneous port expenditure abroad.
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Overseas operators
Credits. These consist of disbursements in the United 

Kingdom by overseas operators for bunkers, port 
charges, handling charges, agency fees, crews’ expendi
ture, pilotage and towage, repair work, light dues and 
ships’ stores.

Estimates of port charges, handling costs, agency fees, 
crews’ expenditure and the value of ships’ stores are 
based on the results of occasional inquiries. Pilotage and 
towage costs, light dues and expenditure on repairs are 
assessed from returns made to the Department of 
Industry by Trinity House and the Ship Repairers’ 
National Association. The estimated value of oil bunkers 
lifted in the United Kingdom by vessels of overseas 
operators is based, from 1970, on information supplied by 
oil companies; official estimates have been made for 
previous years.

Debits. Estimates of freight on imports, other than oil, 
paid to overseas residents are obtained by deducting the 
GCBS estimates of the amount earned by UK operated 
ships for carrying UK imports from the estimates of 
total freight on imports by sea described on page 60. 
In some cases these estimates may include land-leg 
freighting en route to the United Kingdom (e.g. Japanese 
goods brought by rail across the USSR) and thus over
state the debit attributable to sea transport, although the 
amount of such overstatement is believed to be small. 
From 1970, estimates of freight on oil imports paid to 
overseas residents are based on information made 
available to the Bank of England by those oil companies 
which do not operate a tanker fleet; official estimates 
have been made for previous years. Estimates of passen
ger fares paid to overseas ship owners are derived from 
the results of the International Passenger Survey 
described in the notes on page 65. Other expenditure by 
UK passengers on board overseas shipping is included, 
but not separately identified, in Travel debits.

The allocation of passenger revenue between ‘visitors 
from the United Kingdom’ and ‘other passengers’ is 
made in the same way as described for the credits of 
UK operators.

Memorandum item
This shows those receipts of UK operators from inter

national services which are domestic transactions 
between UK residents, and are therefore excluded from 
the balance of payments accounts. The estimates are 
derived from the inquiries by the GCBS.

Civil aviation
Credits comprise receipts by the British airlines from 

overseas residents for passenger fares, for the carriage 
of UK exports, freight on cross-trades, mail and charter 
hire, together with disbursements in the United Kingdom 
by overseas airlines.

Debits comprise expenditure abroad by British Airways 
and the British independent airlines on airport charges, 
crews’ expenses, charter payments, etc. together with 
payments to overseas airlines by UK residents for 
passenger fares, freight on UK imports and the carriage 
of mail.

UK airlines
The transactions of UK airlines are derived from 

returns supplied each quarter by British Airways and the 
British independent airlines.

Credits. Passenger revenue relates to all tickets sold 
outside the United Kingdom and used on British aircraft, 
together with receipts from carrying passengers’ excess 
baggage and vehicles on the ferry services. Also included 
is passenger revenue received from overseas residents 
travelling on charter flights. Since it is not practicable to 
distinguish between fares for scheduled flights received 
abroad from UK residents and overseas residents it is 
generally assumed that the bulk of tickets sold abroad are 
to overseas residents and that the small amount of 
ticket sales to UK residents abroad is counter-balanced 
by sales in the United Kingdom to overseas residents.

Other revenue comprises receipts from carrying over
seas airmails, receipts from the leasing of aircraft, and 
gross receipts of sums due from overseas airlines under 
pooling arrangements.

Debits, Disbursements abroad include airport landing 
fees, other airport charges, handling charges, purchases 
of fuel and stores, charter payments, crews’ expenses, 
operating costs of overseas offices, commissions to 
agents, advertising, settlements of sums due to overseas 
airlines under pooling arrangements and other mis
cellaneous expenditure abroad.

O verseas airlines
Credits. These comprise expenditure in the United 

Kingdom by overseas airlines on landing fees, other 
airport charges, handling charges, purchases of fuel and 
stores, crews’ expenses, office rentals and expenses, salaries 
and wages of staff at UK offices, commissions to agents 
and advertising. The estimates are based on information 
supplied to the Civil Aviation Authority by the majority 
of overseas airlines operating in the United Kingdom, and 
on returns from the British Airports Authority and 
municipal airports on the receipts from overseas airlines 
for airport landing fees and other airport charges.

Debits. Passenger revenue is estimated by applying 
average fares appropriate to the various routes to 
estimates of the numbers of UK residents travelling on 
overseas airlines. The information is derived from the 
International Passenger Survey; see notes on Travel 
opposite. An estimated amount is added for expenditure 
of UK residents on flights between the United Kingdom 
and the Irish Republic, which are not covered by the
survey.

Estimates of total freight on imports by air are appor
tioned between overseas airlines and UK airlines (the 
latter being included in the memorandum item) by 
reference to the proportions by weight of total freight 
carried. Other debits comprise payments to overseas 
airlines for carrying UK airmails as reported by the Post
Office.

Passenger revenue—"visitors' and "other' passengers
The allocation of UK and overseas airlines’ passenger 

revenue between ‘visitors’ and ‘other’ passengers is 
derived from the International Passenger Survey; see 
notes on Travel opposite.
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Memorandum item
TIus shows those receipts of UK airlines for inter

national services which are domestic transactions 
between UK residents and are therefore excluded from 
the balance of payments accounts. Freight on imports 
carried by UK airlines is estimated by reference to the 
proportion by weight of total freight on imports by air 
carried by UK airlines. The estimate of passenger 
revenue from UK residents is derived from returns 
supplied by UK airlines, and other receipts, which 
comprise receipts by UK airlines from carrying UK 
airmails, are reported by the Post Office.

Travel
This covers personal expenditure by UK residents in 

overseas countries and by overseas residents in the 
United Kingdom. The figures include payments for 
transport made abroad by UK residents for travel 
within or between overseas coimtries, and by overseas 
visitors within the United Kingdom, but exclude the 
cost of air and sea travel on the international routes; 
payments to shipping and airline companies affecting 
the balance of payments are for the most part included 
in Transport.

The travel estimates are based primarily on the 
International Passenger Survey, the sample survey of 
air and sea passengers, conducted by the Office of 
Population Censuses and Surveys for the Departments 
of Trade and Industry, which provides information on 
the numbers and expenditure of overseas visitors to the 
United Kingdom and UK residents travelling abroad. 
A detailed description of the survey appeared in the 
Board of Trade Journal for 23 August 1963. Subsequent 
developments are described in articles included in the 
Board o f Trade Journal until 1970 and thereafter in 
Trade and Industry.

The survey distinguishes five principal purposes of 
visit—holiday, business, study, visits to friends or 
relatives, and other visits; included in ‘other’ are visits 
to attend sporting events, for health, religious or other 
purposes, visits for more than one purpose where none 
predominates (e.g. visits both on business and on 
holiday) and ‘transit’ visits (i.e. where passengers pass 
through immigration but spend no nights in the country 
visited). In Table 11, visits for study and visits to 
friends and relatives have been grouped with other visits 
in the category ‘other’.

The sample surveys do not cover travel between the 
United Kingdom and the Irish Republic for which 
estimates are derived from statistics published by the 
Irish Central Statistics Office.

Other services
This item includes all transactions in services between 

UK private residents and overseas residents—both 
government and private—^which are not appropriate 
to other items in the accounts or which cannot be 
allocated to these items for statistical reasons.

Table 12 contains details of some of the major com
ponents of credits and debits, which are described in 
the following notes.
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Financial and allied services 
Items recorded under this heading are the net earnings, 

net of expenses, of financial and allied institutions for 
services, including brokerage, merchanting, arbitrage, 
banking charges and commissions, underwriting of 
capital issues, risk underwriting, and other insurance. 
It excludes services provided by UK head offices to 
overseas branches and subsidiaries, which are included 
in the item Services rendered by UK enterprises. Other 
overseas receipts of financial institutions, for example 
profits of overseas branches, subsidiaries and associates 
and receipts of interest or dividends, are appropriate 
to Interest, profits and dividends, and are recorded there. 
Table 38 in Annex 4 brings together from the various 
balance of payments classifications the total overseas 
net earnings of financial and allied institutions.

Insurance
Overseas earnings of UK insurers, net of claims and 

expenses, from risk underwriting and other insurance; 
excluding profits of overseas branches, subsidiaries and 
associates of UK insurance companies and income 
received by UK head offices on portfolios of overseas 
securities, see note above. The figures of insurance 
earnings include the whole of the net earnings of UK 
insurers from underwriting risks on international 
cargoes. An offsetting entry is included in the debit side 
of Other services, representing all premiums for cargo 
insurance on UK imports, whether paid to UK or 
overseas insurers. This is the simplified treatment of 
cargo insurance recommended by the International 
Monetary Fund; see Balance o f Payments Manual, 
Third Edition, 1961, paragraphs 225 and 226. The off
setting entries include certain transactions between 
residents, and also align the figures of visible trade and 
investment and other capital flows when cargoes fail 
to reach their destination or are damaged in transit.

Estimates are based on returns made to the Depart
ment of Industry by the Corporation of Lloyd’s, the 
British Insurance Association and insurance brokers. 
See notes in Annex 4 on the basis of the estimates for 
Lloyd’s.

Banking
Net earnings of UK banks for services, including 

banking charges and commissions, arbitrage and under
writing commission, but excluding (i) net earnings on 
services rendered by UK banks to related enterprises 
overseas; (ii) net receipts of interest or discounts earned 
on external claims and liabilities; and (iii) profits of the 
overseas branches, subsidiaries and associates of the 
UK banks; see notes above. Estimates are based on 
information available to the Bank of England.

Merchanting
Only profit on third-country trade is appropriate to 

this entry. Merchanting profit on imported goods 
subsequently exported is included in the valuation of 
exports under visible trade but is shown separately in 
Annex 4. Estimates are made by the Bank of England 
based on Exchange Control information, world trade 
statistics and a survey of commodity traders’ invisible 
earnings.
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Brokerage, etc.
Baltic Exchange. Net earnings from commissions, 

brokerage, agency fees, etc. in respect of chartering and 
sales and purchases of ships and aircraft, and miscel
laneous associated activities. Earnings on the Exchange’s 
commodities section are included in the Merchanting 
figures and excluded here. Estimates are based on 
information available to the Bank of England.

Stock Exchange. Net earnings from fees, commis
sions, arbitrage, underwriting of capital issues and 
management of investment portfolios for overseas clients. 
Returns of overseas earnings are made to the Stock 
Exchange by broker members and submitted via the 
Bank of England.

Lloyd's Register o f Shipping and other brokerage. 
Miscellaneous earnings for financial and allied services, 
such as Lloyd’s Register of Shipping, and earnings of 
financial institutions not specified above. Estimates 
are based on information available to the Bank of 
England.

Estimates of these various components of the 
Brokerage figure are shown separately in Annex 4.

Commissions, etc. on exports and imports
These are agents’ commissions from suppliers and the 

value of after-sales service provided by traders with sole 
concessions in certain products. The estimates of 
commissions on imports are made by applying appro
priate percentages to the c.i.f. values of imports of 
various commodities; these percentages are based on a 
sample of customs records and on information from 
traders. Estimates of commissions on exports are 
obtained from Exchange Control records.

Telecommunications and postal services
Comprises overseas receipts and expenditure arising 

from international telephone, telegraph and telex 
services, the UK share in the satellite system Intelsat, 
submarine cable work and surface mail. Figures are 
based on returns by the Post Office and on Exchange 
Control records of payments by private cable companies.

Films and television
The figures are derived from the Department of 

Industry annual inquiries into overseas transactions in 
respect of production costs, royalties, rentals and 
purchases of cinematograph films and television material. 
A description of the latest inquiry is published annually 
in an article in Trade and Industry. A deduction is made 
to eliminate the overlap between this inquiry and the 
purchases and sales of exposed cinematograph films 
recorded in the Trade Statistics and included in exports 
and imports of goods.

Royalties, etc.
Comprise amounts payable or receivable by UK 

residents in respect of the right to use processes and other 
information, for example royalties, licences to use 
patents, trade marks, designs, copyrights, etc., or manu
facturing rights and use of technical ‘know-how’; and 
amounts payable or receivable in respect of mineral 
royalties. Royalties on printed matter, sound recordings 
and performing rights are included, but film royalties

are included under Films and television. The figures 
include royalties between related companies, that is 
between parent companies and their branches, subsidiaries 
and associates. Royalties paid locally by the overseas 
subsidiaries of UK parent companies, for example on 
the production of oil, are not, however, included here; 
like other production costs, they are accounted for in 
arriving at the net profit of these subsidiaries included 
in Interest, profits and dividends. A description of the 
Department of Industry annual inquiry on royalties is 
published regularly in an article in Trade and Industry.

Services rendered to, and by, UK enterprises
These comprise all net charges for services rendered, 

(excluding those included above in royalties) between 
related companies, including management expenses, 
commissions, branches’ contributions to head office 
expenses and subsidiaries’ and associates’ contributions 
to directors’ fees. The estimates are obtained from 
returns collected by the Department of Industry, which 
record the net amount debited or credited between 
parent companies and individual branches, subsidiaries 
and associates but exclude oil companies; see notes on 
Other investment income on pages 67 and 68.

Agency expenses, advertising and other commercial 
services

These represent miscellaneous commercial transac
tions between unrelated companies, that is other than 
with branches, subsidiaries and associates. In the main 
they reflect sales promotion costs other than agents’ 
commissions. Estimates are based on information made 
available by various bodies including the Institute of 
Practitioners in Advertising, the International Wool 
Secretariat, the Incorporated Society of British Adver
tisers, and on information derived from Exchange 
Control records.

Construction work overseas
This covers the fees of consulting engineers, architects 

and quantity surveyors engaged on projects overseas, 
and the net earnings of UK building and civil engineering 
contractors, after deducting their local expenses, on 
projects managed direct from the United Kingdom. 
Estimates are based on the values of contracts in hand 
and returns provided by the construction industry.

Expenditure by overseas students and journalists
The figures are obtained by applying estimates of 

average expenditure to the number of overseas students 
and journalists who are in the United Kingdom for 
twelve months or more. The expenditure of overseas 
students and journalists in the United Kingdom for 
shorter periods is recorded in Travel credits. Some 
allowance is made for receipts from UK nationals 
living permanently overseas whose children are being 
maintained and educated in the United Kingdom.

Overseas governments' and non-territorial organisations' 
expenditure

Comprises the cost of operating and maintaining 
Commonwealth High Commission offices, foreign 
embassies and consulates in the United Kingdom, 
including the personal expenditure of diplomatic staff.
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and similar expenditure by the UK offices of non- 
territorial organisations. The estimates are based on the 
number of diplomats stationed in the United Kingdom 
in conjunction with an assumed average expenditure 
and on information provided by the non-territorial 
organisations.

Non-governmental receipts from foreign military Forces
Comprise the personal expenditure of these Forces 

and the purchase of goods and services by military 
establishments located in the United Kingdom from the 
private sector. The figures are derived from information 
provided by the appropriate military authorities.

Non-monetary gold
This item, formerly included in Other services, is now 

accounted for under visible trade.

Services associated with UK Continental Shelf activities 
(net)

This item comprises imports of services (for example, 
hire of equipment, consultancy, drilling, surveys, pipe
laying, diving) associated with oil companies’ exploration, 
development and operational activities on the UK 
Continental Shelf. It excludes those transactions which 

ore appropriate to, and allocated to, other itemsare
in balance of payments accounts (for example, freight 
on imported goods and business travel). The estimates 
are net of associated disbursements in the United 
Kingdom by the overseas suppliers (for example, 
purchase of stores).

The estimates are based on information supplied by 
oil companies operating on the UK Continental Shelf. 
In 1974 and earlier issues of the Pink Book, the data was 
included unidentifiably within the oil companies’ entries 
in Interest, profits and dividends.

The net credit arising from similar work done by 
British construction firms overseas is included un
identifiably in the credit item ‘construction work 
overseas’.

Other credits
Includes the remitted earnings of UK residents 

working temporarily overseas, such as entertainers’ 
earnings, professional consultants’ fees not included 
elsewhere; earnings of UK computer services; pensions; 
subscriptions to UK professional associations; a 
contra-entry for grants given by the UK government 
which are spent on services, other than education, in 
the United Kingdom; and other miscellaneous receipts.

Other debits
Includes insurance premiums on imports; see notes 

on Insurance on page 65. Also includes the following 
other items which are shown separately on the credit 
side of the account: other payments for insurance and 
financial services, expenditure overseas by journalists 
and students, and the net earnings of overseas contrac
tors from work done in the United Kingdom. Also 
includes the net amounts remitted back to their home 
countries by temporary workers in the United Kingdom, 
such as entertainers; professional consultants’ fees; 
private pensions; and other miscellaneous payments.

Interest, profits and dividends
This item includes interest, profits and dividends 

accruing to or payable by UK residents after deduction 
of local taxes and after allowing for depreciation. Its 
components are grouped into direct, portfolio and other 
investment income. In Table 13 a division is also given 
between the public sector and the private sector.
Direct investment income

Income on direct investment includes branch earnings, 
interest payments in respect of loans granted and 
the remitted dividends from subsidiaries, together with 
the parent companies’ share of the unremitted profits 
which is retained for re-investment. This last item is 
entered additionally in private investment as a contra- 
item.

The entries for both credits and debits in respect of 
direct investment earnings have been obtained from an 
inquiry by the Department of Industry into overseas 
direct investment, the results of which are published 
periodically in Trade and Industry. Both quarterly and 
annual returns are obtained—the former are on a sample 
basis, but the annual returns are substantially complete. 
Returns are rendered by UK companies which have 
overseas branches or subsidiaries or are associated with 
overseas companies, and by the UK branches, sub
sidiaries and associates of overseas companies having 
corresponding UK interests. Government departments 
and oil companies are excluded, as is the Commonwealth 
Development Corporation. The inquiry includes the 
income of UK insurance companies from the operations 
of their overseas branches, subsidiaries and associates, 
but excludes the earnings, believed to be small, of over
seas insurance companies from their UK affiliates. As 
well as registered companies, the figures of earnings on 
outward direct investment cover certain overseas trans
actions of a number of public corporations, namely, 
the British Steel Corporation, British Airways, the Gas 
Council and Cable and Wireless.
Portfolio investment income

The entries for interest and dividends on portfolio 
investment, both by and to the United Kingdom, relate 
solely to remitted amounts. Estimates of portfolio 
income accruing to the United Kingdom are based 
mainly on Inland Revenue records. Debits include 
dividends and interest paid on UK company securities 
(for which capital flows are included in Overseas invest
ment in UK private sector), and interest paid on UK 
public sector stocks or issues (for which capital flows 
are included either in Overseas investment in UK public 
sector or, if under the exchange cover schemes, in 
Official financing). Debits are, in part, estimated in 
relation to the outstanding level of liabilities, from 
Exchange Control records.
Other

Oil credits, broadly speaking, represent the surplus 
on the current transactions of UK companies resulting 
from their operations overseas. These net credits align 
the entries for oil companies’ transactions recorded in 
visible trade, shipping, services associated with UK 
Continental Shelf activities and in net private investment 
overseas with their net cash flow. This surplus includes 
timing discrepancies and earnings which are appropriate
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to other items in the accounts; for example, the value of 
services rendered between parents, overseas subsidiaries 
and associated companies such as current expenditure 
in the United Kingdom on marketing, headquarters’ 
expenses, research, etc. It cannot therefore be regarded 
as a precise measure of the profits earned overseas.

Oil debits consist of the interest, profits and dividends 
paid abroad by the UK subsidiaries and associates of 
overseas oil companies and the profits retained by these 
companies for re-investment in the United Kingdom. 
The estimates are based on information supplied by the 
oil industry.

Other transactions under this heading comprise 
interest payments and receipts on inter-government loans 
and other ofiicial investment, including interest received 
on the reserves, interest and charges for the use of 
SDRs and, until November 1967, interest and dividends 
on the Treasury portfolio of dollar securities; interest 
paid on official currency liabilities; charges on drawings 
from the IMF; interest on direct borrowing abroad by 
UK public corporations, local authorities and com
panies; interest payments on UK public sector borrowing 
in overseas currencies through UK banks and net 
earnings of UK banks on their lending and borrowing in 
overseas currencies; interest received on UK medium- 
and long-term export credit; interest paid on long-term 
import credit; interest on external liabilities and claims 
in sterling, other than trade credit, and in currencies 
of the overseas sterling countries; income from real 
estate owned abroad, other than through the overseas 
subsidiaries of property companies; and income from 
trust funds invested abroad to the benefit of UK persons 
or institutions.

Interest received on trade credit extended by UK 
residents is estimated by applying appropriate interest 
rates to the amount of outstanding credit on which 
interest is estimated to be chargeable—broadly credit 
at medium- or long-term. Estimates for other items are 
based mainly on banking statistics and on other records 
of the Bank of England, government departments and 
certain other official bodies.

Private transfers
This item, represents the value of goods, services and 

financial assets passing between UK private residents 
and overseas residents Without liquid pro quo. It comprises 
gifts of goods sent by parcel post, payments by UK 
residents to their dependants overseas, foreign workers’ 
remittances, transfers of sums by missionary societies, 
relief organisations and other charitable institutions, 
legacies and those migrants’ assets, other than their 
personal and household belongings, which are trans
ferred at the time of migration. The transactions in 
goods and services are recorded under their appropriate 
item in the current account in the first instance and 
offset here. A similar treatment is adopted for cash 
gifts and other private assets transferred between UK 
and overseas residents, where the prime entry is in the 
capital account.

Some transfers may be of a capital nature and not 
wholly appropriate to the current account. However, 
because of the difficulty in practice of distinguishing 
between those arising from current transactions (for 
example, dependants’ allowances) and those arising 
from gifts of capital, all private sector transfers are 
included here in the current account.

Estimates are based on Exchange Control records and 
on information available from other countries’ balance of 
payments statistics on their transfers to and from the 
United Kingdom. Estimates of the value of the ‘gift’ 
element in parcel post trade are derived from a sample 
inquiry carried out by the Department of Trade.

CAPITAL TRANSFERS 

Capital transfers {item 2)
These comprise payments made by the central govern

ment in implementation of the guarantee clauses of the 
Sterling Agreements of 1968, as renewed in 1971 and 
further extended on the basis of a unilateral declaration 
by HM Government. The extension of the Agreements 
expired in December 1974.

The information is obtained from official records.

Interesty profits and dividends—public sector
Public sector credits shovm in Table 13 comprise 

interest received on inter-government loans; interest 
on the reserves less interest on holdings of SDRs; 
interest and dividends on loans by the Commonwealth 
Development Corporation; interest on refinanced export 
credit; public corporations’ earnings on outward direct 
investment; and, until November 1967, interest and 
dividends on the Treasury portfolio of dollar securities.

Public sector debits comprise interest paid on inter
government loans and on overseas holdings of UK 
government stocks and Treasury bills; interest paid on 
official liabilities in overseas currencies; interest paid by 
British Airways on import credit provided for the 
purchase of aircraft; interest paid by UK public corpora
tions and local authorities on securities, net issues 
abroad, borrowing in overseas currencies through UK 
banks and direct borrowing abroad from banks, etc.; 
charges for expenses for the use of SDRs, and charges 
paid on drawings from the IMF.

INVESTMENT AND OTHER 
CAPITAL FLOWS

Official long-term capital (item J)
This heading comprises inter-government 

other official long-term capital (net).
loans

Inter-government loans
This covers drawings and repayments of loans between 

the UK government and overseas governments. Further
details are shown in Table 15.

The information about inter-government lending is 
obtained from returns provided by various UK govern
ment departments.

Table 24 gives details of amounts outstanding for 
repayment on inter-government loans made by the UK 
government. Some loans have, by agreement with the 
debtor country, been written down eitlier in whole or in 
part. Such changes are reflected in the entries in Table 24 
but will not have been recorded as repayments in 
Tables 3 and 15.
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Table 25 gives details, in terms of sterling, of amounts 
outstanding for repayment on inter-government loans 
made to the UK government. The sterling value of loans 
in foreign currencies is calculated at parity or middle 
rates equivalent to US $2-80 =  £1 at end-years 1963 to 
1966, $2*40 — £1 at end-years 1967 to 1970, 12*60571 =  
£1 at end-year 1971 and at end-year middle market 
closing rates thereafter. Changes in amounts outstanding 
resulting from changes in exchange rates* are reflected 
in the entries in Table 25 but will not have been recorded 
as loans or loan repayments in Tables 3 and 15.

Loans and repayments associated with the purchase 
of US military aircraft and missiles are detailed on 
page 65 in the United Kingdom Balance o f Payments 
1963-73.

Other official long-term capital {net)
This covers all long-term capital transactions with 

overseas residents by the central government, other 
than inter-government loans and overseas borrowing. 
The heading also covers loans and investment overseas 
by the Commonwealth Development Corporation 
together with any subsequent loan repayment and 
disinvestment.

It includes capital subscriptions to international lending 
bodies, other than the IMF, that is, the International 
Development Association, regional development banks 
and, from 1973, the European Investment Bank. Payment 
to the International Development Association is made in 
the form of non-interest bearing promissory notes and 
is included in the accounts as the subscriptions fall 
due, irrespective of the time of encashment of these 
notes by the IDA. Also included are payments to the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
to maintain the dollar value of UK subscriptions conse
quent upon the devaluation of sterling in November 
1967 and, in 1973, the repayment of the subscription to 
the European Fund. Subscriptions and contributions to 
international organisations to meet administrative 
expenses are not included here but under Government 
transfers debits in the current account.

Other items include repayments of capital and 
payments of interest to the IBRD by the UK government 
as guarantor of loans to Rhodesia, a loan, repaid in 
1971, to the UK government from the Deutsche 
Bundesbank and a capital contribution to the reserves 
of the European Coal and Steel Community.

Full details are shown in Table 16. The information 
is obtained from official records.

Overseas investment in UK public sector {item 4)
This consists of transactions with overseas residents 

in British government and government guaranteed 
stocks (excluding those with central monetary institu
tions and international organisations); local authorities’ 
securities and mortgages; public corporations’ and 
local authorities’ net issues abroad and their direct 
borrowing abroad from banks, etc., other than under 
the exchange cover schemes (uncovered borrowing in 
foreign currencies and sterling borrowing from external 
sources, mainly European institutions). Details are 
shown in Table 17.

From 1960, direct sources of measurement have been 
used of investment in the various types of UK securities.
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Inquiries measure the changes in the holdings of govern
ment and government guaranteed stocks by private 
overseas residents; the coverage was formerly far from 
complete but has been improved progressively. Figures 
of changes in holdings of local authority mortgages held 
in the names of private overseas residents are obtained 
from returns of local authority borrowing. Information 
on changes in holdings through nominees is incomplete; 
however, information about overseas holdings of 
government stocks and local authority mortgages and 
securities through banks and their nominee companies 
has been provided by respondents to the Bank of 
England inquiry on external sterling liabilities. Issues 
abroad and net borrowing abroad from banks, etc. are 
measured from official records.

Inward and outward investment—UK private sector
{items 5 and 6)

A sub-division of overseas investment in the UK 
private sector is made between direct investment, 
portfolio investment in UK company securities and other 
investment, the last category including oil investment. 
UK private investment overseas is sub-divided between 
direct, portfolio and other investment.

Direct investment
Direct investment comprises investment by overseas 

companies in branches, subsidiaries or associated com
panies in the United Kingdom and investment by UK 
companies in their overseas branches, subsidiaries or 
associated companies. Government departments, oil 
companies and foreign-owned insurance companies are 
excluded, as is the Commonwealth Development 
Corporation. The figures of outward investment cover 
certain overseas transactions of a number of public 
corporations, namely, the British Steel Corporation, 
British Airways, the Gas Council and Cable and Wireless. 
The estimates of direct investment, both in the United 
Kingdom by overseas companies and overseas by UK 
companies, include the parent’s share of the unremitted 
profits of the subsidiary or associated company, the net 
acquisition of share and loan capital, changes in 
branch/head office indebtedness and changes in inter
company accounts.

Estimates of direct investment are derived from a 
regular inquiry, the results of which are published 
periodically in Trade and Industry. Allowance has been 
made for the element of unremitted profits as described 
in the notes under Interest, profits and dividends; see 
page 67.

Portfolio investment
Overseas investment in UK company securities. The 

figures shown for this item represent the changes in the 
holdings by overseas residents of UK company securities, 
including securities issued abroad. Up to 1970, the esti
mates are derived from a Department of Trade and 
Industry inquiry based upon company registers. From 
1971 figures are available from a Bank of England 
inquiry on overseas portfolio investment.

UK portfolio investment overseas. Overseas portfolio 
investment by UK residents includes UK participation 
in new issues of sterling loan stock raised by overseas 
public authorities and overseas registered companies
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on the London Market, less redemptions of 
existing similar stock owned by UK residents. 
Other overseas portfolio investment by UK residents 
consists largely of net purchases or sales by UK 
residents of overseas government and municipal 
loans, including purchases or sales of loan stock 
previously issued on the London Market, together with 
net purchases or sales of the stocks and shares of 
overseas registered companies.

Up to 1970, the estimates are based on the Bank of 
England survey of overseas investment, which included 
transactions in securities dealt in on the London Stock 
Exchange and in non-sterling securities quoted abroad. 
The survey made use of information obtained from 
registrars and paying agents in the United Kingdom 
and was supplemented by Exchange Control sources. 
Adjustments based on balance of payments information 
compiled in other countries (‘partner-country’ informa
tion) were made to cover transactions in overseas 
sterling area securities which fell outside the range of 
the survey. From the beginning of 1971 the figures are 
based partly on continuing use of Exchange Control 
information and partly on a Bank of England inquiry 
on overseas portfolio investment.
Investment by oil companies and other miscellaneous 
investment

Overseas investment by oil companies is measured on 
a basis comparable to the estimates for other direct 
investment. The estimates of overseas investment, 
including trade credit, by the British oil industry thus 
include the share attributable to UK interests of oil 
earnings re-invested overseas but exclude the overseas 
companies’ share of investment by ‘joint venture oil 
companies’, that is companies operating in the Middle 
East and which, though registered in the United Kingdom, 
are jointly owned by UK and overseas oil companies. 
Estimates of the change in overseas oil companies’ 
investments in their UK subsidiaries and in UK oil 
companies’ investment abroad are based on information 
supplied by the oil industry.

Outward investment includes special adjustments 
for 1973 and 1974 representing the change in value of 
oil on the high seas destined for delivery to the United 
Kingdom. These adjustments were necessary to align 
the entries for visible trade, which relate to arrivals, and 
for trade credit received, which relate to credit extended 
at the time the oil comes into UK ownership, generally 
at the time of loading.

Other overseas investment in the UK private sector 
includes borrowing by UK companies direct from 
banks and commercial companies overseas, identified 
investment in real estate, and investment in the insurance 
industry in the United Kingdom. Other overseas 
investment by UK residents includes, as far as identifiable, 
the purchase of real estate abroad and investment by the 
Commonwealth Development Finance Company. 
Compensation payments to UK residents in respect of 
overseas assets which have been nationalised are in
cluded as a disinvestment.
Overseas currency borrowing or lending (net) by UK 
banks {items 7 and 8)

This consists of:
(i) Borrowing to finance UK investment overseas
{item 7)
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Overseas currencies on-lent by UK banks to UK 
residents in the form of credits to finance UK invest
ment overseas. The figures are based on information 
obtained by the Bank of England from Exchange 
Control sources.

(ii) Other borrowing or lending {net) {item 8)
This item covers changes in external liabilities and 

claims of UK banks in overseas currencies, other than 
in the form of commercial bills lodged with UK banks 
for their customers (part of import credit—item 12 and 
export credit—item 13) and excluding also borrowing 
reflected in amounts on-lent to UK residents shown in 
the preceding item. The net change in total external 
liabilities and claims corresponds broadly to the differ
ence between changes in the banks’ net lending in 
overseas currencies to other UK residents and in their 
total net position in overseas currencies, that is, the 
extent to which they switch overseas currency assets 
into sterling and sterling assets into overseas currencies.

The figures of total net borrowing or lending have been 
calculated as the difference between the opening and 
closing balances of liabilities and claims, other than 
commercial bills lodged, except for 1967, and for 1971 
onwards. Most of the banks contributing to this series 
have always converted the balances to sterling at the 
market rate of exchange on the reporting date; from 
December 1974 all banks are required to do so. The 
small element of changes in the sterling valuation stem
ming from the variation of the middle closing exchange 
rate within the 1 per cent band on either side of parity, 
which applied prior to 20 August 1971, have been 
regarded as negligible. Adjustments have however been 
made to exclude revaluations in 1967 as a result of 
devaluation and from 1971 onwards as a result of the 
floating of sterling and other currencies. Further, 
liabilities incurred by UK banks in respect of drawings 
by HM Government on the euro-doUar facility, and by 
UK public corporations and local authorities under the 
exchange cover schemes, are excluded from the figure 
of net borrowing or lending and appear as foreign 
currency borrowing in official financing (liabilities in
curred to finance other public sector borrowing are 
included). The reconciliation for 1972 onwards is given 
in the following table:

£ million

1972 1973 1974 1975

Borrowing to finance investment 
overseas {Hem  7)— -- ---------- +725 +  595 +  270 +  210

Other borrowing or lending (net) 
(residual— item  8 ) ------------— -2 5 4 -  60 -  569 +  25

Foreign currency borrowing: 
by HM Government (part of 
item  24) ----------------— .......... — +  506 +  314

by public sector under ex
change cover schemes (part 
of item  2S) —...... +  824 +  595 -  22

Adjustments to exclude revalu-
+  45 -  57 +  2550 +  601

Change in net liabilities (derived 
from *Table 26) ... +516 +  1,302 +  1.057 +  1,128

(*) This figure includes an element representing the change in coverage in 
December 1974.

Changes in UK net external liabilities and claims in 
currencies of the overseas sterling countries, are included 
under this heading.
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Gross j5gures of the levels of external liabilities and 
claims in overseas currencies at the end of each year 
from 1964 to 1975 are shown in Table 26. The figures 
are derived from returns made to the Bank of England 
by all banks and similar institutions in the United 
Kingdom known to have liabilities and claims in over
seas currencies. Although new reporting arrangements 
were introduced in December 1974, these are not thought 
to have led to any major inconsistencies between the 
figures for end-1974 onwards and those for earlier years. 
Liabilities include:

(i) Deposits and advances received from overseas 
residents.
(ii) From June 1966, negotiable dollar certificates of 
deposit, issued in London, which are held by banks 
on behalf of their overseas customers.

The series does not include official liabilities in foreign 
currencies arising from short-term loans to the UK 
government and from drawings on central bank facilities. 
However, liabilities arising from transactions by UK 
banks concerning the $2,500 million facility arranged 
for HM Government are included as are liabilities arising 
from UK banks borrowing for UK public corporations 
or local authorities.
Claims include:

(i) Deposits with and advances to overseas residents.
(ii) Holdings of notes and coin.
(iii) Holdings of Treasury bills and similar short
term paper.
(iv) Commercial bills drawn on overseas residents 
and owned by the reporting institution.
Until December 1971 the liabilities and claims series 

also included commercial bills lodged with the banks 
for their customers. Claims on overseas customers 
arising from acceptances were included prior to 
December 1974.

Exchange reserves in sterling (items 9 and 10)
These provide a broad measure of the changes in 

sterling reserves of overseas countries as reported by 
UK banks, etc. Exchange reserves in sterling are holdings 
by overseas central monetary institutions and inter
national organisations of:

(i) British government stocks (item 9)
The estimates of transactions in British government 
stocks, whichincludegovemment guaranteed stocks, are 
made at transactions values. Figures of the levels out
standing at the end of each year are shown in Table 27. 
For December 1974 and 1975 the levels are measured 
at approximate market values. For earlier periods 
they were recorded at nominal values.
(ii) Banking and money market liabilities in sterling 
(item 10)
These comprise:

(a) Current and deposit accounts and sterling 
certificates of deposit.
(b) Temporary loans to and bills drawn on, local 
authorities, and deposits with hire purchase finance 
companies, whether made direct or by UK banks 
or other UK agents for account of overseas residents.
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(c) UK Treasury bills, and non-interest-bearing 
notes held by international organisations.
Details are shown in Table 21.

Liabilities to the IMF are excluded; changes in IMF 
holdings of sterling are shown in Table 41, and the levels 
of these holdings at the end of years 1964 to 1975 in 
Table 42.

Table 27 shows the levels of outstanding liabilities at 
the end of each year from 1964 to 1975.

Other external banking and money market liabilities in 
sterling (item 11)

This item consists of changes in UK external banking 
and money market liabilities in sterling to overseas 
residents, other than central monetary institutions and 
international organisations. Details are shown in 
Table 21. The composition of banking and money 
market liabilities in sterling is given in the previous 
section. Levels of liabilities outstanding from 1964 to 
1975 are given in Table 27.

UK external banking and money market liabilities in 
sterling (items 10 and 11)

The series is compiled from returns made to the Bank 
of England by some 300 banks, including their UK 
nominee companies and by certain other financial 
institutions including the Crown Agents for Oversea 
Governments and Administrations. A modified report
ing system was introduced at end-1975. The new system 
is described in the June 1975 issue of the Bank o f England 
Quarterly Bulletin,

In Table 31 changes in the levels of the categories of 
external sterling liabilities are shown as follows:

Line No. in Table 31

Sterling deposits and certificates of deposit 14

Temporary loans to and bills drawn on UK 
local authorities.......................................... 25

Deposits with UK hire purchase finance
C0EHP&D16S ...................... ............... . 16

British government stocks............................. . 20 (part)

UK Treasury bills.......................................... 24 (part)

Import and export credit (items 12 and 13)
Trade credit, as recorded in these items, represents 

the extent to which the flow of payments for imports and 
exports follows or precedes the flow of goods recorded 
in the current account between ‘unrelated’ concerns. 
It also includes a comparatively small amount of credit 
extended by UK banks for the financing of trade between 
other countries. Except for ships and North Sea in
stallations the estimates do not cover oil company 
transactions which are included in private investment. 
UK government transactions are also excluded. ‘Related’ 
trade credit—credit received or extended between a 
UK business and an overseas affiliate (branch, subsidiary 
or associated company) or parent company—is recorded 
in direct investment.

Import credit (item 12) consists of net credit received 
by UK firms from overseas concerns less changes in
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advance and progress payments made by UK firms 
to overseas suppliers. When these advance or progress 
payments are financed out of credit arranged with 
overseas banks both the credit received and the payments 
made to the overseas manufacturer are recorded 
separately in Table 22, but these transactions net out 
within import credit as a whole.

Identified long term credit comprises credit received 
on ships, commercial aircraft and North Sea installations. 
An estimate of the credit on ships is obtained from the 
Department of Industry capital expenditure survey, 
for the other items information is made available by 
individual companies. Prior to 1973 information on 
credit received on oil company ships is not available 
separately and is included in ‘other commercial short
term transactions (net)’.

Estimates of other credit received and changes in 
advance and progress payments are derived from annual 
inquiries carried out by the Department of Industry 
into trade credit received or extended, the estimates for 
the latest year being based on corresponding quarterly 
inquiries.

For convenience import deposits paid direct to 
HM Customs by overseas firms are also included under 
import credit in the summary tables. The estimates 
being derived from information available to the Bank of 
England.

Export credit (item 13) consists of net credit extended 
to overseas firms by banks in the United Kingdom and 
directly by UK firms (suppliers’ credit) less changes in 
advance and progress payments. Detailed information is 
given in Table 22.

Credit extended by UK banks comprises credit covered 
by bills of exchange discounted, assigned or sold to 
banks and by promissory notes held, including those in 
connection with ECGD buyer credit schemes, specific 
bank guarantees and comprehensive bank guarantees. 
Buyer credit and specific bank guarantees are at a fixed 
rate of interest for a period of 2 years or more, with 
insurance cover being provided by the ECGD. Buyer 
credit is extended directly to overseas customers, 
whereas specific bank guarantees relate to credit extended 
through UK suppliers. Amounts refinanced before April 
1972 with the Issue Department of the Bank of England 
and subsequently with the ECGD are included. When 
overseas customers make advance and progress payments 
to UK businesses by borrowing from UK banks under 
buyer credit schemes the transactions recorded as credit 
extended by UK banks are offset by corresponding 
entries recorded as advance and progress payments by 
overseas customers and total net export credit extended 
is not affected. Comprehensive bank guarantees cover 
credit extended for less than two years with interest 
related to base rate and insured through the ECGD.

Suppliers’ credit extended by UK businesses excludes 
amounts covered by unmatured bills of exchange and 
promissory notes discounted, assigned or sold to banks 
in the United Kingdom, which is included under credit 
extended by UK banks.

Details are obtained largely from the Department of 
Industry inquiries mentioned above and from the ECGD
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Other short-term flows (item 14)
This item consists of changes in the following: total 

UK external sterling claims, other than those relating to 
export credit; official assets and liabilities (n.e.i.) other 
commercial short-term transactions (net); IMF adminis
trative and operational expenditure and receipts in 
sterling; and IMF gold deposits in the United Kingdom. 
Details are shown in Table 21.

For 1973 onwards, ‘Other commercial short-term 
transactions (net)’ excludes trade credit on oil companies’ 
sliips which thereafter is included in import credit 
(item 12).

IMF expenditure and receipts in sterling and IMF 
gold deposits in the United Kingdom are described in 
the notes on page 55.

Changes in UK external liabilities and claims (net) 
in currencies of the overseas sterling countries previously 
included in this item are now included in Overseas 
currency borrowing or lending (net) by UK banks 
(items 7 and 8).

Balancing item (item 16)
The amounts necessary to balance the accounts; it 

represents the net total of errors and omissions in other 
items. A description of the characteristics of the 
balancing item is given on page 76.

EEA loss on forward commitments (item 17)
This item records the loss arising from the fact that 

the forward commitments of the Exchange Equalisation 
Account with the market entered into before devaluation 
in 1967 have been recorded as being settled on maturity 
at the new parity.

Balance for ofiicial financing (item 18)
The balance for official financing resulting from all 

external transactions comprises the current balance, 
capital transfers, the net balance of investment and 
other capital flows and the net total of unidentified 
transactions reflected in the balancing item. In 1967 and 
1968 the balance for official financing also includes the 
Exchange Equalisation Account loss of forward com
mitments. The sum of items 1 to 14,16 and 17.

AIlocatioD of Special Drawing Rights (item 19)
The UK share of the allocation by the IMF of the 

reserve asset. Special Drawing Rights. From 1 January 
1970 UK holdings of Special Drawing Rights are 
included in the official reserves.

Gold subscription to IMF (item 20)
That part of the UK subscription to the IMF which is 

payable in gold on the occasion of an increase in the UK 
share of the IMF quota. See notes on page 55. The 
original UK subscription was less than 25 per cent of 
quota; in 1960 the voluntary payments in dollars in 
exchange for sterling and certain sterling drawings by 
other countries reduced the Fund holdings of sterling to 
75 per cent of quota and in Table 1 these transactions are 
recorded as being equivalent to an increase in the gold 
subscription to 25 per cent of quota.
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OFFICIAL FINANCING
lonetary authoritiesNet transactions with overseas i

IMF (item 22)
UK drawings and repurchases, and drawings and 

repurchases in sterling by other countries which affect 
the UK repurchase obligations to the IMF. From July 
1972 transactions with the IMF aSecting the UK 
reserve position in the Fund are treated as changes in 
the official reserves (item 27). Other transactions with 
the IMF are included in Other short-term flows, (item 14) 
and the UK gold subscription is shown separately in 
the summary tables (item 20). Figures exclude the 
revaluation in terms of sterling of outstanding net 
liabilities at the time of devaluation in 1967; see notes
on page 56.

lonetary authoritiesNet transactions with overseas i 
Other (item 23)

This item covers net borrowing from Switzerland, 
with a sterling counterpart, in parallel with drawings 
from the IMF under the General Arrangements to 
Borrow; other net borrowing from monetary authori
ties in the form of assistance with a sterling counterpart; 
and net borrowing from other monetary authorities, 
and a consortium of Swiss banks in 1967, in the form 
of foreign currency deposits. Also included in 1971 and 
1972 are amounts swapped forward into later months 
with overseas monetary authorities.

The figures exclude the revaluation in terms of sterling 
of outstanding liabilities and assets at the time of 
devaluation in 1967. The figure of £691 million for net 
borrowing in 1967 differs by the amount of such revalu
ation from the £819 million change in the outstanding 
amounts of the Swiss loans and Other official borrowing 
shown in Table 30.

HM
These are drawings on a euro-dollar facility arranged 

by the Bank of England with UK clearing banks and 
their associates on behalf of HM Government to 
borrow $2,500 million for a period of up to 10 years. 
The transaction is allocated to the debtor (HM Govern
ment) rather than the transactor (the clearing banks).

Foreign currency borrowing by public sector under 
exchange cover schemes (item 2S)

This is all borrowing by UK public corporations or 
local authorities under the 1969 and subsequent exchange 
cover schemes. These borrowings (net of repayments) 
are in the form of issues abroad, direct borrowing 
abroad from banks, etc. or from UK banks but are 
included in official financing since they are regarded as 
primarily motivated by considerations of reserve 
management, the foreign currency generated being 
added to the official reserves.

Transfer from dollar portfolio to reserves (item 26)
Until November 1967 the Exchange Equalisation 

Account held a portfolio of dollar securities which had 
been vested in the UK government during the war. Its 
transfer to the official reserves in February 1966 and 
November 1967 is included in the balance of payments

accounts as a separate item in official financing, to offset 
the increase in the official reserves which it caused.
Official reserves (item 27)

This item consists of the sterling equivalent of the 
changes in the gold and convertible currencies, and, from 
1 January 1970, Special Drawing Rights held in the 
Exchange Equalisation Account, together with, from 
July 1972, changes in the UK reserve position in the
IMF.

Up to 20 August 1971 the sterling equivalent of the 
net amount of gold, SDRs and foreign currencies drawn 
on or added to the official reserves was derived by 
conversion at par or middle rates of exchange. The 
small difference between figures valued in terms of 
sterling in this way and at the rates at which transactions 
occurred was regarded as negligible at a time when 
market rates of exchange were within a 1 per cent band 
on either side of parity. The drawings on or additions to 
the official reserves were therefore the same as the differ
ence between the opening and closing levels of the 
reserves, except in 1967 when £131 million was excluded, 
being the effect of the revaluation at the time of the 
devaluation of sterling on 18 November 1967.

From 23 August 1971 the exchange rate of sterling 
was allowed to fluctuate more freely than before against 
other currencies and in consequence there has been a 
widening in the possible range of difference between 
conversion at par or middle rates of exchange and con
version at the rates at which transactions occurred. 
Drawings on and additions to the reserves have therefore 
been valued at transactions rates of exchange from that 
date and no longer equal the difference between the 
opening and closing levels of the reserves. This procedure 
automatically excludes from the figures changes resulting 
from the currency realignment in December 1971 and 
subsequent exchange rate movements.

As a result of the discharge of the UK’s outstanding 
liabilities to the International Monetary Fund on 
28 April 1972 the UK gold tranche was reconstituted 
from that date so that $760 million became automatic
ally available for drawing from the IMF if required. 
The UK official reserves were redefined in July 1972 to 
include the reserve position in the Fund. (As this change 
was not a transaction, it is not recorded in the balance of 
payments accounts).

Under the EEC narrower margins scheme the settle
ment in July 1972 of the borrowing from EEC central 
banks in the previous month was made partly in curren
cies and partly in gold-guaranteed assets. The appropriate 
amount in gold-guaranteed assets was $634 million and 
this was taken from the UK reserve position with the 
IMF. The balance of the IMF reserve position, amount
ing to $126 million, remained in the official reserves.

This use of the IMF reserve position during the third 
quarter of 1972 is included in the total drawings on 
official reserves {item 27) in the year of £692 million. 
Similarly any subsequent transactions by the United 
Kingdom or any drawing or repurchase in sterling by 
other countries which affect the UK’s reserve position 
in the Fund result in a change in the published total 
of UK official reserves and are accordingly shown in 
the balance of payments accounts as a drawing on or 
addition to official reserves, instead of a transaction with 
overseas monetary authorities (item 22) as previously.
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Levels of holdings of official financing liabilities and reserve 
assets

Levels of holdings of official reserves are shown in 
Table 29 valued in units of US dollars. Gold is valued at 
$35 per fine ounce until end-1970; at $38 per fine ounce 
from end-1971 to end-1972; and at $42-2222 per fine 
ounce thereafter. Special Drawing Rights are valued at 
SDR 1 =  $1 until end-1970; at SDR 1 —$1*08571 for 
end-1971 and end-1972; and at SDR 1 —$1*20635 
thereafter. Non-dollar convertible currencies are con
verted to dollars at middle or central rates.

Levels of holdings of official reserves are shown in both 
Tables 29 and 30 valued in terms of sterling. The values 
expressed in units of US dollars are converted to 
sterling at $2*8=£1 from end-1964 to end-1966; at 
$2*4=£1 from end-1967 to end-1970; at $2*6057I=£l 
at end-1971; and at end-year dollar/sterling middle- 
market closing rates thereafter.

Where the holdings of official financing liabilities shown 
in Table 30 are denominated in dollars, the same practice 
is used for conversion to sterling. Where holdings are 
denominated in non-dollar convertible currencies, these 
are converted to units of US dollars using middle or 
central rates prior to being converted to sterling using 
the factors given above.

RELIABE.ITY OF THE ESTIMATES

The balance of payments estimates are compiled from 
a large number of different sources and the degree of 
accuracy attained varies considerably between items. 
Some of the errors and omissions may be persistent 
and tend to be in the same direction in all years. For 
this reason, the absolute error in the change from year 
to year is likely to be less than the error in any particular 
year. Errors are likely, to some extent, to offset each 
other in any particular year, and the proportionate error 
in major aggregates is likely to be less than the weighted 
average of the proportionate errors in the components. 
However, where a balance is drawn between two aggre
gates and the balance is small in relation to the aggre
gates, such as the current balance, the proportionate error 
attached to the balance is liable to be very substantial. 
The following notes assess the comparative quality of the 
individual components of the annual estimates for the 
later years and the main points at which errors and 
omissions may arise.

Visible trade
Customs regulations lay down a formula for the 

valuing of export and import merchandise on the 
customs entry forms from which the Trade Statistics 
are compiled. A number of adjustments are made, as 
described in the notes on pages 60 and 61, for both valu
ation and coverage to bring the Trade Statistics figures 
on to a balance of payments basis. Some of these adjust
ments are based on comprehensive returns and others 
on the results of sample inquiries; any errors in them 
are thought to be comparatively small. For the most 
important adjustment—the estimate of total freight on 
dry-cargo imports, which is deducted to bring the value 
of imports to an f.o.b. basis—any error will be offset 
by an equal and opposite error in the invisibles account, 
since the same estimate is used as the starting point for
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the calculation of transport freight debits. It is possible, 
however, that there is some inconsistency between the 
value of commissions assumed to be included in figures 
of exports and imports in the visible trade account and 
the estimate for credits and debits on commissions 
included in Other services in the invisibles account. In 
other respects there may be rather less accuracy in the 
valuation of exports than in the valuation of imports, 
particularly in the case of a series of consignments form
ing part of a single large contract. In relation to the large 
gross value involved the margin of error in the estimates 
for visible trade is probably very small, although it is still 
of significance in relation to the difference between the 
two estimates. A description of the special problems 
arising from errors in the recording of exports, and the 
allowance made for these distortions, is given on page 61.

It would be inappropriate to make an allowance in 
the visible trade account for changes in the timing of 
payments for exports and imports. Conceptually such 
changes, which may arise through the advancing or 
retarding of payments, through shifts in the timing 
pattern as a result of changes in the commodity make
up of exports and imports, or through shifts to imports 
on consignment, are regarded as equivalent to short
term capital movements. Such changes in timing of 
payments are treated in the same way as the giving and 
taking of normal trade credit. To a large extent trade 
credit is recorded in the balance of payments accounts, 
but in so far as changes in the timing of payments are 
not so recorded, they may contribute significantly to 
fluctuations in the balancing item, which reflects the 
total of errors and omissions.

Invisibles
Figures of government transactions are based on 

records of government departments and can be con
sidered good; any errors are generally limited to minor 
timing discrepancies.

The figures relating to UK shipping operators are 
based on the inquiries carried out by the General Council 
of British Shipping and the margin of error is unlikely 
to be large. There may, however, be appreciable errors 
in the provisional estimates produced before the full 
results of these inquiries became available. In the 
full census years of 1947, 1952, 1958, 1962, 1966, 1970 
and 1974 complete returns in respect of voyages per
formed and other overseas transactions were made by 
all UK shipping companies. In the other years from 
1959 a fairly large sample return has been obtained, 
and the results grossed-up using the results for the full 
census years as bench-marks. The General Council of 
British Shipping inquiry for 1970 covered for the first 
time the operation of ships on voyage charter to UK 
shipping companies, in line with the revised treatment 
described on page 63, earlier inquiries covered only the 
operation of owned and time-chartered ships. Thus, 
although the estimates now given in principle treat 
ships on voyage charter similarly in all years, the 
estimates for years prior to 1970, having been adjusted 
on the basis of supplementary data on voyage- 
chartering, are less reliable in this respect. However, the 
balance of shipping transactions is not thought to be 
significantly affected by this factor. Errors in the 
estimates of freight payments to overseas shipping
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operators arise from two main sources: errors in the 
estimates of total freight charges on dry-cargo imports 
and errors in the estimates of the earm'ngs of UK 
shipping companies from the carriage of dry-cargo 
imports. The former errors are offset by equal and 
opposite errors in the estimates of the f.o.b. values of 
imports. It is therefore only the latter errors which 
affect the overall estimates of current account debits 
and these errors are probably relatively small, although 
again they are larger in the provisional estimate for the 
most recent year. The estimates in the civil aviation 
account are considered to be reliable; they are based 
on regular returns from airlines and airport authorities 
and on the International Passenger Survey.

Estimates of travel expenditure have since 1962 been 
based largely on the International Passenger Survey, a 
system of interviews with a sample of passengers leaving 
or arriving at seaports or airports. Though still subject 
to some sampling error and to deficiencies in reporting, 
the estimates are more firmly based than in earlier years.

Estimates for the numerous and heterogeneous types 
of transaction which fall into Other services are of 
varying quality. The range of estimates which are 
based on direct inquiries of industry and commerce 
has been extended in recent years and now covers about 
half the estimated total value of credits and debits in 
this category. The estimates for several credit items are 
derived from various related indicators and are inevitably 
no more than rough, though the amount of direct 
information available has continuously increased over 
the years. Exchange Control records are the basis for 
other debits. But the totals for both credits and debits 
under this heading must still be regarded as subject to 
an appreciable margin of error. In particular, errors are 
likely to arise here in distinguishing transactions between 
residents and non-residents.

The interest, profits and dividends arising from direct 
investment are thought to be satisfactorily measured 
both on the credit and debit side, though the provisional 
estimates for the most recent year are less reliable. 
Estimates of interest and dividends on portfolio invest
ment are somewhat less reliable than those on direct 
investment. Earnings from oil, taken in conjunction 
with the entries for oil operations under visible trade, 
shipping and investment and other capital flows, are 
also thought to measure satisfactorily the effect of oil 
companies’ transactions on the balance of payments. 
But the figures of oil earnings which are included under 
Interest, profits and dividends differ in various ways 
from the accounting measure which is required of profits 
earned overseas; see note on Other investment income 
on page 67. The estimates for certain other elements of 
investment income vary in quality; new banking statistics 
returned to the Bank of England have improved infor
mation on net earnings from the lending and borrowing 
of overseas currencies, but other figures are not directly 
measured and may be subject to error.

Estimates of private transfers to non-sterling countries 
and, since mid-1972, to overseas sterling countries are 
based mainly on Exchange Control data and are likely 
to be substantially complete. Until 1965 certain types 
of cash transfers from non-sterling countries were 
eligible for the ‘investment currency’ premium and this 
provided a basis for estimating the amounts of the
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transfers. As a result of changes in Exchange Control 
regulations in that year, however, this source of informa
tion was lost and subsequent estimates have been based 
on incomplete information from other countries supple
mented by related indicators.

Current account
Approximate reliability gradings for the main credit 

and debit components of the current account are given 
in the table below. As explained on pages 39 to 41 of 
National Accounts Statistics: Sources and Methods, it is 
impracticable to calculate statistical margins of error 
of the kind that are derived from random samples for 
any of the aggregates or for most of their components. 
It is however possible, from knowledge of the data, 
to form very rough and mainly subjective judgments 
of the range of reasonable doubt attaching to the 
estimates. Like margins of error derived from random 
samples, these judgments do not represent absolute 
certainty. They may be taken to mean that, in the 
opinion of the estimators and in their present state of 
knowledge, there is, say, a 90 per cent chance that the 
true value of the figures referred to lies within the 
limits set by the grading.

Reliability of annual estimates of current account
credit and debit items

= ±less than 3 per cent 
= ± 3  per cent to 10 per cent 
=  ±m ore than 10 per cent

Grading
Credits

1974
Debits
1974

£ million

Exports and imports of goods........... A 15,899 21,119

Invisibles
Services

Government............................... - A 94 653
Sea transport............................... B 2,675 2,780
Civil aviation............................... B 619 529
Travel.......................................... B 837 683
Other services............................... C 2,266 954

Total services.............................. B 6,491 5,599

Total goods and services.................. A 22,390 26,718

Transfers
Government..... ........................... A 130 450
Private........................................ C 355 446

Total transfers............................ C 485 896

Interest, profits and dividends....... B 3,177 1,785

Total current account......................... B 26,052 29,399

Current balance.................................. C 3,347

The gradings apply to the estimates for the later years 
as shown in this publication. Although less information 
is available for the latest year, the estimates, other than 
Interest, profits and dividends, do not warrant a lower 
grading. A substantially wider margin of error attaches 
to the quarterly estimates for most components of 
invisibles. The estimates of the balance of the current
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account, being a relatively small balance resulting from 
the large aggregates of transactions described above, is 
regarded as subject to a high margin of error in per
centage terms; however, the current balance for years 
other than the most recent might be regarded as subject 
to an error of £50 million in either direction.

Investment and other capital flows
Complete records of inter-government loans and other 

official capital transactions are available. The flows of 
private direct investment are also thought to be ade
quately measured, but a substantial margin of error 
attaches to the estimates for the most recent year, which
are based on quarterly data.

Up to 1970 gaps still existed in the measurement of 
both outward and inward portfolio investment; from 
1971 the coverage of the estimates has been improved 
by the new Bank of England inquiry on overseas port
folio investment. The new information has also been 
used to improve the estimates for 1969 and 1970.

The figures of changes in exchange reserves in sterling, 
other external banking and money market liabilities 
in sterling and UK banks’ net external liabilities/assets in 
overseas currencies are precise ones rather than estimates 
being taken from the regular returns made by banks 
and other financial institutions. However, errors may 
arise through failure to recognise non-resident status, 
especially where nominee accounts are employed. The 
coverage of changes in unrelated trade credit has been 
improved over the years, particularly with the develop
ment of the Department of Industry inquiry, but the 
estimates for trade credit remain subject to a substantial 
margin of error. The figures of Other short-term capital 
flows are based on a variety of sources, and a number of 
gaps remain in these estimates.

Official financing
The figures are based on official records and are 

precise.

Summary
Despite the continuing improvements which have 

been effected, the main weaknesses in the present 
statistics are still in Private transfers and Other services 
in the invisibles account. More generally, because of 
the wide variety of sources and methods which have to 
be used in compiling the accounts, there are difficulties 
in obtaining complete consistency of definition and 
treatment between one item and another and some 
marginal overlapping or shortfall results.

Balancing item
The balancing item represents the net total of errors 

and omissions arising throughout the accounts and it 
has varied considerably in recent years. The main 
causes of fluctuations in the balancing item are likely to 
be, in part, timing errors in the recording of transactions 
and the corresponding payments, and, in part, un
recorded capital flows. With these timing variations it 
is possible that amounts in foreign exchange are con
verted to sterling at rates of exchange which differed 
for the transaction and the corresponding payment. 
Unrecorded capital flows include short-term ‘leads and 
lags’ in the timing of payments which, like identified

flows of short-term funds, are probably influenced by 
the level of interest rates in the United i^ngdom relative 
to those abroad, the relative degree of credit stringency 
and by speculation about exchange rates.

In the 1968 and earlier issues of this publication, 
reference was made to a recurrent positive element in the 
balancing item, thought to be a growing amount in the 
range of +£50 million to +£75 million a year, and 
then attributed to deficiencies in the measurement of 
current account transactions (see United Kingdom 
Balance o f Payments 1968, page 73). This was assessed 
by averaging the balancing item over a long period of 
years, in the course of which the timing errors and the 
more volatile unrecorded capital inflows and outflows 
would tend to cancel out. Such an average is now best 
assessed by taking the figures for the period from the 
early 1960’s, in which the data on certain components 
of invisibles and capital flows, particularly trade credit, 
have been more complete than previously. In the eight 
years since 1968, the balancing items have largely 
cancelled out but include estimates for individual years 
which range from +£392 million in 1969 to 
—£705 million in 1972 making it difficult to establish 
the level of any underlying trend. With the turnover on 
current account now around £60,000 million a year, 
‘leads and lags’ in the timing of payments and small 
changes to the terms of settlement could have a large 
effect on the balancing item.

REVISIONS

Provisional figures for the latest calendar year are 
published early in March and revised figures are prepared 
during the summer. This publication incorporates the 
latest figures for 1975.

A number of revisions to the figures have been made as 
a result of later and more complete information and 
through the continuing scrutiny of the methods of 
estimation and of consistency in treatment between 
different items in the accounts. When new inquiries and 
investigations have produced improved series of figures 
these revisions have been carried back to earlier years 
as appropriate and may involve changes in the figures for 
several years. Some revisions involve compensating 
amendments elsewhere in the accounts and therefore 
have no impact on the balancing item.

CHANGES IN CONTENT

Changes in content from the previous issue include:

Trade in gold coin
Although not affecting the balance of payments totals 

of exports and imports, trade in gold coin, previously 
treated as a coverage adjustment, is now included in the
trade statistics.

Invisible credits and debits
Table 2 now contains individual items of invisible 

credits and debits back to 1954. This includes the detail 
shown in Table 7 of the previous Pink Book,
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Earnings on construction work overseas
This component of ‘Other services’ has now been 

subdivided in Table 12 to show separately the earnings 
of architects and quantity surveyors, consulting engineers 
and construction contractors.

Direct investment
Components of direct investment and of direct 

investment earnings are no longer shown separately for 
developed and developing countries.

Import credit on oil company ships
For 1973 onwards, these figures are included within 

import credit {item 12)\ earlier figures continue to be 
shown in ‘Other commercial short-term transactions 
(net)’ (part of item 14).
Foreign currency borrowing by public sector under 
exchange cover schemes

All borrowings, net of repayments, are recorded at 
transaction values within ‘Official financing’ in Tables 3 
and 23; the level of total borrowing outstanding at 
end-years, valued at middle market rates, is recorded 
in Table 30. In previous issues of the Pink Book this 
borrowing was included either as overseas currency 
borrowing by UK banks to finance lending to the public 
sector or as overseas investment in the UK public sector. 
These revisions have been carried back to 1969, when 
the first scheme was introduced, though the change 
mainly affects the statistics for 1973 onwards.

Balance for official financing
After reallocating public sector borrowings under the 

exchange cover schemes to ‘Official financing’, the balance 
previously described as the ‘total currency flow’ has been 
retitled ‘balance for official financing’.
Revaluation of foreign currency assets and liabilities

Outstanding levels of inter-government loans to the 
United Kingdom, official reserves and official short and 
medium term borrowing were previously converted to 
sterling using parity or middle rates equivalent at end- 
years 1971 and 1972 to $2*60571 =  £1 and at end-year 
1973 and subsequently, to $2*89524 =  £1. As described 
on page 58, from 23 June 1972 the sterling exchange rate 
was allowed to float and the gap between this parity 
rate and the middle market rate has steadily widened. 
The figures now shown in Tables 25, 29, 30 and 32 have 
been converted to sterling using end-year middle market 
rates.
Aid to developing countries

The figures of UK public expenditure on overseas aid 
to developing countries, previously shown in Annex 2, 
have been discontinued from this publication. Details 
about the composition of UK economic aid, including 
private sector flows, can be found in the publications 
British Aid Statistics and in An Account of the British 
Aid Programme (Cmnd 5920).

TREATMENT OF THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
IN THE NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

A full account of the treatment of the balance of 
payments in the national accounts is given in Chapter

XV (International transactions) of National Accounts 
Statistics: Sources and Methods. Attention is drawn 
to the problem of defining residents of the United 
Kingdom and to other practical differences which give 
rise to minor inconsistencies between the balance of 
payments and international transactions as included in 
the national accounts.

The national income can be measured as a sum of 
incomes derived from economic activity (factor in
comes), as a sum of expenditure or as a sum of the 
products of the various industries.

Most of the national income of the United Kingdom 
arises from economic activity by UK residents; this total 
is domestic income or product and it is distinguished 
from national income or product which is the total of 
incomes accruing to UK residents wherever the economic 
activity that gives rise to the income takes place. The 
income which appears in the balance of payments 
accounts as credits under Interest, profits and dividends 
accrues to UK residents as a result of economic activity 
abroad or property held abroad. Conversely debits under 
Interest, profits and dividends represent income which 
arises within the United Kingdom but which accrues to 
non-residents. The national income therefore consists of 
domestic income plus net property income from abroad. 
The net property income from abroad, which is the 
difference between the gross domestic product and the 
gross national product, is equal to the net earnings 
from interest, profits and dividends in the balance 
of payments accounts. But in order to maintain con
sistency with the treatment of income in the current 
accounts of the different sectors, property income 
is measured in the national accounts before deduction 
of local taxes; whereas in the balance of payments, 
interest, profits and dividends are recorded after deduc
tion of taxes. In the national accounts, the tax payments 
are entered again on the opposite side of the account 
so that the balance between payments and receipts is 
preserved. The payment of tax to a foreign government 
on income accruing to UK residents is thus entered 
as a payment of property income by the United Kingdom 
and vice versa.

As mentioned above, the national income can be 
measured not only as a sum of incomes but also by 
totalling expenditure. The total of final expenditures 
on the goods and services becoming available in the 
United Kingdom must include expenditure by other 
countries on the available goods and services (exports); 
but many of the available goods contain imported 
materials and some of the available services are rendered 
by overseas residents. Expenditure on such goods and 
services therefore generates income and product not only 
in the home economy but also in the overseas country 
from which the imported material has been bought or 
which renders the service. The gross domestic product 
measured as a sum of expenditure is therefore equal to 
total final expenditure in the United Kingdom, including 
exports, on all goods and services less imports of goods 
and services. Exports and imports of goods are equal to 
exports (f.o.b.) and imports (f.o.b.) in the balance of 
payments. Exports and imports of services are equivalent 
to transport (sea transport and civil aviation), travel, 
other services and that part of government transactions 
in the invisibles account of the balance of payments
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which relates to services. As with the income approach, 
an adjustment for net property income from abroad is 
required to move from the gross domestic product to 
gross national product.

The remaining items in the current account of the 
balance of payments, that is official and private transfer 
payments, do not appear directly in the composition 
of the national income but they are shown in the sector 
accounts. For instance, government transfer payments 
appear in the current account of the central government 
and private transfer payments appear in the analysis 
of personal income and expenditure.

The overall current balance plus capital transfers is 
described in the national accounts as net investment 
abroad. It appears as part of total investment in the 
combined capital account and since all other forms of 
financing between different sectors of the home economy 
cancel each other out, it is equal, but opposite in sign to, 
the net acquisition of financial assets in the financial 
accounts tables of the national accounts.

ESTIMATES FOR EARLIER YEARS

The estimates in this publication relate to the years 
1965 to 1975 and only the summary in Table 1 and the 
current account in Table 2 give figures back to 1954, as 
far as possible on a comparable basis. The correspond
ing estimates for the years 1946 to 1953 were given in 
United Kingdom Balance o f Payments 1971, Table 4.

The only available estimate of the UK balance of 
payments in the war-time period 1940 to 1945 were 
published in Reserves and Liabilities 1931-1945 (Cmnd. 
8354). Detailed estimates of the UK balance of payments 
in the years 1946 to 1951 were last published in United 
Kingdom Balance o f Payments 1946-57 (HMSO, 1959). 
The estimates were reassessed to take account as far as 
possible of the changes in sources and methods used for 
later years and a revised summary was reproduced in 
United Kingdom Balance o f Payments 1971, page 87. 
A full series of figures from 1952 was published in the 
1964 issue of the Pink Book and was brought up-to-date 
in the tables on pages 85 and 86 of the 1971 issue.

Old presentation of balance of payments estimates
A different form of presentation was used in the 

issues of this publication made prior to 1970. Investment 
and other capital flows and official financing were then 
grouped into the long-term capital account and monetary 
movements. The long-term capital account was made up 
of items 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Table 3. The balance of long
term capital was combined with the current balance in 
the total formerly known as the basic balance, which 
equalled the sum of items 1 to 6. The remaining items, 
except for the balancing item {item 16), that is items 7 to 
14,17,19,20 and 22 to 27 made up monetary movements. 
A summary of the estimates for 1952 to 1962 presented 
on this basis is given on page 85 of the 1971 Pink Book. 
It is not possible to give a full analysis of the presentation 
of investment and other capital flows, as appears in this 
publication, for the years before 1963.
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REFERENCES
General

Quarterly estimates of the UK balance of payments, 
including seasonally adjusted estimates for the current 
account, are published by press notice each quarter, 
together with a commentary, and details are included 
in the March, June, September and December issues of 
Economic Trends. Provisional annual estimates of the 
UK balance of payments appear in the March issue and 
also in the Financial Statement and Budget Report 
published shortly before the presentation of the Budget.

v^uarteriy estunates are also reproduced m summary 
form in the Monthly Digest o f Statistics and in Financial 
Statistics. An article on the seasonal adjustment of the 
balance of payments was published in the January 1968 
issue of Economic Trends.

Current balance
Monthly estimates of visible trade and the projected 

invisible balance (expressed at a monthly rate), seasonally 
adjusted, are published in a press notice issued jointly 
each month by the Central Statistical Office and the 
Department of Trade and subsequently in Trade and 
Industry.

Visible trade
Monthly estimates of the visible trade balance, 

seasonally adjusted and on a balance of payments basis, 
form part of the current account press notice referred to 
above.

Figures of imports (c.i.f.) and exports (f.o.b.) (not 
adjusted to a balance of payments basis) are published 
each month in the Overseas Trade Statistics o f the 
United Kingdom. The monthly figures, both as recorded 
in the Trade Statistics and seasonally adjusted, and on a 
balance of payments basis seasonally adjusted, are the 
subject of regular articles in Trade and Industry and 
are later presented in summary form in the Monthly 
Digest o f Statistics and Annual Abstract o f Statistics. 
Annual statistics are also contained in the Annual 
Statement o f the Trade o f the United Kingdom, which 
shows the figures in greater detail.

Government
Details of UK public expenditure on overseas aid are 

given in the annual publication British Aid Statistics. 
Quarterly details appear regularly in Financial Statistics. 
Further information on inter-govemment loans and 
other official long-term capital transactions is available 
in the Consolidated Fund and National Loans Fund 
Accounts and the Annual Report o f the Commonwealth 
Development Corporation.

Sea transport
An analysis of the overseas receipts and payments 

of UK shipping companies is given in the General 
Council of British Shipping’s publication British 
Shipping Statistics.

Civil aviation
Information on civil aviation is published by the
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Civil Aviation Authority in Monthly Statistics and 
Annual Statistics. Articles on the Department of Industry inquiries have 

been included in Trade and Industry.
Travel

Articles on travel to and from the United Kingdom 
appear regularly in Trade and Industry and the figures are 
published in the Business Monitor series.

UK account with the IMF
Monthly figures are published in International 

Financial Statisticsy published by the IMF, and in 
Financial Statistics.

Other services
Articles on the Department of Industry annual 

inquiries into royalties and films and television appear 
regularly in Trade and Industry.

Official reserves
Monthly figures of the reserves are published in a 

press notice issued by HM Treasury and reproduced in 
Financial Statistics and in the Monthly Digest of Statistics.

UK and overseas private investment and interest, profits 
and dividends

National accounts

The results of the Department of Industry inquiry 
into overseas direct investment are published in Trade 
and Industry and in the Business Monitor series.

Liabilities and claims of UK banks in overseas currencies
Quarterly figures are published in the Bank o f England 

Quarterly Bulletin and in Financial Statistics.

Exchange reserves in sterling: external banking 
money market liabilities in sterling

Annual statistics of the national accounts are pre
sented in the annual Blue Book National Income and 
Expenditure. Quarterly estimates of the main items are 
published by press notice and details are included, with 
a commentary, in the January, April, July and October 
issues of Economic Trends. The main components are 
also published regularly in the Monthly Digest of 
Statistics. A definitive account of the sources of the 
data and methods of estimation used is given in National 
Accounts Statistics: Sources and Methods (HMSO, 1968).

Quarterly figures are published in the Bank of England 
Quarterly Bulletin and in Financial Statistics. An article 
introducing the series appeared in the December 1970 
issue of the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin.

Publications relating to other countries’ balance of pay
ments

The main publications containing estimates of the 
balance of payments of other countries are listed in the 
table below.

Title of publication

International Financial Statistics 
Balance of Payments Yearbook

Balance of Payments Yearbook

General Statistics

Statistical Yearbook 
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics 
Various publications by OECD

Published by

International Monetary Fund 
International Monetary Fund

Statistical Office of the European 
Communities

Statistical Office of the European 
Communities 

United Nations 
United Nations 
OECD

Frequency of 
publication

Monthly 
Compiled by 

monthly instalments 
Annual

Monthly

Annual
Monthly
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